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By Tim Thornsberry 
News editor 
Open communication will once again 
be established with city officials with 
the appointment of four student 
senators to the Liaison Committee to 
the city of Richmond. 
Annette Ohlmann, president of the 
Student Association, by virtue of her 
position, wil sit on the committee 
•Jong with: Robert Randall. Ketti Neai 
John Martin and Kurt Netherton. 
The Liaison Committee was formed 
last year under the administration of 
Carl Kramer and Neil Dimond "to 
establish some form of on-going 
communication," with the city, 
according to Kramer. 
Kramer said the committee 
started to give students "some form 
of political influence in the operation 
of the Richmond community." 
According to Martin Schickle. vice 
president of the Student Association, 
the senators selected "were young 
people," sophomores and juniors, who 
will be able to "carry o\ar" to sit on 
the committee again next year. 
Schickle said the students chosen 
also represent different factions of the 
community: male and female, 
off-campus residents and on campus 
residents. 
According to Schickle, the 
relationship between students and the 
city population is "not good." and 
"needs improvement." 
"I would say that personally I can 
see that this relationship mads 
improving by the feedback that I gat 
from students..." said Schickle. 
Schickle said the city and students 
have several concerns the committee 
will address. 
Parties that go late into the evening 
create, what is perceived by the 
residents living in those areas, as a 
threat to them and their property, said 
Schickle. 
(See CITY. Page 16) 
Council gives OK 
to tuition hikes 
for universities 
Fountain Interlude «»« by s.«. »,„, 
The fountain near the Powell BuMdtaj make* a perfect letting for Becky Gardner, a junior interior design major from Colum- 
bus. Ohio. 03 Rudy peacefully for an upcoming exam. 
Three dorms to 
By Mark Campbell 
Managing editor 
Miller/Beckham and McCreary halls 
will   be   closed  during the  spring 
namntttT for their second renovation 
since being built in 1938. 
The dormitories, which were all 
three built during the same year, ware 
first renovated in 1969. 
According to Mabel Criswell, 
associate director of housing, the 
renovations have been planned since 
the beginning of the fall semester and 
the residents of that hal were sent a 
letter at that time explaining that 
relocation was a possibiity. 
The renovation was made possible 
when the housing office calculated ISO 
female students would not be return- 
ing to the university for the spring 
semester and only 125 residents from 
Miller/Beckham and McCreary would 
be returning, said Criswell. 
Criswell said the renovations would 
coat the university aa estimated 
$75,000 and that they would be com- 
pleted by the beginning of the fall 
semester 1984. 
Chad Middleton, director of the 
university's physical plant, said, the 
renovations wffl be aimed at sever si 
"For the aas> of the building it's not 
in too bad of shape," said MtdfUston. 
Middleton said one of the priorities 
of the renovation la to replace the 
building's « amp electrical panels 
with heavier duty 100 amp outlets. 
The Upgrading of the electrical 
system should help allsviste sosne of 
the prefeksas residents have experienc- 
ed in the past concerninbg the use of 
modern sflpUaBfaa, said Jeanette 
Crockett, dean of women,  ■ 
"This fall whan it wss so warm that 
student had a far. the breakers 
ft 
v-renovation 
amps for modern appliances," 
said Crockett.' 
Another area cited for improvement 
is the hot water storage tank which is 
located in the basement. 
Crockett said the tank which had 
been "patched and patched and patch- 
ad" would fas replaced with a new 
•8,500 unit. 
Middleton also said the building's 
bathrooms would be remodeled to ac- 
comodate the residents more 
comfortably. 
Crockett ssid the dorm, which 
originally was a men's bousing facili- 
ty, would be remodeled so that the 
bathrooms can be more useful. 
Crockett said currently the 
bathrooms, which are shared by eight 
residents, are equipped with one com- 
mode, a urinal, one shower and two 
lavatories. Altar renovation the facili- 
ty will have two commodes with par- 
titions, s ahiiasj. two nicer lavrstories 
and a double vanity mirror. 
Middleton said smoke detectors will 
be installed in the building st the re- 
quest of the fire marshal. 
Middleton said the physical plant 
will begin renovation on the building 
as soon ss the residents move out and 
that work would probably continue on 
into the summer. 
Criswell said she would begin going 
over the possible alternative housing 
arrangements with Miler/Beckham 
and McCreary residents this week. 
The residents of that dorm will have 
first choice of the available rooms on 
campus, ssid Criswell. 
Desk workers, resident assistants, 
graduate assistants and other staff 
members who wish to keep their jobs 
in those capacities would be able to 
because those position open up each 
semester due to normal attrition, said 
Crockett. 
Progress staff report 
The 7 percent tuition increase which 
the Board of Regents passed Nov. 5 
was approved by the Council on 
Higher Education Tuesday. 
The increase, which was approved 
for all regional institutions, would pro- 
vide for a S27 per semester raise in tui- 
tion for the 1984-85 school year. 
The rate increase, which wss recom- 
mended by the Council on Higher 
Education, would require in-state 
university students to pay $64 more 
next school year. 
In-state undergraduate tuition, 
starting the fall semester of 1984. will 
increase to S415 per semester or a total 
of S830 for the year. By the 1985-86 
school year in-state undergraduate tui- 
tion will reach $422 per semester or 
S844 per year. 
Tuition for        out-of-state 
undergraduates will rise from $2,326 
this year to $2,490 per year starting 
in the fall 1984. Out-of-state 
undergraduate students will have to 
pay $2,654 per year during the 1985-86 
school year. 
In-state graduate students 
attending the state universities will ex- 
perience a tuition increase from $854 
to $914 beginning the fall semester of 
1984. In-state graduate tuition is also 
slated to increase an additional $58 
during the 1985-86 school year for a 
total tuition of $972. 
Powell concerned 
University President Dr. J.C. Powell 
voiced his concern over the tuition in- 
creases. Powell ssid he was concerned 
about the process in which the coun- 
cil determines how much students 
should be able to afford to pay toward 
education. 
"I share with students who spoke of 
their conern of the council using per 
capita income to base funding on," 
ssid Powell. "The whole concept"has 
been changed in recent years through 
the federal government.'' 
According to Powell, the council 
"needs to address itself" on matters 
concerning tuition and fktancial aid. 
"We need to encourage the Council 
on Higher Education to study tuition 
and tuition matters." said Powell. 
According to Powell one factor in in- 
creasing tuitions is the economy. 
"As long as inflation is improving 
we'll see the council looking for some 
increases in tuition." said Powell. 
Other state universities which are af- 
fected by the 7 percent tuition in- 
creases include Western. Murray, 
Morahesd, Northern Kentucky and 
Kentucky State. 
The University of Kentucky and 
University of Louisville will each ex- 
perience an 11.3 percent tuition in- 
crease effective the fal semester of 
1984. That increase would be follow- 
ed by a 10 percent increase for the 
1985-86 school year. 
UK and U of L's tuition for in-state 
undergraduate students will increase 
from $934 per year to $1,040 next year 
and effective for the 1986-86 school 
year tuition will-cost $1,144. 
The cost of out-of-state 
undergraduate tuition at UK and U of 
L will increase from this year's $2,802 
to next year's $3.118, and effective the 
fall semester of the 1985-86 school 
year, the tuition will rise to $3,434. 
Community colleges 
The University of Kentucky's Com- 
munity College system is slated to face 
tuition increases of 13 percent next 
year and 11 percent during the 1985-86 
school year. 
The 13 percent increase will raise the 
community college tuition from $414 
per year to $468 effective the fall 
semester of 1984 to $520 during the 
1985-86 school year for in-state 
students. 
Out-of-state student attending com- 
munity colleges will experience tuition 
increases from the current $1,242 to 
$1,402 effective the fall semester of 
1984 to 1.560 during the 1985-86 
academic year. 
The state's medical, dental and law 
schools will also undergo increases 
ranging from 6 to 17 percent for in- 
state students and up to 33 percent for 
out-of-state students. 
The Council on Higher Education 
also made its approvals on state 
funding of the eight universities for 
the next fiscal year. 
The approved proposal would in- 
crease the current $408.5 million state 
funding package for the universities to 
$463.8 million during the 1984-85 
school year and then to $539.5 million 
for the 1985-86 academic year. 
The state's desegregation plan has 
been approved an additional $12.2 
million in 1984-85 and $7.8 million in 
1985-86 to be spent on operating and 
construction costs. 
The council also requested an addi- 
tional $11.3 million over the next bien- 
nium to be spent on the council's 
operating budget. 
The council also recommended over 
$1 billion in funding to the state's 
eight public universities and 13 com- 
munity colleges for the next two fiscal 
years. 
The council recommended 1463 8 
million for the universities in 198-J 86 
and $539.5 million in fiscal yeal 
1985-86. 
The university, under the proposal 
would receive $36.9 million which is ;in 
8.7 percent increase during fiscal year 
1984-85. 
During fiscal year 1985-86 the 
university is slated to receive a 9.7 per- 
cent increase over the 1984-85 budget, 
which would amount to a $40.4 million 
appropriation. 
Largest share 
The university is to receive the 
largest appropriation of any of the 
regional schools. 
(See EKU. Page 1 f., 
L 
Periscope 
On the eve of the assassination of 
John r*. Kennedy, the campus 
rsmsmbsrs his death. See 
Features asHor Uaa Frost's story 
on Page 5. 
 2,4 
Nsws  3-4,13-15 
Features... _ S 
Organizations.  4-7 
Arts 8-9 
Sports 10-12 
Nuclear awareness seminar set 
Kr 
By Thomas Barr 
Editor 
Altlwugh it has been a controversial 
issue both nationally and localy. eaas- 
pus organizers of the Nuclear Arms 
Awareness Days are making fins! 
preparations for its two-dsy seminar 
Sunday and Monday, Nov. 20-21. 
The issue of the program cssas 
fire on fn*" two weeks ago . 
the plans by Student Senate to spon- 
sor the event wars dropped. 
However, it took only a few days 
before six organixations josasd a* as 
continue the nuclear 
program. 
"We wars hurting there for 
•aid Scott Mandl, who is coordinating 
the event. "ATI ws nesdad was ons 
a»-ouptosayyee'soweaould»stths 
Powsil Bulking. 
"Thesocidsa. 
the first one to come _ 
Mandl, who is also a student 
"After thst. everyone seemed to 
on tbs bandwagon." 
Presently, the social 
natural   science 
CIRUNAClub.I— 
ma BeUPW and Commoirwsslth He- 
ars the organizations 
T, tasak ft w« bs a. saeK W 
could be 
wall face 
•ski 
ft 
«a 
and this 
most important issue 
* «£Z£ir;zss3r 
slot of worry that 
create   a   riot   or 
•*> p.m.- Spsakar 
Wslch, an • 
Room of the Powell 
1.30 p.m- qpesksr Session 
with Dr. Bruce MacLarsn. chair 
man of tbs Department of 
Natural Sciences. Ha wffl give s 
speech titled "Introduction to 
Nuelesr Arms. 
A p.m.- Spsaksr Sasskn with 
Dr. Ann Stabbms, chairman of 
tha Department of Social 
Sciences. She will speak on the 
"-• of Power" and how it 
Us wfO discuss the 
' Sodo-psychoiogical Eflscts of 
Nudssr Arms'' 
9     p.m.-     A     half-hour 
seaakar/sudlsncs   discussion 
bs tbs session f or 
tha first day. 
For thosspsople that are interested 
in watching the special ABC movie 
Tin Day Aftw, which shows the after 
W sst up at 8 pan. In the Ksnnamer 
<Sss MARTIN, Pags IS) 
signal Ph«o by Scan Efcms 
Martha SrnaMwood of Richmond found that a trip to the grocery was no small task as her car caught fire Tuesday as she 
was driving on the Eastern Bypass. Richmond city firemen responded to the call. 
\ 
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Tuition continues 
upward pattern 
It's official now. Students will 
have to dig a little deeper into 
their pockets to pay for the 
increase in tuition at state 
institutions the next two years. 
This most recent boost in tuition 
will amount to another 14 percent 
over the next two years for 
residents of Kentucky. 
This is on top of the 30 percent 
raise for in-state residents that has 
been in effect the last two years. 
For example, students who 
started college two years ago will 
see a 44 percent increase in their 
tuition over the four-year span. 
And the six state universities 
are getting off easy. The Univer- 
sity of Kentucky and the Univer- 
sity of Louisville will see their 
rates go up by 21.3 percent over 
the next two years 
And out-of-state medical 
students will be paying 33 percent 
more this year 
These increases are really just a 
bunch of numbers until you get 
down to the cold, cruet realization 
that some students will be unable 
to attend school next fall because 
of the tuition increases. 
Just last month, the state 
announced the number of state 
funded grants would decrease next 
year And with the decrease of 
federal financial aid and the dif- 
ficulty of obtaining loans at a 
reasonable interest rate choking 
the sources of student funds even 
tighter, enrollment is -sure to drop. 
Also, a large percentage of Ken- 
tucky's college students come 
from other states. With the out-of- 
state costs increasing at an even 
higher rate, the number of non- 
Kentuckians will also decrease 
drastically. 
As the operating costs continue 
to rise and state funebng continues 
to decrease, students will 
ultimately feel the brunt of the 
burden. 
The increases are set for the 
following two years but the Coun- 
cil on Higher Education must look 
at ways to control the runaway 
tuition increases that are becom- 
ing an annual occurrence. 
And when Harry Snyder. the ex- 
ecutive director of the CHE. jok- 
ed that a $27 jump per semester 
for community-college students is 
just "a tank of gas for a large car" 
or "2VJ cases of beer for students 
who can buy it," something is 
wrong. 
The CHE is there to help protect 
and serve every' student's rights. 
However, when snide comments 
are made about important issues 
such as tuition hikes, the character 
of the members need to be 
examined. 
I f students are expected to con- 
tinue shouldering the burden of in- 
creasing coats, then look for enroll- 
ment to go straight down aa tui- 
tion rates go straight up. 
"The Great American Smokeout »t 
Voters must judge issues 
instead of gender or race 
■« 
A federal case: killing an eagle 
By Mary Branham 
Staff writer 
Why should being a member of a 
minority be an issue in these United 
States? 
Some may argue that it isn't, but it 
is obvious that it does play a part in 
the lives of all Americans. 
Just recently. Kentucky has been a 
prime example of this. 
Although it was never really stated 
in any campaign, the fact that Martha 
Layne Collins was a woman played a 
major part of the campaign in 
everyone's minds. 
Throughout the Democratic 
primary, one of Collins' opponents 
implied that Kentucky needed 
someone strong enough to do the job 
of governor. That implication said a 
woman was not. 
However. Collins' campaign is guilty 
of using this issue of her gender. "Let's 
make history. Ken tacky." was one of 
stated announcements at the end of 
many of Collins' TV commercials. 
Voting for a woman just because she 
is a woman is just as silly as not voting 
for a woman for the same reason. 
But the female issue is not the only 
one that lives in the minds of people, 
especially political people 
The United States is now faced with 
the question, "Should a black be 
elected president of the United 
States?" The answer is no. a Black 
should not be elected president. A 
qualified candidate, black or white, 
should be elected. 
In the coning months, this question 
will be unasked in the campaign of the 
Kev. Jesse Jackson, although it won't 
be unthought Americans should listen 
to the issues and the plans of all the 
candidates and then choose. But, they 
shouldn't let their eyes and petty pre- 
judices interfere with their decision. 
Again, this candidate is using this 
issue. Already, Jackson has suggested 
that he might use a woman as his 
running mate. He didn't say a 
qualified woman, he said a woman. 
So? Is that supposed to be the 
answer to any big issue affecting the 
land? No, it is not an answer. 
Politics is not the only arena for such 
silly questions of what is right. 
Recently, on the Phil Donahue 
Show, the issue of gay rights was the 
subject. Donahue had representatives 
from both sides present and they knew 
their parts well 
The gays on the show wanted a Civil 
Rights Act passed for their benefit 
much like the Black Civi Rights Act 
in the 1960s. This whole issue is shaky, 
but Jerry Falwall of the Moral Majori- 
ty, said that gays should not have 
these rights because it goes against 
everything in the Bible. 
Wasn't church and state separated 
long ago? 
This is not a moral but a civil issue 
and should be treated as one. It is 
shaky because there is a question of a 
law saying there is equal right for all. 
Why should being a member of a 
minority be an issue in these United 
States? It shouldn't, realy. The only 
issues are people. And people should 
be allowed to be people and thought of 
in that way no matter of race, creed or 
gender. 
In the truest tradition with the most 
heartfelt respect for all radical libera- 
tion army terrrorist groups, we the 
Staff of The Eastern Progress do 
hereby assume responsibility and 
penalties connected with the Colonel 
football team's massacre of the 
Morehead State University Eagles. 
No Coach Kidd we don't really 
mean to take full responsibility for the 
victory. Ordy our just due. 
In regard to an editorial penned by 
our own favorite son Thomas J. Barr 
III, the staff of Morehsad's student 
newspaper the Tr^ilblazer. accused 
The Progress of trying to "spook" the 
Eagles who are "now flush with vic- 
tory over Liberty Baptist ...." 
The Trailbkuer, which after recently 
visiting Morehsad's campus I now 
know why it is so named, apparently 
has accused the Progress of 
implementing subliminal warfare in 
the school's most recent gridiron 
contest. 
The unsigned editorial went on to 
say that regardless of our 
underhanded schemes, "No —Hat 
what has happened so far, you can 
never predict the outcome of this 
traditional battle." 
The Progress makes it a habit to 
limit our predictions concerning the 
outcome of athletic events; however. 
In ether words 
Marine's views given 
Today I recieved a clipping from 
your publication that dealt with 
withdrawal of American forces in 
Lebanon due to the recent slaughter. 
First, let me tell you that I helped to 
dig through the rubble of the USMC 
Head Quarters after it was bombed I 
personally saw the death and destruc- 
tion caused by the terrorists we are 
battling. This is one reason why I am 
opposed to the message this article 
conveyed I know neither date it was 
published nor it's author, but it was 
titled "Attack should signal 
homecoming for Marines." 
As s former student of EKU, I just 
have to believe that my friends that 
still attend Eastern and read The 
Progress weekly, don't share the 
outlandish views by this article. 
In March of 1947. President Harry 
Truman presented to Congress a 
proposal to contain the spread of Com- 
munism whan ever possible His doc- 
trine promised assistance to nations 
"threatened by armed minorities or by 
outside pressures" either by the fire 
power of our armed forces or by reduc 
ing economic and political weaknesses 
that present the Communistic Ideal as 
a favorable governing farce. Let me 
tell you this, Russia is actively invorv 
edin the Lebanoneee crisis. Thier ships 
patrol the coast line just aa my own 
doss. The only way that they are mars 
active than ourselves is that they are 
pouring aafJaeaS of dolars into the 
training and arming of different 
terrorist factions. And these are the 
people that killed our Marinaa. 
The United States has a proud 
military tradition of being the forces 
of good batting evil. No one disagreed 
with us opposing Adolph Hitler. The 
Armed Forces of our country are the 
reason that you can worahip aa you 
wish, or go down town on Thursday 
nights. I feel that it would be a 
disgrace to turn tail and run after com- 
miting ourselves to the Lebanonese 
people. Be grateful that you can attend 
fine universities, because I have seen 
the people that sleep inside of card- 
board hutches. If you ask any Marine 
or Sailor if they wish to be here, they 
will reply. "HeU No.'Ask them is they 
think they should be here, they will 
reply, "Hell Yes." I'm not writing this 
to try to change anyone's viewpoint 
about our involvement in Beirut. Your 
views must be your own. I just want 
to let you know how one Sailor feels. 
Thank you for reading. 
PN8N DQUG TUDOR, U8N 
Busch letter applauded 
Iamwritingtoaxpnasapiasrlatiisi 
to Senator Brian Busch for his letter 
in your last issue supporting our 
projected debate on nuclear weapons 
policy, now schednlsd for April 18. 
during the fr^rrungj spring semester. A 
Bjpnjbsr 'f PT^* fa"—* any *'—¥tmt tnd 
the surrounding Bluegraaa 
communities have bean working hard 
on this event for the past two months. 
We hops to present two nationally 
for a university community. - 
CLYDE J. LEWIS ^ 
Bazaar set for December 
It's that Bizarre time of the year 
again and you are cordially invited to 
take part in the third annual Bizarre 
Bazaar, sponsored by the Public Rela- 
tions Student Society of America. 
The Bazaar, which drew an 
estimated awdVanr* of 3.000 last year, 
was a great success The 90 campus 
dubs that participated leased money 
for activities, philanthropies and ser- 
vice projects 
The Bizarre Bazaar will be bald 
Tuesday. December 6. It is a bizarre 
event to unite all campus organiza- 
tions before the Christmas holidays for 
a fun time, while providng you with 
a revenue-making opportunity. 
the staff personally never bad any 
doubts aa to the outcome of the 
so-called "battle." 
Barr. as our staff unanimously 
perceived, was simply commenting on 
s touchy situation within the realm of 
higher education in the 
Commonweakh of Kentucky. 
Furthermore, 1 personally and the 
staff aa a whole, would lice to salute 
Coach Kidd and the entire Colonel 
football team for doing the honorable 
and merciful ttina? by a>niwg on the 
ball three straight plays at the 
Morehead 5-yard line as time ran out 
in the lopsided contest. 
The Trmlblazer was ks»d enough to 
suggest that in the event this institu- 
tion of Msjalr educational oppor- 
tunities were to fold aa an 
undergraduate facility, they would 
kindly take fci our football team and 
allow the "top" players to seek refuge 
and competition aa members of their 
esteemed athletic program. 
The Trailblazer suggested, much like 
Barr, the state should have one lone 
graduate school; however, they offered 
that this university be the location of 
that facility. 
The one point of consideration that 
the Morehead Stete University paper 
made was, what indeed must be done 
with our university's . perennial 
powerhouse football team? 
Well we hare at the university know 
what we want to do with them. We 
rather enjoy being able to support s 
at Hanger Field And if we play 
opponents such ss Morehead we will 
continue to support a winner. 
However, the Trailblazer said, "Qf 
course, the big drawback to our idea 
would be the dismantling of the EKU 
football team, currently the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association's Divi- 
sion II national champion and the 
pride of winning football in 
Kentucky." 
Incidently the Morehead paper is in 
error, just because their school faces 
the possibility of dropping down to 
Division 11, we at Eastern are still, and 
as far as we know always will be an 
NCAA Division I-AA school; 
therefore, we are actually a two time 
runner-up and two-time winner of the 
I-AA National Championship. 
The Morehead editorial calls such a 
dismantling a "drawback," but any 
true-blooded died maroon in the wool 
Colonel fan would call that -a 
catastrophy. 
In conclusion, I must make several 
points. Neither of the schools will ever 
have a chance of becoming the lone 
graduate institution in the stats nor 
would Morehead have stood a chance 
of emerging victorious over the 
Colonels in football this season. 
Apparently. Morehead is in greater 
need of a new coach and president than 
they are in need of a team. 
Bye, bye. Coach Loney, but don'the 
lonely because Norfieet is going too. 
opposing views, who will be available 
for pattklnstion in a tarnation and 
answer session. Our put pose is to 
■ ddiaaa issues rationally in order to 
provide information on very complex 
and vital issues affecting us sJL 
, our debate 
involving 
In all I 
will not be a 
Our Bizarre idea is simple: You 
prov ids either s product or s Dixerre- 
type gams, and we provide publicity, 
booths and clean-up for a nominal fee. 
Any money you take in is yours to do 
with as you sss fit. 
With the verity of orgsnrratinne oh 
campue.   we could  rssDy   offer  the 
Eaatarn»idRkhuMaaloatnnaaaatassa 
'Bizarre"  selection  of  Christmas 
and  1     Whether 
[ation specializes ml 
now is the time to capitalize on it. 
The large amount of exposure this 
event recarvedlast year from local TV. 
radio and newspapers is a good naanav 
tion of the success, participation and 
it wg again 
i fun! So join in the
Ckibs and inter •tad stud* 
k limited. 
Dtal 
by the student C AN AD A Committee. 
I note with approval that group's 
commitment   to   unbiased    and 
reflective prsssntation of i 
issusa. Such an appro. 
with Mr. Bench, is highly appropriate 
I of peasBbb) booth i 
If yon have any question 
address   them   to   Debbie   Pollard 
Je^2-2470»orUslieTurnsr(«22-M23|. 
It  only  makes  secant stt  to go 
Bizarre! I 
DEBBIE POLLARD 
 THF"^  
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ition or story ideas concerning: 
News stories   contact Tim Thornsberry 
Cluba and organisations   contact Don Lowe 
Feature stories- contact Lisa Frost 
Sports news and events- contact George Gabehart 
Arts snd entertainment- contact Andrea Crider 
Photo ideas   contact Sean Elkins 
AD section editors can be reached at 1872 
For other matters: 
Advertiaing- contact Jim Brown 
Circulation problems- contact Ed Miller 
CaD1882f« 
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Police beat 
The following report* were made to 
the Division of Public Safety last 
week. Thin report includes only report! 
involving university students and 
personnel: 
Kiev. 4: 
Tfce US. Gm.ini.st, reported the theft 
of two mirron from a dodgs van whils it 
was parksd in UM Bagaly Lot. The itacas 
wars reportedy vslusd at 170. 
Tear McArtar of Todd HaU reported that 
two tires on bis vehid* wars punctured 
while it wss parksd in Alumni CoUssum 
Lot No estimation of ths vakie of the items 
wss given. 
Nancy Caseasms Aeaeraaa of Brockton 
reported the smsll of smoke and gas. The 
fire department responded and a Ore waa 
discovered behind ths stove Ths damage 
of the fire was unknown. The cause waa 
behaved to be a gas leak. 
Maa.li 
Joke Bee of Commonwealth Hall 
raportad ths theft of several articles of 
clothing from the third floor laundry room 
of Commonwealth. The items were 
reportedly valued at $27. 
Peat Brawn of Sullivan Hal reported that 
the right rear taillight of tar vehicle wss 
damaged while parked on University Drive 
Value of the damage waa not given. 
Paal Seaaaas of Brockton raportad that 
someone had walked on the roof of hia 
vehicle while parked on Vanhoose Drive. 
Value of the damage waa not given. 
Bob Wright of Mattox Had reported the 
theft of the hubcaps from ha) vehicle while 
parked in Mattox Hall Lot. The items were 
reportedly valued at too 
RaoadeNewo, of Brockton Hall reported 
the theft of a lighter and clothing from 
Brockton a 100 Block laundry room. The 
value of the Ughter waa reportedly given at 
•30 and the dothing at 110. 
Pam Brows of Sullivan Hall reported the 
theft of $40 from her purse while it waa in 
her room. . 
Nov.* 
Joaa Horaback. reported the small of 
smoke from Room 107 Case Hall. The Ore 
dspsTt»sa<I|SJ»»ailJis^ea>s^B»ls^ena1 
evacuated. An investigation determined 
that a lamp waa touching and ecorching a 
mattress and had caused the small of 
smoke. 
ITeaaeth MfOer of Dupree Hall reported 
that four tires on hia vehicle ware punctured 
L_« 
■waswawaasasaasasaawaawaBBBBBBJ 
'Got   a   problem   or   question?   Call 
GRIPELINE at 622-1724. * 
.. FOR SALE Commodore VIC-20, 
cassette player, and three game carts. 
Maat sell. 622-4151. 
Recordsmith nays used albums and' 
CMsetU.   in   excelk.^   cppditloa. 
i- 
FOR SALE: Concert tickets for all 
Rupp Arena concerts. Aak for Gary at 
>  62M0M. (Rick NelaasjL 
LOST: Gold and silver twined rope 
bracelet. Sentimental value. If found 
please   contact   Dawn   Pennington. 
1 Work-622-1243. Home-986-1794. 
Men's.   Women's,   and Children's  • 
Alterations, Heming. Msndiag. and 
Reatyling by Experienced! 
Call 8244743, Gale G. Ward. G.G. 
GarmenU. 
Wedding' invitatione. Social AsV 
neascatnenta, X-mas carda *\ sta- 
tionery NOW AVAILABLE at 
University Copy Center. 'Your Quali- 
ty Quick Printer' inside UBS. 624WK20. 
TYPING. THESIS. MSSERTA 
TION8. RESUMES. STATISTICAL, 
EVERYTHING!!!!    PAST.    AC- 
CURATE. REASONABLE. Located 
- in Lexington Doris LaDbw 275-2149. 
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS 
FOR $44.00 THROUGH THE U.S. 
GOVERNMENT? GET THE PACTS 
TODAY! CALL (312)742-1142 
EXT.2553 
IVEEDED: Student to eondt i 
I deliver The New York Time. 
m l ■■,!—   Gnaranteed 
y, plua boaaa. Iatereeted persoaa 
contact  Brett Baker  1-800431 2600. 
and school. 
STUDENT TRAVEL REP. NEEDED 
to promote oar annul JSpriag Break 
trips to Florida. FREE TRIP TO 
FLORIDA plus rnaimladaa Please 
call or writs: COASTAL TOURS, 
INC P.O. Boa 68 - OAK FOREST. IL. 
— -012)636-3212. 
RESUMES PRINTED NEVER 
COPIED AT UNIVERSITY COPY 
CENTER.   Packages   available,   25, 
n iii-fciigii  ■■liliiili.sadf 
envelope. ONLY 11&50. Price 
typesetting one page. Sbt 
choose   from. Located 
8244)220. 
to 
UBS, 
PRSSA iavitss all 
This ksa excellent way fa 
tioas to rales saoney. For i 
lUon,    contact    Lesls   Taraar. 
af k. Fsas 
vtaW. Write te 
.OH 44667 and tal 
while parksd in ths Powell West Lot. No 
eatrmettoo of value was gt van 
Barry Will ill I of O'DoanaU Hall and 
Daaaa Kaaxaof Telford Hall reported the 
theft of a walet and a ladies watch from 
Whiteheade room. Valus of ths wallet waa 
given at (4 and the ladiea watch was valued 
at $100. 
Jena Flsbar of Brockton reported that 
the front tire of hia vehicle waa punctured 
The tire waa iwportedly given at $90. 
Ner, 7: 
Daaaa I i—am of Clay Hall reported 
that she has not recieved two letter* in the 
mall. Each latter reportedk- contained a 
check for $26. 
Jeff Miller of Dupree Hal reported that 
someone had shot an object through the 
window of Room 607 Dupree Hail Value of 
the damage was not given. 
Jeff MUler of Dupree Hall reported that 
someone shot through the window of 606 
Dnpree HaU. Value of the damage waa not 
given. 
Elisabeth Laaam of Walters HaU 
reported that a car was on fire on 
University Drive. The fire department 
responded, sod determined that a leaking, 
radiator waa causing steam to come out 
from eaaan the hood 
Bhanj Kelly of McCreery Hall reported 
that the rear w,t window of her vehicle was 
broken and s sat of speakers and power- 
boosters was stolon. The value of the 
damage to ths window sad the stolen 
articles was not given. 
Nevft 
The firs alarm waa raportad Bounding in 
the Coatee Administrstion Building. The 
fire department responded sod determined 
there was a mammction in the steam 
beating docta causing the alarm to sound. 
Harold Tomes of ODonnell HaU 
reported that ha has not recieved letters 
which reportedly containing $60. 
Malria Blsent of OTJonnafl Hall reported 
he has not recieved s letter from home 
which reportedly —t^i—d $60. 
Cindy Yatea of Beckham HaU reported 
that ths rear windshield of bar car was 
broken out and a stereo and equilixer was 
stolen Value of the windshield was not 
given. Value of the stereo and equiliier waa 
given at $300. 
Chile Braatoy reported seeing smoke 
coming from the lights of the Foster 
Building Music Library. The firs depart 
Dt  responded  and  the building  waa 
evacuated. An inveetigation determined 
that a light ballast had burned out. 
Paal Webster, dorm director at Dupree 
Hall, reported that someone shot en object 
through a window in Room 407 of Dupree 
HaU. Value of the damage waa not given. 
Eric Gamer of Commonwealth HaU 
reported the theft of a cassette tape box and 
its contents from hie vehicle perked in 
Vanhoooe Lot Value of the box was not 
given, but the tapes wore reportedly valued 
at $160. 
Nov. 6: 
David Good of Dupree HaU reported a fire 
on the roof of the breaaaw ay between Todd 
and Dupree Halle. The fin department 
responded and the fire waa extinguished 
An inveetigation determined that burning 
paper had been thrown onto the roof and 
it ignited some leaves. 
The fire ahum waa reported sounding in 
the Keens Johnson Bulking. The fire 
department responded, but could not find 
evidence of a Ire. An inveetigation deter- 
mined s malfunction in ths alarm ayetem. 
Theresa Hagea of McGregor . Hall 
reported the theft of an AMVFM B-TTack 
stereo from her vehicle perked in Lancaster 
Lot Value of the items waa not given. 
Joaa 8araa of Keene Hal reported ths 
theft of a stereo from hia vehicle in Keene 
Lot Value of the item was given at $316. 
Nov. 16: 
Howard Haaaaaa. raportad ths firs alarm 
was sounding in ths Keen Johnson 
Building. The fire department responded, 
but could not find evidence of a fire. An 
investigation determined the alarms had 
bean set off by a aaaanssaasaanfj steam leak 
Jee Nichols of Palmar HaU reported the 
theft of a citixen band radio antenna from 
the trunk of las car. Value was reportedly 
given at $30. 
Denial Delhr of Todd HaU reported a 
trash-chute fire in Todd HaU. The fire 
department responded and the building waa 
evacuated. The fire waa extinguished by 
Brian Owens, dorm director. 
Lewie WlUani of Todd Hall reported the 
theft of a battery from his vehicle while 
narked in Alumni Coliseum Lot Value waa 
reportedly given at $62. 
Wendell Jerrie of Keens Hall waa ar 
rested on a charge of public Intoxication, 
CLASSIFIEDS     « *********************«;* >, SOME DAY 
? YOUR 
* PRINCE^ 
5 WILL 
% COME 
.... «•_.   /» 
BUCCANEER 
DRIVE-IN 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday Nights 
U.S. 25 North - 623-9234 
TALES | 
[""■TTai       BBnmB>anaBBBBBBnJs,eassBBBBBBB>eBBi 
R R£STMCTH)«g>j # 
FAIRY 
********************** 
at rnwwoalooBagakoBhssuiaor local rotas < 
Tata* Creek Met Begtey Drugs 
lUTeaenCiwak University Canter 
Cowvaraam Food Mkt. 
2nd Street 
EKU Bookstore 
KtMiM johnsoo Blag. 
A Pinch 
in a Pooch. 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
y 
225 E. MAIN STREET, RICHMOND 
PHONE 623-7481 
OPEN 24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK 
PHARMACY HOURS: MON. SAT. 9 a.m. 9 p.m. SUN. 12 NOON 6 p.m. 
 Prices and item, good thru : Wed. Nov. 23, 1983 
A COMPLETE DRUG STORE 
Friendly, reliable prescription service .. health & beauty aids. . 
cosmetics... afdafl your drugstore needs.,  at tovVprices 
PLUS'A HANDY 0NE ST0P 
r 
- ■ ■■ JWM 
►   . 
FOOD MART 
WE SOL.   WE REDEEM.. 
'RLPUBIlO 
MONEY 
ORDERS 
Packaged and frozen meats, baked goods, a 
variety of grocery staples, dairy products, your 
favorite beverages. Candies, nuts, snacks and 
ice cream with the added advantage of quick in 
quick out service You II even find a self serve 
snack bar with coffee, donuts. fountain drinks 
& more. 
WE HONOR... 
VISA' 
TOSTITOS 
TORTILLA 
CHIPS 
8 oz. bag 
89 
Limit 2, please 
Reg. 
1.39 
IVORY 
SOAP 
4 pack of 
3.5 oz. bars 
0 
VALUABLE COUPON 
COKE 
8-pack of 
16 oz. returnable 
bottles 
1 39 Plus deposit 
JENO'S 
FROZEN PIZZA 
10.3 to 10.8 oz  99 
(OUSPCRUsf) 
PLUS THESE OFFERS.. 
in 
D PRESSURE 
Accurate, fast, 
easy and 
painless. A FREE 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICE... 
at your 
Richmond 
SUPERx 
Drug Store. 
PHOTO COlJPON 
QUALITY DEVELOPING 
AND PRINTING 
REGULAR SIZE PRINTS FROM ONE 
ROLL OR DISC OF COLOR PRINT FILM 
2" 2 
36exp. 
19 
15 disc 
Limit one roll per coupon. 
Coupon must accompany order. 
Compatible C 41 process film only. 
Offer good thru Nov. 19.19S3 at 
your E. Main St. SUPERx 
«i Richmond 
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People Poll Have you registered for classes yet? Why or why not? 
Howard W«th 
UK.. 
rntJw                    '   '^^m 
L.          ■ 
Brown (one* 
' ■%  Lai(h An Howard. 
communication aad huzaaa raUtioM, 
~.J   Frankfort 
Yes. I did it so I wouldn't have to 
wait in line forever. 
Kevin   Well*,   junior,   accounting. 
PaintavUle 
No. I haven't became I missed my 
scheduled time. I have to wait until 
December. 
Sherroada   Brown,   freshman,   pre- 
engineeriag. Loaiaville 
No. It's not the freshman's turn to 
go yet. My schedule is totally made 
out though. 
Kathy Jones,  junior,  broadcasting. 
Lake Cumberland 
Yes. Because my classes are usually 
closed out early. The system is not 
adequate. They make the student wait 
too much. 
Mike Dedanaa, sophomore, undecided, 
Louisville 
No. I do Wednesday. It's not going 
to be hectic, if you're prepared. 
Jim   Rrookahire.   senior,   geology. 
Dayton, Onto 
No. I haven't decided what to take. 
I have a wide choice. 
medical 
Hiwei 
Kathy   Hawea,  sophomore, 
technology. Prospect 
No. My time hasn't come. 
James   Nelson,   freshman, 
casting, Lexington 
No. I'm going to the University of 
Kentucky next semester. It's better 
for me to be in I-axington because 
that's where I'm from and I work 
i there. 
Nwtson 
Senate changes rule 
op time to prepare 
absentee ballots 
By 
News editor 
The university's Student Senate 
approved a package of three 
amendments to its constitution 
Tuesday that will affect the absentee 
voting procedure and undecided 
majors. 
Amendment number one will allow 
the Elections Committee more time to 
prepare absentee ballots. 
In the past, absentee ballots had to 
be available on request from the Office 
of Student Activities and 
Organisations two weeks prior to 
election day. 
The amendment will not only give 
Senate personnel more time to prepare 
the ballots, but potential voters will 
have an extra week to obtain an 
absentee baUot as well. 
The second amendment involved the 
changing of the wording in Section A 
in   the  constitution   in  regard  to 
Counseling encouraged for university flashers 
By Carrie May 
Staff writer 
Five incidents of indecent exposure 
have been reported on the university's 
campus this semester. 
Most of these incidents have been 
reported on the corner of Madison and 
Summit avenues, according to Wynn 
Walker, assistant director of Public 
Safety. 
What kind of person intentionally 
"flashes" unwilling victkns? 
Calvin Tolar. counselor at EUendale 
Hall,   said  the   people  are   "very 
inhibited, shy kinds of people who 
have been afraid to express their 
sexuality in some sort of appropriate 
manner." 
Tolar also said it is very common for 
these people to have difficulty in 
relating to members of the opposite 
sex. 
"Their sexual expression is 
somehow retarded or kept back or 
frustrated," he said. 
Tolar talked about the person being 
an inhibited, frightened type of 
individual. 
"The ones I have worked with have 
been very inhibited or shy." he said. 
"This kind of action satisfies some 
sort of need to get in trouble, to get 
apprehended." 
Tolar said all of the people that have 
been referred to him for counseling for 
indecent exposure cases have been 
males. He said he couldn't fully ex- 
plain this. Women can express 
themselves more in the way they dress 
than men can, he said. 
Tolar said when a person comes in 
for counseling for this type of action. 
he tries to deal with the self- 
destructive nature of it 
"Why would you want to hurt 
yourself," he would ask the person. 
Wanting to get some type of help is 
a must for counseling, said Tolar. 
"They have got to want to do 
something about it." 
What should one do if she is 
approached by a flasher? 
"Get away safe, then call us as soon 
as you can," said Walker. "The longer 
you wait, the leas chance we have of 
catching him" • 
No arrests have been made in the 
five incidents this semester. Walker 
said they are still investigating and 
that the cases are not considered 
"dead." 
"We have not had one since the 26th 
of October,'' ha said. 
Tolar advises the parson mat 
exposes himself to see somebody to 
get help. 
"You are going to get yourself in 
dutch," he said. "It's something you 
can do something about" 
undecided majors. 
In the past, undecided majors voted 
and ran for senator within another 
college. Recently undecided majors 
were given their own collage per ts 
within the student association; 
therefore, the need to continuously 
differentiate between "college or 
undecided classification" is no longer 
necessary. 
The third amendment will change 
the look of the absentee ballot by 
doing away with the space on the 
ballot for the signature of a Notary 
Public. 
In the past, absentee voters were 
required to sign their ballot in the 
presence of a Notary Public to the 
statement: "I hereby state my 
intention to be absent from campus on 
election day for the following 
reason..." The student would then 
state his reason for being absent and 
then have it notarised. 
The third amendment also will 
change the time that balots are to be 
returned to the Office of Student 
Activities and Organizations from 4 
p.m., Wednesday to 10 am,, Tuesday. 
Before they sre ratified, the amend- 
ments must be approved by the Coun- 
cil on Student Affairs, the university; 
President Dr. J.C. Powell and the 
Board of Regents. 
In other business: 
K-At the request of the steering: 
committee of The Blue Grass Forum 
on Nuclear Weapons Policy. Scott 
Mandl was appointed to represent the 
Student Association (student body). 
►'The Senate approved a motion by 
John Martin that the Student Senate 
participate in the Richmond city 
Christmas parade.     - 
DR. W.R. ISAACS 
DR. C.L. DAVIS 
OPTOMETRISTS 
CatMat* Eye EM 
Caetsct IMS (AM Trf»l) h Stock 
Exttsisri «aar Csatact limi 
?2iv. MSI.   Downtown     •»- 
|Ui|f Captain D's 
%fi 
■        >y, ,.-.   |      •'    '•■ 
A tofQe cool fnvfYtng of 
while nan I 
<X1< 
/• 
Crisp, cool 
chopped lettuce Jutey tomato wedge 
FOR $2.69 
Also Captain D's 
New Choices For A Change 
• Fresh Tossed Salad with choice of 3 dressings 
• Hot, country-style White Beans 
Salad-or Beans may be substituted tor trench fries 
or cole slaw with any order 
m       Jodd_20«jDrj 
FISH & FRIES 
FOR ONLY 
$1.50 
.Offer food I I'iv thru rWM. 
lil.W Hrrr. M . Rkfcamd 
Domino's Pizza makes 
this commitment: your 
pizza will arrive at your 
doorstep within 30 
minutes, or if s free. 
Every pizza is custom- 
made with fresh ingre- 
dients and only 100% real 
dairy cheese For twenty- 
two years people have 
been enjoying our hot, 
delicious pizza when they 
want, where they want. 
With over one thousand 
stores nationwide, we 
deliver Over 30 million 
pizzas a year, making us 
the largest pizza delivery 
company in the world 
So when you're in the 
mood for a pizza, get the 
guarantee Give us a call, 
we're just around the 
corner. 
Domino's Pizza Deliver*.' 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
Limited delivery area 
C1983 Domino's Pizza, inc. 
Two tender fish fillets, 
natural cut french fries 
and 2 southern style hush 
FISH & FRIES 
FOR ONLY 
$1.50 
Offer food 11/l'oVu 11/24 
'^ifwotSS&r 
natural cut french fries 
and 2 southern style hush 
puppies. 
i 
■ 
,l 
l 
i 
• 
I 
■ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
large 
pizza 
for price 
of small 
Get any 16" pizza for 
the price of a small 
pizza. 
One coupon per pizza. 
Expires: 12/18/83 
Fast, Free Delivery'" 
119 & Collins 
623-7724 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i a     " *     o 
• •    OS Q 0, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 free 
Cokes9 
Get 2 free Cokes with 
any 12" pizza 
One coupon par pizza 
Expires: 12/18/83 
119 S. Collins 
623-7724 
I       DB- 
< "TT f 
—— 
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Kennedy's assassination left 
endless memories for many 
By Lisa tW 
Featarss adUor 
It was noonin downtown Dallas and 
the crowds lined the * treats hoping to 
catch a glimpse of President John P. 
Kennedy. 
Por Kennedy wot in the Lone Star 
state on that 22nd day of November, 
1963 to begin hit campaign for 
re-election. 
Part of the presidents visit was*M 
motorcade parade through the streets 
of Dallas en route to the Dallas Trade 
Mart, where he was scheduled to speak 
at a luncheon 
Kennedy rode in an open limousine 
in the bach teat next to his wife, 
Jacqueline. Also with him was Texas 
Oov. John B. Connelly. 
At 12:90 p.m, as the motorcade 
approached the expressway for the last 
leg of the trip, three shots rang out 
Kennedy stumped down and the first 
lady held her husbands head in her lap 
as the car raced to Parkland Hospital 
Just 30 minutes later, the 36th 
president of the United States was 
pronounced dead having never 
regained consciousness. He had 
received a bullet in his head and one 
■in his neck. 
Connelly had received a bullet in his 
I back, but he later recovered. 
Hours later, Lee Harvey Oswald was 
arrested for the assassination of 
Kennedy. 
Never tried, Orwald was shot and 
killed by Jack Ruby, marking an 
unofficial end to the assassination of 
the youngest president ever to take 
office in the United States. 
Almost 20 years later for a variety 
of reasons people still mourn 
Kennedy's death. For those who were 
on campus at the time, the situation 
is no different and sentiments are still 
strong. 
"I had just left the music building. 
over by the loading dock," said Dr. 
Donald Henrickson, professor of 
musk. "Mrs. Duncan, who worked 
here then, was driving by and asked 
me if knew the president had been 
shot. 
"I guess I felt more disbelief than 
anything. It was hard to settle on the 
fact that someone had shot the 
president." 
Henrickson said his disbelief came 
from the fact that he had just Inarm 
it for granted no one could or would 
harm anyone in such a high position. 
"We felt people in this position were 
safe and wel protected," he said. "It 
was just understood that the president 
was safe and this just created a 
breakdown in public trust." 
No one seems to be really sure why 
the world was so shocked at the news 
of Kennedy's death and they can't 
fully explain why the young president 
affected their lives so much. 
"Perhaps it was the hope he 
represented to the United States," 
said Dr. Adrianna Francis, professor 
of curriculum and instruction. "We 
had just come out of the Korean War 
and things were starting to look up. It 
just seemed he was leering it, he was 
JOHN   F.   KENNEDY 
(1917-1963; 
"I really don't know. All of a sudden 
he was there and then he was gone.'' 
said Francis, who was teaching a third- 
grade class at Model School when she 
heard the news. "You really had to be 
there to understand the feeling." 
Donald Feltner, vice president of 
development, said he felt the president 
lepieseuted youth, bravery and leader- 
ship to the nation, and at that time in 
the country'a history, it was what the 
people needed. 
"He was a young president people 
could identify with. And he was 
respected," said Feltner. "He was 
someone we looked up to. He was the 
one who told Russia to get their 
missiles out of Cuba or he would set 
up a blockade. , 
"And they did. He held up our 
beliefs. And in a way be unified the 
nation," he said. "He was young, 
aggressive and people looked at him as 
sort of a hero." 
Feltner said people may have looked 
at Kennedy as a hero because they 
needed a hero. 
"We had just come out of the 
Korean War, which was a lot like the 
Vietnam War in that it left American 
down," he said. "Kennedy came along 
and restored our confidence in 
ourselves. He naturally became a 
national hero," 
Feltner said he remembers the 
assassination, and like most people, he 
remembers where ha was when he first 
learned of the incident 
"I was returning to my office in the 
Jones Building when Marian Nelson, 
who was news editor with The Eastern 
Progress, asked me if I had beard that 
the president had been shot," said 
Feltner, who was serving as faculty 
adviser to the Progress at the time. 
"My first thought was who was 
shot - President Martin (Dr. Robert 
Martin, president emeritus) or Presi- 
dent Kennedy." he said. "Then I felt 
deep sadness, like I had just lost a 
member of my family." 
Feltner's confusion was not 
untypical on that day. Daniel 
Shindlebower. chairman of the art 
department, said he remembers how 
difficult it was for him to find out what 
happened 
"We (the art department) were in the 
Cammack Building then. My 
officemate got the word and was just 
sitting there in shock," he said. "It 
took me a long time to find out what 
happened. He was so stunned he didn't 
want to talk about it. 
"I remember walking past 
classrooms and seeing students and 
teachgracryng," said Sbindelbower. 
"It wasjust one of the most incredible 
things." 
Shindelbower said he feels people 
where in shock because they couldn't 
believe the loss they had just suffered. 
"I really don't know how I felt about 
his policies, but Kennedy was a person 
to me." he said. "He just was a special 
person to me full of charisma and 
class." 
Skateboard helps student 
travel to class with speed 
By Susan McCIarty 
Gaest writer 
The rising cost of owning and 
operating a car is fairly expensive for 
students who may be on shoe string 
budget. But one university student 
has eliminated the high cost of getting 
around campus. 
Daryl Johnson, a freshman physical 
education major, never has to bother 
with changing a flat tire or with 
changing the oil. He has chosen a 
relatively inexpensive mode of 
transportation that only requires a 
little manpower. 
The large oblong piece of aged wood 
he rides is guided by his good reflexes 
and balance and is known as a 
skateboard. 
Johnson said he decided to use his 
skateboard for his means of transpor- 
tation after scheduling his classes at 
summer orientation. 
He said he knew he needed a faster 
way to get around campus other than 
walking because his clasaea were 
located at opposite ends of the 
campus. 
So the obvious solution was his old 
standby - the skateboard with a wood- 
grain fuush, three black stripes for 
traction and four gravel-worn wheels. 
Every morning Johnson starts his 
by pushing his worn skateboard down 
the hall of O'Donnell Hall. He tucks 
the board under his arm when he goes 
down the stairs, then when he reaches 
the first floor he puts skateboard down 
and rides it out the front door. 
Johnson said the speed of his 
skateboard has saved him from being 
late to class on several occasions. 
"Sometimes, I only have 10 minutes 
to get to class on time," said Johnson. 
"When I start from the Begley 
Building and try to arrive to class on 
time in the University Building, I 
think I might be late, but I make it in 
five minutes because of my 
skateboard.'' 
According to Johnson, riding is 
usually pretty easy because he has 
learned how to maneuver in traffic. 
"1 nave no problems w«ji the traltic 
hare on campus. I just go right 
between the cars, and if J want to get 
to the center of the road, I can just 
weave between the cars." he said. 
"I also don't obey stoplights I just 
go on through the light" 
This feat may be a little dangerous, 
but Johnson said he has never had 
trouble from the police. 
Riding through traffic lights, isn't 
Johnson only daredeviish act, if 
anything, it's his mildest. 
He also can be seeing hitching rides 
on the back of other vehicles. 
One time in particular, he hitched a 
ride on the back of a slow moving 
truck. 
"The truck was going real alow," he 
said. "I grabbed onto the back of the 
truck as it was going down Kit Carson. 
I don't think she even knew I was back 
there." 
Johnson said he receives different 
reactions from the people he steals a 
ride from. 
"Most of the people don't mind 
giving rides but other people look at 
me really strange when they see me at 
the back of their car," said Johnson. 
"Most of those people will stop and 
make me get off because they are 
scared that I will fall off and hurt 
myself." 
Having a skateboard in class hasn't 
caused problems, according to 
Johnson. In fact, some of his teachers 
take an interest in it. 
"Most of my teachers are pretty 
young," he said. "Like my tennis 
instructor, he tried to ride it and he did 
pretty good" 
Johnson said some of his instructors 
just dismiss the situation. He said one 
of them asked him "didnt skateboards 
go out in the '60s?" and his military 
science teacher "just looked at it and 
told me it it a cheap way to get 
around." 
Johnson said he uses his skateboard 
anywhere he can, inducing indoors. 
"I ride my skateboard inside Alumni 
Coliseum, and I'm not really allowed 
Special students can 
in program designed 
By Jennifer Lewis 
Staff writer 
It wasn't the first such organization 
to surface in the nation, but it was 
close. 
A few years ago, the university in- 
itiated the DARE-US club and became 
only the second institution to do so, 
according to Charlotte Denny, director 
of Student Special Services. 
DARE-US is an organization that 
strives to help handicapped students 
on campus. 
DARE-US, along with Alpha Nu. 
which is an organization for re-entry 
students, are both part of Student 
Special Services. 
Snakes, humans share campus classrooms 
By Lisa Frost 
Feat ores editor 
Rattlesnakes can ha found in 
Kentucky in the woods and forests of 
the eastern part of the state. They can 
also be found on campus in the Moore 
Building. 
The tnakw in the buikkng are like 
those in the wild except that the 
university's aw locked in cages and 
used generally for research. 
Among the snakes Iving in the 
building are four rattlesnakes, a milk 
snake, two boa constrictors, a corn 
snake and a hognoee snake. 
According to Dr. Paul Cupp, 
associate professor of biological 
sciences, these snakes are kept mostly 
for demonstration though they are 
need for some research. 
"We maintain a collection that is 
used in animal behavior experiments 
and sometimes in classrooms," he said. 
"But primarily we use thsm as an 
exhibit to teach herpatology." 
According to Cupp, the snakes are 
also used to help people make 
identifications on ones they have 
found. 
"We always keep several poisonous 
snakes to ahow the deference fat 
snakes," he said. "We L 
from people asking what kind of I 
they have just found in their 1 
or yards. We just nave to compare 
Cupp said one graduate student 
used her own ringneck make for her 
experiment. 
"She did a project to study the 
metabolic response to temperature 
change in anakee," he said. "She used 
s harmless ringneck snake, which the 
took home with her when she left" 
Cupp said the snakes used in the 
department have not been purchased, 
but have been brought in by various 
"They are usually harmlsss snakes. 
People just don't understand what 
they have," said Cupp. "And because, 
of that they kill snakes needlessly." 
Cupp said most of the experiments 
conducted with the snakes are done by 
graduate 
ntsgive them to us when the 
snakes are too big for them to keep or 
we go out and collect them to Madison 
County near Berea," he said. 
One way die university gets the 
snakes is through trade. 
"I traded a python for a corn 
snake," said Cupp. " I just didn't trust 
that python. They are so unpredictable. 
"They are usually the ones that 
people gat hurt with," he said. "Like 
the man who had one wrapped around 
him when he offered toe snake a 
rabbit.  The snake  constricted  and 
HIM htm" 
The four rattlesnakes came to the 
university by mistake they were born 
hara. 
According to Cupp, they are part of 
10 offspring of s mother rattlesnake 
that was hare four yean ago. 
"The mother died right after the 
young ware bom, and as far aa I know, 
they are the only snakes to be kept 
after being born hare." 
Cupp said that roost of the snakes 
used in experiments are only kept in 
the building temporarily. After they 
are used, the anakee are returned to 
the wild. 
According to Cupp, this is done 
because  It  is   difficult   or   sven 
conducted oa the courtship 
mannerisms of thssnskss. said Cupp. 
•Wssretrytoseetheanakeeinthe 
set of courtship." he said "We watch 
them with svidsocamem, but ao far, 
we have be* 
"Some snakes eat toads and other 
things we can't provide or they just 
won't eat while they are hare, "he said. 
"So we csn only keep them for a little 
Boa constrictor rests 
Part of Cupp'a responsiblities 
include taking care of the snakes. He 
and a few graduate students watch the 
snskee and make sure they are fed. 
"They are fed mice and rats enough 
to maintain them," he said. "We don't 
have to feed them often because of 
their stow metabolisms." 
According to Cupp, al the food for 
the snakes is raised st the university, 
including everything from earthworms 
to rats. 
Cupp said often students come id 
asking when the snakes are going to 
be fed. 
"They want to watch the snakes 
catch and eat their prey," he said. 
"They find it fascinating." 
Cupp noted that there is no specific 
time the snskee sre fed. but people are 
welcome to observe the snakes. 
Cupp said several years ago the 
snakes were kept in the hallway, but 
now are kept locked up. 
"Before I was here, they used to 
Photo by Sean Bklnt 
inside cage 
keep them (the snakes) in the hall." he 
said. "But one day someone poured 
add on them and killed two boas. 
After thai, they were moved to a more 
isolated room." ' 
Cupp said that even though the 
snakes are more isolated, some people 
are still a little squeamish to be around 
them. 
"There are always people who are 
afraid of them," he said. "They won't 
touch them. They don't even want to 
be around them, especially when they 
are feeding." 
Cupp said there have never been 
problems with anyone getting bit by 
a snake or with any of the poisonous 
snakes serening, but occasionally, 
some of the harmless ones disappear. 
"We have some little ones that get 
loose," he said. "Part of the time we 
find them and part of the time we 
don't. My guess is that they "just 
slipped out the door." 
The students served by the special 
services are encompassed by the 
acronym, DARE-US 
Bees Merrill, s senior and one of the 
founders of the organization, wanted 
to include disability, awareness, and 
rehabilitation and education for 
university students. In taking the first 
letter of each word, Merrill derived the 
club's name. 
A re-entry student is one who is over 
25 years old, has interrupted his 
education and has come back to finish 
school. 
Student Special Services sets ss a 
spokesman for both these groups and 
relays any problems the students may 
have to the appropriate office or 
department. 
One thing the office has done for 
handicapped students is to create 
specially designated parking places on 
campus. 
According to Denny, when a new 
handicapped student enters the 
university and needs s place to park, 
the office contacts the Division of 
Public Safety and requests another 
parking space. 
"We give them the space, no 
questions asked," said George 
Duncan, assistant director of parking 
and transportation. 
Duncan noted that the spaces were 
"quite heavily violated," but a $25 fine 
and a possible towing helps to deter at 
least some students from occupying 
the parking spots. 
Student Special Services has also 
requested curb cuts sod ramps for 
students in wheelchairs. 
Denny said the university has made 
progress in the area of anrasaihuty and 
is currrenUy working with her office on 
a five-year plan to make more 
"improvements." 
According to Denny, many 
buildings have already bean made 
accessible to handicapped students, 
but two are totally non-accessible - 
Ellendale Hall and the University 
Building. 
The'Uni varsity Building will never 
be changed because of its historic 
value, said Denny. However, cissies 
offered there an also made available 
in other biddings. 
Handicapped students alss have the 
chance to live on campus in one of the 
three dormitories that have been 
remodeled for their use. 
Martin, Combs and Todd halls have 
rooms with lower doorknobs and light 
switches. The desks are wider and 
closet  shelve*  are 'lower  for  easy 
The bathrooms in thsss dorms have 
also been modified and Washers have 
been tastslbrl on floors occupied by 
handicapped students. 
Student Special Services also 
provides or arranges for special equip- 
ment for hsnriirsppsd students. 
These include the KurzweU Reading 
Machine in the Reserve Room of the 
to, but they don't ssy anything to 
me," he said 
Johnson said he rides his skateboard 
in and on many campus buildings 
despite rules against it. 
"I'm not allowed to goon the tennis 
courts, but I do," he said "I also ride 
inside the Begley Bidding, down 
where the rscquetball courts are 
located. 
"But I really don't ride it up in the 
top part. It is too hard to ride down 
the ramps and make thoee sharp 
turns," Johnson added. 
Johnson admits to having received 
a lot of strange looks from people on 
campus, especially when he passes 
them on his skateboard. 
"A lot of people are scared because 
they aren't expecting anyone to come 
up behind them on a skateboard as 
fast as I do," he said. 
"If somebody hears me come up 
from behind they will usually turn 
around to lock because they hear a fast 
moving object behind their heels." said 
Johnson. 
He added that most people don't 
seem to mind, they just "give me a 
strange look and quickly move out of 
my way, but some manage to give me 
a smile." 
Johnson said his board is so special 
to him that the only time he will leave 
it at home is when he has s date. 
"I don't use my skateboard to go on 
dates, it gets in the way," he said. 
But this doesn't always have to be 
a problem. "I think some girls find it 
attractive, a lot of girls stop me and 
want to ride on it," said Johnson. 
He even admits to finding dates 
with his board. 
"It's like getting the first foot into 
the door. I have gotten several phone 
numbers from girls who have stopped 
me and wanted to ride on the 
skateboard. We start talking and I get 
a date out of it." 
Johnson added, "I hope that's not 
the only reason they wanted to go out 
with me - because of my skateboard.'' 
find help 
for them 
library, which reads textbooks to 
visually impaired students and a 
Visualtek Machine that raises type 
four inches to four inches high for 
easier reading. 
According to Denny, her office is 
always busy finding wsys to help han- 
dicapped students. Some of these in- 
clude publication and recording of a 
library guide 
This guide was developed for 
students in wheelchairs who couldn't 
go through regular orientation, said 
Denny. Students are able to read or 
listen to the guide and this can help 
them better understand how to use the 
library. 
Special Services also provides 
interpreters for hearing impaired 
students and readers for visually 
impaired students. 
Student Specisl Services slso 
provides support and hek> for re-entry 
students. 
Gunseli Tamkoc, an associate 
professor of anthropology, sociology 
and social work, is in charge of the re- 
entry program. 
Having been a re-entry student once. 
Tamkoc said, "I know what is is like 
to come back to school." 
She said this experience allows her 
to understand and to help the 
students. 
According to Tamkoc, there are 
approximately 4,000 re-entry students 
at the university and her job is to 
provide s "social environment" for the 
students. 
"A lot of the older students feel out 
of place," she said. "They get lonely 
and they need social support." 
Tamkoc said most of the returning 
students commute or live in Brockton. 
The re-entry students are also 
helped in areas such as child care and 
in advising. 
Denny said re-entry students come 
to her worried that they can't study 
anymore or that they are worried they 
won't be accepted by the younger 
students. 
According to Denny, she is there to 
advise them and show them there is 
nothing to worry about. 
One student who is very involved 
with the services is Merrill. 
Merrill is both s handicapped and a 
re-entry student. 
She said she feels one problem that 
needs attention is the attitude of the 
campus community toward the special 
students. 
"The attitude on campus is an 
eminent barrier," she said. "Some 
teachers feel threatened by older 
students. But if I were smarter than 
they, I wouldn't need to be here." 
Merrill said she realised the need for 
Student Special Services but she likes 
to take a positive attitude. 
"I'm here far an education just like 
everybody else, and I should be 
treated like everyone else." 
,\ ■ 
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Group 
teaches 
sport 
By Chuck EUtry 
Staff writer 
The university 's Tae Kwan Do Club, 
a martial arts organization similar to 
the Judo Club, is now in its ninth year 
of teaching students self-defense. 
Steve Herzog. the club's president, 
said there are currently 47 members of 
the group with 28 of those beginning 
white belts, six with yellow belts, nine 
with blue and four with red. 
Herzog said the acquisition of belts 
begins with the white belt and after a 
semester of training, a person can take 
a test which ■will advance him to the 
next level. 
The belt order goes from white to 
yellow to blue to red and finally to 
black. 
A one year waiting period must be 
observed before a person can advance 
from the red belt to the black belt 
levels. 
Herzog said membership in the club 
is available and open to anyone 
regardless of sex. size or ability. 
The only requirement made of the 
member is that the person purchase a 
"Do book." which is a book which 
explains the art. 
The club pays for all of its equip- 
ment from money collected through 
intiation fees and club dues, according 
to Herzog. 
The club president said members 
compete in several tournaments 
throughout the year. 
"We usually attend invitational 
tournaments," he said. "In these tour- 
naments there are two methods of 
dividing the compeition " 
4-H'ers conti 
tradition in college 
Photo by Son Bun* 
Darryl Scott executes a kick during a Tae Kwan Do Club practice 
Herzog contiued to explain the 
process by saying that the different 
competitors are matched according to 
belt and weight. 
Herzog said the club actually 
teaches its members the art of Tae 
Kwan Do. 
"We teach our members the proper 
ways to train and prepare for 
competing," he said. "We also have 
two black belts from central Kentucky 
who aid us in teaching." 
According to Herzog. the two black 
belts are Marc Frevola of Lexington 
and Tom Rothinghouae of Harlan 
County. 
The club's head instructor is Rod 
Willis, who holds a red belt. 
Herzog said membership in the club 
can be as rewarding as the person 
decides to make it. 
"What you put into it is what you 
get out of it," he said. "The more time 
you put into it, the faster you will 
advance." 
Herzog   said   the   club   holds 
demonstrations for the university to 
show the basic self-defense moves and 
techniques. 
"This allows us to show people what 
Tae Kwan Do is all about," he said. "It 
also allows us to recruit new 
members." 
According to Herzog, the club is 
planning a tournament for sometime 
in early March. 
He also said it is planning to write 
a new constitution with new rules and 
regulations. 
Intramural Update 
These are Che season's all sports cham- 
pions as reported by the Office of 
Intramural Recreational Sports. 
Men's intermediate-- Stan Herd 
Men's beginner-- Robert Eaves 
Women's   intermediate-   Stephanie 
Risner 
These are the results of this season's 
intramural soccer league matches. 
Racquetball 
Men's advanced- Ray Ochs 
Men's intermediate- Mke Hawksley 
Men's begimer- Alan Taylor 
Women's intermediate- Cindy Clark 
Women's beginner- Lim Dunn 
Golf 
Men's advanced- Gary True 
Tennis 
Men's advanced - Jamie Woodridge 
Men's intermediate- Ron Johnson 
Men's beginner- Jack Green 
Women's intermediate- Shari Rau 
Women's beginner- Jeanette Burchell 
Soccer 
Fencing 
First place- Carroll Hale 
Second place- Gerald Kuster 
In the Fraternity League A, Sigma 
Pi finished first with Phi Delta Theta 
in second place. 
In the Fraternity League B. Sigma 
Chi was first while Lambda Chi was 
second. 
In the Men's Independent League, 
the Mercenaries were first followed by 
the Rookies in second place. 
These results were for the season 
play only. The playoffs and champion- 
ships were held this week; however, 
results were not available at press 
time. 
Upcoming events 
The university's Woman's Soccer 
Club in co-operation with the Rich- 
mond Chamber of Commerce will 
sponsor a 5,000 meter run beginning 
at 10:30 a.m. on Dec. 3. 
The entry fee is $5 and the deadline 
for entry is Dec. 2. All entries should 
be submitted to the Office of In- 
tramural Recreational Sport* in 
Begley 202. 
By Deborah Patterson 
Staff writer 
Often students join various clubs 
and organizations in high school: 
however, after graduation, the 
members forget why they joined it in 
the first place. 
In keeping with the state's motto of 
"Continuing to Share, Sharing to Con- 
tinue," the university's 4-H'ers 
haven't forgotten why they first 
became members. 
The university's Collegiate 4-H Club 
is continuing to share as it helps in the 
leadership of Madison County high 
school 4-H dubs. 
The Collegiate 4-H Club is sharing 
to continue as its members make 
business contacts and friends with 
students from other schools and with 
professionals in various fields. 
In its third year at the university, 
the club has a membership of between 
16 and 20 people, who work together 
in service projects and relax together 
at social functions. 
The members of the club come from 
diverse backgrounds, majoring in 
everything from agriculture or home 
economics to elementary education or 
business. 
Steve Satterfield, a junior from 
Corbin who ■ currently serving as vice 
president of the club, said he feels peo- 
ple have many misconceptions of what 
the 4-H clubs are really all about. 
"High school 4-H clubs are thought 
just to be about cattle and cooking, 
but there are 4-H clubs in cities, too." 
said Satterfield. "You don't find many 
cows there. 4-H clubs also deal with 
things such as woodworking, 
electricity, small animals and they 
really stress citizenship." 
The main concern of the Collegiate 
4-H Club is to provide social and 
service opportunities for the college** 
student, while providing leaders and 
helpers for the local 4-H clubs on the 
, elementary and high school levels. 
The university's organization works 
closely with the Madison County 4-H 
Extension office. So far mis year, the 
two groups have done the judging of 
4-H demonstrations at schools and 
fairs, training high school 4-H club of- 
ficers and just basically being 
available to extension agents to help 
them in any way needed. 
"We try to help the Madison County 
Extension service by taking some of 
the load off their hands," said Satter- 
field. "We have a really good telephone 
system set up. If the extension agents 
need something, all they have to do is 
call the president or myself, and within 
a day or two, we can organize people 
to get them the help they need." 
Another basic part of the program 
is social affairs with students from 
other chibe at the university and some 
events with students from other 
universities. 
Satterfield said he feels there should 
be more interaction between clubs 
within the same college. 
"There are so many specialized clubs 
people have a tendency to get in one 
and shut out all the others," said Sat- 
terfield. "It's an asset to meet people 
in other clubs, especially those within 
your college who are usually a lot like 
you and who make good business 
contacts in the future." 
Lasonia Morris, president of univer- 
sity's Collegiate 4-H Club, said their 
group incorporates the symbols of all 
4-H groups - hands, heart, head and 
health. 
"4-H promotes good nutrition in 
terms of health, and we have speakers 
to help us grow intellectually for our 
head. Hands and heart are a basic part 
of service," said Morris. 
"Leadership and responsibility" are 
a big part of what the heart and head 
stand for in 4-H clubs, according to 
Satterfield. 
"We like people to participate in our 
projects and activities, but if they 
sometimes cant, we understand," said 
Satterfield. "Everyone has tests. 
We're not like some organizations that 
say 'You do everything or you're no 
longer a member.'" 
Satterfield said their dub strives for 
quality not quantity in their members. 
"I would like to see the club reach 
to 50 or 100 members in the future, but 
some organizations have 50 to 100 
members and what do they get done? 
Our membership hasn't grown tremen- 
dously numberwise - we focus on 
efficiency and effectiveness," Satter- 
field said. 
Although Satterfield m unsure just 
what he wil do with his degree in 
agriculture, he feels his participation 
in various levels of 4-H dubs for over 
nine years wil be very valuable in the 
future. 
"4-H has helped me personally and 
professionaly. I've make business 
contacts and through 4-H I've taken 
trips to over 30 states," said 
Satterfield. 
Hopes for future 4-H activities 
include more work with extension 
services of other counties such as 
Fayette and Garrett, more work with 
otber.clubs n the College of Applied 
Arts and Technology, an increase in 
membership and service projects and 
a trip to the national 4-H convention 
at Purdue University over spring 
break. 
"We're really excited about the 
convention. It should be a real learn- 
ing experience," said Morris. 
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Military Police 
provide services 
ByAluWHte 
Staff writs 
The next time there is • university 
sporting event, check out the color 
guard or the traffic controllers 
directing spectators out of the crow- 
ed parking lots - they are one in the 
Both of these services are earned 
out by the Mittary Police Company at 
university. 
According to the organization's 
standard operating procedures, the 
company "performs a wide range of 
duties supporting both the university 
and surrounding community." 
The organization also "represents 
and supports the military science 
department through the professional 
performance of assigned missions" 
and "contributes to the professional 
and personal development of the 
organization's members.'' 
According to John Toby, president 
of the organisation, the Military Police 
Company is a very active and visible 
group. 
"We are the color guard for all 
sporting events in Madison County, 
work traffic at crosswalks and help out 
security," said Toby, a senior recrea- 
tion and parks administration major 
from Somerset. 
"This year, we performed in 
Eastern's, Madison Central's and 
Madison High's homecoming 
parades," said Toby. 
Activities for the ekib members 
other than the color guard are the field 
training exercises which are held once 
each semester, rock climbing and 
repelling. 
The organization's role as a 
volunteer community service is carried 
out diligently. 
"So far this semester, the organiza- 
tion has worked 320 man hours," said 
Toby. J 
Requirements for membership in the 
Military Police Company are a 2.0 
grade-point average and an interest in 
the organization's activities and 
services. 
The organization is open to any 
student and membership in the 
Reserved Officers' Trailing Corps 
(ROTCI program is not mandatory. 
Currently, there are 26 active 
members in the company and 
members are not required to pay dues. 
The club's adviser, Capt. Michael 
McNamara. assistant professor of the 
military science, provides the members 
with assistance and direction through 
his experience with the military police. 
McNamara, who also serves as the 
university's rifle coach, said that 
besides all the volunteer services and 
activities offered by the club, the 
Military Police Company is very 
socially active. 
"We are a very active social type 
organization. We try to make the 
college experience less lonely," said 
McNamara. 
McNamara said experience gained 
through the organization will be 
valuable after the student graduates 
from the university. 
"This organization has a reputation 
as  being   the  first  in the  ROTC . 
program. There is also a strong reputa- 
tion in the military police community," 
he said. 
When a student applies for a posi- 
tion in the military or civilian job 
markets, "notice will be taken at the 
additional level of practical experience 
gained through the organization," said 
McNamara. 
Also available to the members are 
job notices and information pertaining 
to security-type jobs. 
Touche Photo by Sean EHuns 
Carroll Hale, a senior chemistry major from Richmond takes on Tim Price, a junior political science major during the intramural 
fencing championships held earlier this week in Weaver Gym. Hale went on to win the title of fencing all sports champion. 
Club links contractors, professionals 
Campus Clips 
Production contest     Philosophy Club 
"N 
AERho, the broadcast sot.. a 
now accepting entries for the i. 
Regional Production Awards competi- 
tion. The categories include video or 
audio tapes in the areas of entertain- 
ment, public service and commercials. 
The deadline is Monday, Nov. 21. 
All entries should be submitted to 
Room 109 of the Donovan Annex with 
a $3 entrv fee. 
For more information contact Sandy 
BrockweU at 622-3244. 
The Philosophy Club will present 
"Right and Wrong Ways to be a 
Humanist" by Dr. Bond Harris, 
associate professor of philosophy, at 
7:30 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 30 in the 
Clark Room of the Wallace Building. 
Student Association 
The Student Association will 
sponsor a student-teacher dialogue at 
3:30 p.m. on Dec. 1 in the Herndon 
Lounge of the Powell Building. 
For more information contact Elena 
Whitley at 622-4686. 
By Judy Walton 
Staff writer 
Students hoping to consu uct a solid 
future may be interested kt joining one 
particular organization on campus. 
The student chapter of the 
Associated General Contractors allows 
construction technology majors get to 
acquainted with construction industry 
from the inside, according to Walter 
Hibner, president of the club. 
The campus chapter, called the 
Construction Club, is associated with 
the Bluegrass chapter of Associated 
General Contractors in Lexington. 
Hibner said the university chapter 
has been on campus for about six 
years and currently has about 30 
members. 
According to Hibner, the purpose of 
the club is to help construction 
technology students make profes- 
sional contacts with contractors and 
to provide practical experienece in the 
contracting field. 
Club   members   participate   in 
activities such an tours of construction 
sites,   including   the   Marble   Hill 
Nuclear Plant in Madison, Ind., and 
lectures by guest speakers on various 
aspects of the construction industry. 
"Last year, one of our Ruest 
speakers was John White, of White 
and Congleton. the largest contracting 
firm in Kentucky." said Hibner. "He 
told us what to expect when we get out 
of school and into the real world." 
Other guest speakers have talked on 
such topics as passive solar 
construction, which is the use of 
building materials and siting to make 
use of the sun's energy and other 
techniques, according to Hibner. 
He said one of the most important 
things the club does is to print a 
resume booklet every year. 
Besides resumes of ail the seniors in 
the major, it describes the courses 
offered in the program and it also 
describes the faculty members. 
The booklets are sent to contracting 
firms and other chapters in the 
organization 
Hibner said he believes the booklets 
help construction technology majors 
to find jobs 
"They let everyone know who we 
are,"5' he said. 
Another club activity, according to 
Hibner, is helping students in the 
program find co-op iobs. 
Hibner said the constrcution 
technology program .at the university 
is oriented more toward the business 
side of contracting than the engineer- 
ing side. 
Many students in the program have 
backgrounds in construction and hope 
eventually to own their own contrac- 
ting businesses, according to Hibner. 
But there are other ways to use the 
degree, including work for the state 
government as an inspector or 
consultant, said Hibner. 
"Our past president. Howard Law, 
is now an energy consultant for the 
state government in Danville which 
shows that the major is not limited to 
opportunities just in the private 
industry," said Hibner. 
Circle K 
works with 
needy 
By Don Lowe 
Organizations editor 
Providing their time, their energy 
and their hearts is what members of 
the university's Circle K Club try to 
do every year. 
The club is a service organization 
that works primarily with elderly, 
handicapped and teenage persons, 
according to President Cara Dyer. 
Dyer said the club is affiliated with 
Circle K International and is 
sponsored locally by the Kiwarns Club 
of Richmond 
According to Dyer, the club helps . 
raise money for such organizations as 
the Muscular Dystrophy Association, 
the  United Way   and the Juvenile 
Diabetes Foundation. 
"We're primarily a service organiza- 
tion," she said. "We expect our 
members to be service oriented." 
Dyer also said the ekib recently 
sponsored a Halloween party for the 
children of the Telford Center of Rich- 
mond, which is a help center for low 
income families of RirhmrmH. 
Dyer said the club works closely 
with the Kiwanis in events such as the 
Special Olympics. 
"We help them when they need 
manpower for fund raising." she said. 
' 'They also help us when -we are in 
need." 
The Kiwanis sponsor the club by 
paying its national sponsorship fee as 
well as financially supporting two 
representatives to the national conven- 
tions held annually by Circle K 
International 
Dyer explained that although it is 
associated with other organizations. 
Circle K is a separate club. 
On the junior high school level, there 
is a club called the Builders Club. Then 
in high school, there's the Key Club 
and finally, the professional club, the 
Kiwanis. 
But. according to Dyer, all of these 
clubs, although similar, are different. 
"We have one member who was in 
a Key Club in high school," she said. 
"But just because you belong to one, 
that doesn't guarantee you member- 
ship in any of the others." 
Dyer also said at one time Circle K 
was limited to males but that situation 
has changed 
"It is now a rule that all Circle K 
clubs have finale members." she said. 
"In fact, you can lose your charter if 
you don't have any female members." 
Dyer said that the club is open to all 
majors. 
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Players 
perform 
adeptly 
WatrnM 
Staff writer 
Like Chrieey. the play's 
character, the univeraty theater 
departmem's production of David 
Bans 's /« thtBoom Boom Room never 
quite finds what it's looking for. 
But. like Chrissy. it manages to 
hang in there, battered and bruised 
though it is. to achieve at least some 
degree of success 
To attempt the play, with its brutal- 
ly explicit language and complex story 
line, its sleazy characters and its con- 
troversial subject matter, was a gut- 
sy call to begin with, especially with 
so many untested actors in the cast. 
Boom Boom Room not only marks 
the campus debut of Director Bill 
Logan, but also relies on the perfor- 
mances of five actors appearing in a 
university production for tbe first 
time. 
Rabe's drama, set arrid the strobe 
lights of a less than scrupulous 
Philadealphia go-go club, circa 1967. 
deals with poor, naive Chrissy. an 
aspiring dancer, and the host of sleazy 
characters who are intertwined into 
her life 
It's a play full of hookers, criminals. 
perverts, queers and drug eaters who 
talk about sex and relationships in 
gutter language It's more shocking 
than it is vital. 
The unexciting first act does little 
more than introduce all but one of the 
play's 11 characters. 
It is not until early in the second act 
that the story really grabs the au- 
dience's attention, spurred by the 
most endearng scene of the play, a 
well-acted and humorous exchange 
between Chrissy (played by Tracy 
Remley) and her gay neighbor. Guy 
(Pepper Stebbinsi. 
The two characters interact almost 
to perfection as they try to begin a 
plutonic relationship after losing their 
Cl ■ • • 1 f 1 e d f 
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Arts/Entertainment 
UCB to schedule 
performing artists 
By Aadrea Crider 
ArU tester 
The University Canter Board (UCB) 
has   be—   working   since   July   on 
reorganizing itself in order to start 
scheduling entertainment for the next 
Dramatic moment from In the Boom Boom Room Ffcoto by Toai Kteftman 
Review 
latest lovers. The scene is funny and 
perceptive at the same time, in deal- 
ing with the problems facing a gay- 
straight relationship. 
The remainder of the play maintain. 
to a stronger degree, the level of inten- 
sity necessary to keep the play s emo- 
tional impact intact. 
There are some good scenes, where 
the characters actually seem real and 
their actions and reactions believable. 
Newcomer Remley is steady 
throughout. Her portrayal of the in- 
secure and abused Chrissy is. at times, 
quite touching and appiaudable and 
she handles a wide variety of emotions 
with poise beyond her experience. 
Karen Mclean, in her role as the 
worldly and experienced overseer of 
the dancers, turns in the strongest per- 
formance, followed by Stebbins' eccen- 
tric portrayal of the sperm donoring. 
bunny suited. fairy- 
Anthony Smith, another newcomer, 
works very well as a scar-faced, acid- 
crazed   ex-con.   exhibiting   excellent 
bursts of spontaneity and nervous 
energy in his brief appearance* 
Yet another commendable debut 
performance is turned in by Todd Barl- 
ing in his role as the shunned, woman- 
worshipping wimp with the hots for 
Chrissy. 
Veterans Marshall Crawford and 
Carroll Comett are adequate aa 
Chrissy s perverted parents. Gene 
Elliot tends to overact in his portrayal 
of Chrissy s heartless lover, especial- 
ly during the relationshipending argu- 
ment during the third some. 
The ever-present but mostly silent 
go-go girls (Kari Coleman. Carolyn 
Powell and Rena Luttrelli are suitably 
slutty and unsympathetic aa they 
perch on stage like vultures waiting for 
Chrissy s spirit to die. 
The simple set. designed by Keith 
Johnson, serves as both Chrissy's bar- 
ren apartment and the lounge of the 
Boom Boom Room at the same time. 
The flashing strobe and colored 
spotlights, combined with music by 
• the Rolling Stones, the Doors, the 
Supreme* and others, work to crusts 
the seedy, drugged-out atmosphere 
prevalent during the '60s. 
Janet Harelds 
of mini ahiita, 
boots and hot pant* 
enough, but seems to 
and wildneas. with the 
McLean's flashy outfit 
On the whole. Boom Boom Room 
has its bright moments, standout per 
formanees and powerful »r«n—. bat 
never quite meshes into si 
cohesive, piece of theater 
The play itself might be one of the 
biggest flaws. It could conceivably be 
a moving, gripping drama but it seems 
to lose some of its impact, being stag- 
ed in 1963. 
The potentially powerfal scenes run 
together, getting lost among 
thwnaah/ea and the complex plot never 
really has a chance to grab the au- 
dience or let it become vary involved 
to the degree where it is concerned 
with the plight of tha play's 
characters. 
In the Boom Boom Room will be per- 
f ormed in the Pearl Buheanan Thaaue, 
at 7:30 p.m.. today »l™a* Saturday. 
For ticket information, call 1323. 
I sat wwaaaaaV luembeisof the group 
traveled to Grand Rapids. Mich, for 
the National Association for Campus 
Activities convention. 
This convention is held to let the 
students evaluate some of the enter- 
tainment they can schedule for 
campus concerts and learn how to 
program and market the 
performances. 
The regional coordinator for the 
conference was Dr. Skip Daugherty. 
director of student activities and 
adviser to the 11 delegates from the 
universitv. 
Daugherty said UCB attended this 
ronwtHM'f because the university had 
booked some artists like Jimmy 
Buffet, The Carpenters and Harry 
Crispin before they became big names 
through this agency, and it also was 
a good leaning experience for the 
students that attended. 
"There ware three main areas that 
were covered at the conference - 
education, entertainment and ex- 
hibits." said Daugherty. 
According to Daugherty. there were 
28 OxBeieut acts that the students saw 
and S3 acts that were lapteseutod by 
"The acts that didn't perform in a 
tmmeam had videotapes or something 
to show what their act was about." he 
Beth Wright, bead of the performing 
arts committee, said the students 
worked from 8 o'clock in the morning 
to 2 or 3 o'clock at night. 
"We saw five ■hnwraese, each with 
five or six acts in them, at one sitting. 
she said. "After we saw the acts, we 
all got together and discussed which 
ones we liked best." 
Different tastes of the campus 
community were also taken into 
consideration when the final decisions 
on which acts to book were made, 
according to Wright.    . 
After the best acts were agreed upon 
by the members. Ken Reams, 
chairman of the com temporary music 
committee, was sent to the co-op 
buying sessions to try to gat the 
gioups that the students wanted. 
They would call out the name of the 
group and all the schools thst wanted 
that pa faunas would raise their 
hands, he said. "If a lot of schools in 
the same area wanted the performer, 
they would by to make a block" 
A block is formed when an artist can 
route performances so that he can 
travel from one school to another 
without spending a great deal of time 
traveling or going far out of the route, 
according to Keams. This lessens theu 
expenses leas so tha entertainer can 
pet form for a rheaper price. 
It was hard for us to forms block 
because only two colleges in Kentucky 
were represented, so we had to get in 
on the and or the hnginnrng of the 
block that started or ended in 
Michigan or Ohio," said Keams. 
This August, Kearna served on the 
committee that chose which 
performers would be allowed to 
perform in the showcases. Audition 
t apes, running three miinia— in leaatfc, 
were evaluated by the committee. 
Keams said he thinks the choices 
that were made by the group will 
appeal to a great deal of the students 
because students picked them. 
"Skip let us do it," he said. "We 
asked him for advice, but basically it 
was students." 
At the end of the long weekend. 
eight artists ware tentatively booked 
for next semester, according to 
Daugherty. Tha artists, of which will 
split around $5,000 to S6.000. will per 
form free in tha Brock Auditorium. 
The tentative schedule is: Jan. 16. 
Parker McDowell, sing*, songwriter 
and guitarist; Jan. 31. Tish Hinojosa. 
vocal talent: March 19, James Lee 
Stanley, rock and roll; April 16, come- 
dian Alex Cole and Phil Garland, rock 
musician; April 23, Amazing 
Jonathan, magician, juggler and 
comedian; April 30. Jack Gallager. 
comedian; and on May 2. Keith 
Berger. "Mime Over Matter." 
"The students that went really did 
a good job," said Daugherty. 
they lobbied those and came out with 
some good choices." he said 
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how Choir mixes 
song and dance 
By Slurry Kaf fenbarger 
Staff writer 
A group of 37 university student 
performers wil band together on stage 
U> present a performance of "Real 
Good Time Tonight" on at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday. Nov. 18. in Brock Auditorium. 
Those pel tamers consists of 16 
females and 12 male students in the 
university show choir, according to Dr. 
David Greenlee, director of the group 
and an assistant professor of music. 
Greenlee also said there are nine 
orchestra members who will provide 
the music for the production. 
"We're going to feature several large 
production numbers," said Greenlee. 
"These will ktclude solos, duets and 
trios." 
This show includes musical numbers 
such as Up Where We Belong, the 
theme from the movie Ociopussy, a 
patriotic medley, a tribute to John 
Denver and many more numbers, ac- 
cording to Greenlee. 
All of the musical numbers are 
choreographed by the students in the 
show choir, said Greenlee. 
Choreographing for the production 
not only requires designing the moves 
for each performer, but also involves 
teaching the moves to each member of 
the group, according to Greenlee. 
"Our choreographing, which is done 
by members of the show choir, is 
exceptional and our selections are very 
good. We are also getting good 
response from our. audiences," said 
freshman show choir member Donnie 
Henrickson. 
The members practice four hours a 
week on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., which consists 
of one hour of music rehearsal and one 
hour of choreography during each 
practice, said Greenlee. 
"We get the job done in the class 
hours assigned," said Greenlee. 
The only cost students incur is 
paying for their costumes for the 
show, according to Greenlee. The red 
dresses for the females were made by 
member Terry Honchell and the males 
wear black tuxedo with tails, said 
Greenlee. 
Auditions are held in the fall and 
consist of an uptempo or ballad 
performance and are selected on vocal 
talent. After students an called back 
from auditions, they must learn a 
choreographic routine, said Greenlee. 
"This is the best show choir we've 
had so far," said Greenlee. 
Some members of the show choir 
have worked at entertainment parks 
such as Kings Island during the 
summer, according to Greenlee. 
"Eastern is one of the prime colleges 
in the nation for parks to hire their 
talent from," said Greenlee. 
Show choir members receive one-half 
credit per semester for the class, and 
as Greenlee said, "The students are 
using this as a tool to go on." 
As Henrickson said, "One of the 
best aspects of show chor is that it is 
done on a very professional level. Also, 
it provides me with experience for my 
future career in that it strengthens my 
age presence, confidence, ensemble, 
and dance performance." 
The students are graded largely on 
attitude, said Greenlee. 
"If you don't have a good attitude 
in a group like this, it shows 
automatically and that person sticks 
Verda Tudor steals show Photo by Tom Spot* 
« out like a sore thumb," said Greenlee. 
The performance on campus is not 
the only time the students put on a 
production as they performed last 
week in Louisville for the Greater 
Louisville EKU Alumni Association, 
according to Greenlee. 
The show choir will also entertain at 
the state music convention during 
February in Lexington, said Greenlee. 
"We do not feel our choir should be 
limited to music majors. We feel a 
cross section is healthy to our 
program," said Greenlee, 
Madrigal Feaste mocks 15th Century England 
For 12 years the university has 
staged the Madrigal Feaste, which is 
an re-enactment of a Christmas 
festival that was held in 16th century 
England. 
The feaste will include a seven- 
course dinner and live entertainment. 
"The performers will be doing and 
wearing what the performers would 
have been doing and wearing back in 
the 15th century," said Dr. David 
Greenlee, assistant professor of music 
and coordinator of the musical 
festivities. 
"The ladies will be wearing long 
velvet gowns with long sleeves that 
are very elegant," he said. "And the 
men will be wearing tunica and 
leotards." 
Greenlee said this year the costumes 
were ordered from a different company 
so that people who attended the feaste 
every year will be seeing some new 
costumes. 
"We wanted the costumes to look 
different because we get a lot of people 
coming back every year," he said. 
"A  lot  of  the   patrons   use  the 
Madrigal as their way of starting the 
Christmas holiday." said Greenlee. 
And the start of the Christmas 
holiday means the start of holiday 
eating. 
Barbara Kincaid. dining room 
supervisor and coordinator of the 
dinner, said the evening's festivities 
will start with the traditional English 
hot fruit punch drink, wassail. 
Creme of broccoli soup, quiche 
Lorraine, green turdor salad and rolls 
with honey and butter will follow the 
The main entree will be roast prime 
rib of beef su juf with a green bean 
nest with carrots and a stuffed baked 
potato. 
Two desserts will be served. The 
traditional flaming plum pudding with 
brandy sauce and "fruits from distant 
lands" inducing pineapple, kumquats, 
dates and coconuts. 
"This is a big fancy deal," said 
Kincaid. "We've been sold out for 
awhile." 
The Madrigal Feaste will be held 
Dec. 1-3 in Keen Johnson. 
it****-***************** 
TOWNE CINEMA 
SHOWTIMES 7 & 9 P.M. 
Adm. $3.00; Student. (Including EKU) Mt^-JaW. $2.50; 
Youth 11-to 15 $2.50; Kid. 10-nd Under $1» AU Ttoje.; 
Matinee Sunday, All Sent. $1.50; Showtime. 1 4 3 PM. 
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VISUAL ANALYSIS 
Contact Lenses 
Daily Wear - Extended Wear - Bifocals 
Change the Color of Your Eyes with 
DAILY WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSE 
205/2 Geri Lane Phone: 623-6643 
Afternoon 
Beverage 
Specials 
1-7 P.M.  Motaday    thru Saturday 
Pitchers  of  your  favorite! 
BEVERAGES 
$2.00 
Popcorn   .25      Pretzels  .05 
v No   Coupon   Necessary 263 East Main Street 
YOU'VE STUDIED LONG AND HARD 
TO BECOME A NURSE- 
NOW, BE A NURSE 
Interviews are being conducted by the Navy Nurse Corps 
on November 18 & 19, at the Radison Plaza in Dowtown 
Lexington, KY at Broadway and Vine Street. 
It would be worth your time to find out how the Navy 
Nursing Program can provide 
» 
'MEMBERSHIP ON A MEDICAL TEAM 
•GRADUATE EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES 
•SPECIALIZATION OR DVERSFICATION 
•EXCELLENT FACIUTIES 
IN SUNNY COSTAL LOCATIONS 
•RECREATIONAL AND TRAVa OPPORTUNITIES 
We will consider BSN Nurses to graduate in DEC 83 or MAY 84. 
Must be US. citizen and under the age of 35. The Navy offers an 
, excellent siary starting at $20,000 and INCREASING to $32,000 
in foqr years. 30 days paid vacation annually and complet. major 
medical coverage. 
Interviews will be between 9 a.m and 9 p.m., November 18 & 19. 
If interested, please call (502)582-5176 ext. 35 (collect) to schedule 
your appointment for an interview. 
The M>« part 
Christmas blues 
It's beginning to look a lot like 
Christmas. 
A recent walk to downtown 
Richmond revealed that almost all the 
stores have brought out all of their 
Christmas decorations, and have 
placed them right in their front 
windows.' 
And a Thanksgiving card cannot be 
found. 
All those cards have been replaced, 
one week before the holiday even oc- 
curs, with cards belonging to a holiday 
that's over a month away. 
Santa's have begun to peek out from 
store windows and subtle hints for 
presents have already begun to creep 
into conversations. 
Worries about the subtle bints for 
presents and the subtle hint of no 
money in my pocket, have already 
brought thoughts of the lifesaving 
Christmas job. 
Thoughts of the impending holiday 
usually brings happy memories of 
family times. Times when we would all 
be up at six o'clock and have Dad out 
of bed by seven, so he could check and 
see if Santa left us anything under the 
Christmas tree. 
And he did 
Bikes, footballs, electronic games 
and my personal favorite, clothes, 
would absolutely fill the living room. 
No one could get through to the front 
door when the usual flow of visitors 
would ring the bell. 
Christmas couldn't come early 
enough. The first sign was the J.C. 
Penney's Christmas catalogue. By the 
time the holiday season ended, that 
catalogue looked as though it had been 
the victim of a tornado. I guess the 
effects of four small Christmas- 
anxious children could be compared to 
a tornado. 
And the «"HI— parade of Christmas 
commercials. Toys and items thst had 
never been heard of, suddenly 
appeared cleaning to be the right gift 
for the hard-to-please on your 
Christmas list.  
"TTsoon became habit to run and get 
Mom or Dad every time a commercial 
came on that advertised something 
that we wanted for Christmas. 
But then I heard a vicious rumor. 
Somebody in my first grade class told 
me that their wasn't a Santa Claus and 
that moms and dads put those 
presents under the Christmas tree on 
Christmas Kve after everybody went 
to sleep. 
No way! I wasn't going to believe it. 
But after careful watching, I did 
noticed that Mom did go shopping a 
lot around Christmas and she did try 
to sneak the packages in the house. 
And every Santa began to look fake. 
I really wanted to know the truth, 
but I was afraid to ask. So I began to 
ask questions in a roundabout way. 
I guess Dad was afraid I was going 
to make one of the other kids 
supicious, so he called me in and told 
me that their wasn't a Santa Claus. He 
said that this was our secret and not 
to tell the other kids and let them have 
fun with the idea just lice I had. 
Christmas never has been the same 
since. Sure it was fun watching my 
younger brothers and sister believe in 
Santa Claus. but I wasn't having the 
fun I was watching. 
And the older I got the worse it got. 
Every time one of the other kids found 
out about Santa, there was less magic 
in Christmas. 
And now with everybody starting to 
commercialize Christmas before 
they've even finished commercializing 
Thanksgiving. I'm sick of Christmas 
before it even starts. 
But even though I sound cynical, I 
still like Christmas. The thought of 
giving and receiving gifts on Christ's 
birthday seams appropriate and the 
family togetherness that always seems 
to be stronger during the holidays is 
worth the corny commericials and 
endless playings of Rockin' Around 
the Christmas Tree. 
It's beginning to look a lot like 
Christmas and I'm glad 
Carousel Liquors 
Richmond Plaza 
623-3361 
\57dDG©mQ(i8 
Richmond's One Stop Party Shop! 
Managers 
Chris Foley 
Barrie Baker 
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Dribblers 
shoot for 
upgraded 
images 
By George Gabehart 
Sports editor 
There will be a new look when the 
maroon and white-dad Colonels take 
to the court n Cincinnati's Riverfront 
Coliseum to battle the Bearcats in the 
Nov. 26 season opener. 
Gone will be the awkward but 
accurate shot of Jimmy Stepp, last 
season's leading Colonel scorer. And 
gone will be the rebounding of Jim 
Chambers. 
And gone too, said Coach Max 
Good, will be the slow quarter-court 
style the Colonels employed a year ago 
when the squad lacked quickness and 
was forced into a ball control game. 
"We've got some good runners and 
jumpers," said Good of this year's 
club. "We're going to run. 
"We're soil going to play within a 
system, we're just not turning them 
loose." 
Colonel fans will be able to view the 
team in an all-out scrimmage at 7:30 
tonight as the team takes to the 
planks of Alumni Coliseum in the 
Maroon-White matchup. 
Good said the scrimmage will afford 
the fans the opportunity to scrutinize 
the new "exciting" brand of play from 
this year's squad, as well as see the 
tentative starting team in action. 
As of presB time. Good had not yet 
settled on a starting five. He said he 
and his staff were in the process of 
evaluating the replays of the previous 
scrimmages and grading the players' 
performances. 
Good said ai determining the lineup, 
players are graded by their 
performance in 15 categories. Players 
are graded in such areas as field goal 
percentage, rebounding and steals. 
Although he said he was fairly 
certain of four starting positions. Good 
stated the lxieup may change before 
the opener. 
"It's not etched in granite," said 
Good of his starting five. "Whoever is 
out there now, we're going to play 
them together. 
"But, they've got to hold their posi- 
tions," said the coach. "We're going to 
continue to evaluate them up until the 
first game." 
Where  last  year's  squad  lacked 
Sports 
Colonels search preseason 
to answer early questions 
Kenny Wilson slams for two points 
Photo by S«»n EHiins 
speed, this season's has some to spare. 
Frank Baines returns to the lineup 
after being redshirted due to an injury, 
and freshman Antonio Parris from 
Chattanooga Tenn . adds continuous 
fluid movement to the team. 
These two guards will combine their 
talents with returnees John 
DeCamillis and Allen Feldhaus to give 
the Colonels depth in the backcourt. 
The inside positions will also be 
bolstered by a good recruiting crop, 
including junior college transfers and 
freshmen. 
Already, Good said he has been 
pleased with the play of transfers John 
Primm and Phil Hill. 
In an earlier scrimmage in 
Lexington, freshman Art Hanson 
turned in his best performance of the 
preseason, and Maurice Snith has had 
a good fall, said the coach. 
The new players will help beef up the 
inside  along with  returning  Kenny 
Wilson, and reserves Mike Budzinski 
and Scott Daniels. 
Wilson, one of the Colonels' stan- 
douts last season, is said by Good to 
be the team's best athletes. 
Good said he believes this mesh of 
old and new will help strengthen the 
squad. 
"We're getting good solid play out 
of our veteran players and I think 
we're getting some obvious additional 
help out of our new players." 
Good admitted the team will need 
the contribution of all the players in 
order for the squad to prove the 
preseason critics wrong 
The Colonels were recently picked to 
finish last in the league in voting by 
the conference's coachea. 
According to Good, that prediction 
is "logical" when the rest of the teams 
in the league are scrutinized. 
The coach said many of the other 
squads return as many as five starters 
with others returning three and, four. 
The Colonels, on the other hand, 
must fill both the team's offensive and 
defensive needs with the talents of two 
returning starters and a multitude of 
new faces. 
By George Gabehart 
Snorts editor 
As the wwftn's basketball squad 
tunes up for its first game Monday 
night against Louisville's Bellarmine 
College, many questions still face 
Coach Dr. Dianne Murphy. 
Due to injuries which have sidelined 
three players and the departure from 
the team of another. Murphy still must 
decide on a starting five with less than 
a week before the season opener. 
Besides the starters. Murphy and 
her asaJBtantcoachss Nel Henstsy and 
Linda Myerp must also decide the 
'alternate's 'roles before Monday's 
showdown. 
Murphy said she hopes some of the 
questions will be answered at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday night as the squad holds its 
last Maroon-White intrasquad 
scrimmage. 
The fact that the team must conduct 
its final scrimmage so dose to the 
Bellarmine game is an indication of 
just how banged up the Colonels are. 
Entering Friday's scrimmage, 
Murphy said the status of Karen 
Evans, Diana Billing and Lois Buntyn 
is unknown. The players are recover- 
ing from leg problems that have 
bothered each of them in preseason. 
"We're hurt, basically," said 
Murphy. "We hope by Friday we'll be 
mended enough that we can 
scrimmage." 
The coach also said the team has 
faced some difficulties because the 
younger players have not yet become 
accustomed to the team's offensive 
and defensive system. 
"The problem that we've been 
having in practice is that some of our 
players, mostly the younger players, 
are not confident with themselves in 
the offense,'' said Murphy. "They 
forget the pattern, or if they break 
down, they don't know what they're 
supposed to do." 
Because of this, Murphy said 
sustaining a high level of play in prac- 
tice has been difficult. 
Couple this with the fact that 
freshman Martha Gorton, a 6-foot 
forward-center, left the team less than 
a week ago, and the fortunes of the 
Colonels look bleak. 
Gerton, said Murphy, had been 
counted upon to provide the needed 
strength and heighth the team lacked 
last season in the middle. 
According to Murphy, due to 
Gerton's departure, Viv Bohon, a 
native of Lagrange, has been asked to 
join the team.        
The Eastern Progress 
is now accepting applications for the position of: 
Advertising Sales Representative 
and Advertising Director 
This position allows you to gain valuable ex- 
perience in personal selling. You will meet and 
work with locaTbusiness people and will be responi- 
ble for the copy and layout of their ads. 
The position of sales representative is paid on 
an 8% commission basis. The position of ad direc- 
tor is paid on a 10% commission basis. 
These positions will be opeh fpr the spring 
semester of 1984. The deadline for applications is 
December 1. 
For more information please contact: 
Marilyn Bailey or Leannne Fields 
Donovan Annex - Room 117 / 622-1872 
Marilyn Bailey, Advisor 
Bohon played for the Colonels two 
years ago before sitting out last 
season. Murphy said the 5-foot-10 
power forward from Oldham County 
High School is expected to help 
strengthen the Colonels' frontline. 
Yet, Murphy is not ready to throw 
in the towel just yet. 
In practices to date, seniors Lisa 
Goodin, Freda Hagen and Evans have 
all turned in good performances, said 
Murphy. 
"The seniors have just bean out- 
standing on and off the court during 
preseason," said Murphy. 
Murphy said she has also been 
plsased with the play of juniors 
Shannon Brady and Marcia Haney. 
Based on the strength of the team's 
fourth-place finish in the Ohio Valley 
Conference last season and the addi- 
tion of a strong recruiting class, the 
squad has been picked to finish third 
in the league this season 
While Murphy feels the poll 
indicates the respect the team has 
received, she also said the high 
selection has caused some problems 
for her players. 
"This team has never been ranked 
before where they've been ranked," 
said Murphy. "They're having some 
problems with that. 
"I don't think they know how to 
handle that, some of them." 
Nevertheless, Murphy said she 
believes this year's squad will provide 
the fans with a fast-paced game with 
plenty of action and intensity. 
The Colonels will employ a balanced 
scoring offense, said Murphy, which 
will utilize the talents of each player. 
"We're going to look to have four 
people in double figures," said 
Murphy. "We're not a star-oriented 
team. We're a balanced-scoring team." 
But the strong point of the team will 
be the defense, said Murphy. 
"That's really my forte," said 
Murphy. "That's really the thing I get 
excited about." 
"Probably 76 to 80 percent of our 
defense will be player-to-player," said 
the coach "We'll play a lot of multiple 
Dr. Dianne Murphy 
defenses out of our player-to-player." 
Because the type of game plan 
Murphy hopes to use necessitates the 
constant movement of the players, the 
coach said as many as 10 players will 
see a substantial amount of playing 
time. 
Murphy said with the caliber of 
athletes the squad has, she believes 
the team will prove the preseason 
ranking is warranted . 
"We feel lice we can accomplish the 
preaseason ranking," said Murphy. "I- 
think we will have a good team. 
'"Making it Happen' has been our 
theme the past two years, and this 
year we really want to make it 
happen." 
••• 
Murphy also announced this week, 
the early sigrings of three guards. The 
coach said the additions of the trio of 
backcourt players will hdp the team 
fill the positions to be vacated by 
Goodin and Hagan and Evans upon 
their graduation next year. 
The signees include Angela Fletcher, 
a 5-f oot-9 guard from Roan State Com- 
munity CoBege; Julie Levia, a 5-8 
player from Oldham County and Heidi 
Cast, 5 foot-6 ballhandler from Marble 
Head. Ohio. 
NEW x 
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Ready in just 5 minutes-or your next one's free. 
Guaranteed: 1130 AM- 130 PM. Personal Pan Pizza available til 4 PM 
Monday thru'Saturday 
Monday thru Saturday 
Personal Pan Supreme 
All you Can Eat Salad oar 
$2.68 
^ 
Expires 11-30-83 
Personal Pan Pepporoni 
All You Can Eat Salad Bar 
$2.28 
« 
YOUR CANNED GOODS £ 
Are Worth £ $2.00! 
Oaring The Pizza Hat 
[Thanksgiving 
Canned Food Drive 
* 
Now through November 22nd your participating home town Pits* Hut* restaurant 
will be collecting canned items for needy families. Then November 23rd these canned 
items will be turned over for distribution to needy families for the Thanksgiving holiday. 
Donate. . . 
2 cans ... and receive a $2.00 discount off any large pizza. 
1 can .. .end receive a $1.00 discount off any medium or large pirn. 
It's our way of offering our holiday best! Limit 2 cans per large 
and 1 can per medium pizsa, per visit. 
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Baines rebounds 
to silence pollsters 
By Jennifer Lewi. 
Staff writer 
Frank Baines went up for a 
rebound in one of the Colonels' 
intrasquad scrimmages last year 
and came down with four loose teeth 
instead of a baaketbal. 
Baines was sent to a dentist who 
advised him to stay out of contact 
drills for two weeks. Most of the 
Colonels' contact drills were 
rebounding and blocking out, the 
game things that cost Baines four 
teeth and his second year on the 
basketball team. 
Since the starters are chosen by 
a:point system during preseason 
scrimmages. Baines said he knew he 
probably wouldn't be starting. The 
■uppercut to his chin happened just 
bsfpre the season began, so his point 
totals were low due to missed 
scrimmages. 
Baines, who started at guard his 
sophomore year, decided to redshirt 
bis junior year so he would have two 
hill years of eligibility left. 
. "I had the final say-so to redshirt, 
.but there were times when I wanted 
to jump out of the stands and play," 
said Baines, who is a senior 
academically. 
Because of bis loose teeth, Baines 
said he missed out on a lot of things. 
"I thought I'd never eat another 
apple," he said. But now he's eating 
apples and playing basketball, too. 
"We expect Frank to contribute 
a great deal this year," said Coach 
Max Good "Right now, he's vying 
with Tony Parris for one of the 
guard positions." 
The Jeffcrsonville, Ind.. native 
said he really missed playing last 
season. 
"I've been playing basketball 
most of my life, so it was hard for 
me to decide to alt redshirt," said 
Baines. 
An ail-round athlete in high 
school, Baines attended Southern 
Idaho Junior College before 
transferring to the university. 
During his one full season with 
the Colonels, Baines averaged 10.8 
points and 3.8 rebounds per game. 
"When he was healthy, he played 
very well, but injuries are part of the 
game," said Good. 
As he watched from the stands, 
Baines had a lot of time to think and 
find areas where he could help the 
team. 
"I saw how being patient and 
picking out things to do can make 
a lot of difference," said Baines. "I 
did a lot of scouting too." 
While the injury to Baines' jaw 
did not necessitate having it wired 
shut, the player said he would like 
to shut the mouths of the pollsters 
who picked the Colonels to finish at 
the bottom of the Ohio Valley 
Conference. 
"I don't know who conducts those 
polls, but I would be very disap- 
pointed with anything less than an 
OVC championship," said Baines. 
"We've got more spirit this year 
than we've had in the past. And I 
think we've got more talent than 
any other team in the league." 
Colonels rush rout of Eagles 56-0 
By George Gabehart 
Sporta editor 
For the fa-et time this season, the 
Colonel gridiron machine got its 
offense in high gear as it rolled over 
the Eagles of Morehead State 
University 56-0 Saturday. 
Playing at Morehead, the Colonels 
rolled up 571 yards in total offense to . 
the Eagles' 162. 
The Colonels took advantage of a lax 
Morehead defense when it scored on 
the second off enshre play of the game. 
Starting at their own 26-yard line, 
the Colonels' first play from scrim- 
mage netted only one yard on a plunge 
up the middle by fulback Victor 
Mims. 
But on the very next play, quarter- 
back Greg Parker took the snap, 
turned to his left and threw a quick 
pass to flanker Isiah Hil. 
H ill took the ball and behind the 
blocking of All-America candidate 
Tron Armstrong raced 73 yards for the 
score. Jamie Lovett added the extra 
point to put the Colonels on top 7-0 
with only 66 seconds gone in the first 
quarter. 
Easy scores were par for the course 
for the day as the Colonels put the ball 
across the goal line on six of the first 
eight times the team had the ball. 
Barry Cox, the redsha-t freshman 
who stunned the conference with his 
212 yards and three touchdowns last 
week, kept on rolling in the Colonel's 
romp. 
Carrying the ball 15 times. Cox 
picked up 110 yards and added two 
more touchdowns. 
Cox's first score of the day came 
with less than a minute to play in the 
first half when the tailback scored on 
a 4-yard scamper. 
David Hensley sweeps left end behind a Barry Cox block 
Photo by Dnny Brandenburg 
Cox scored again on the first series 
of the second half as he moved into the 
end zone from 11 yards out to make 
the score 42-0. 
Prior to Cox's first touchdown, the 
Colonels talked on a touchdown apiece 
by Victor Mims and David Hensley. 
Mims scored on the Colonels third 
possession after a 23-yard run on a 
fake punt by Anthony Johnson. 
The trick play gave the Colonels the 
ball on the Morehead 29 with only a 
minute gone in the second period. 
After a 22-yard run by Cox, Mims 
took the ball the final seven yards for 
the score. 
Six minutes later, the Colonels 
scored again as Hensley dove over 
from the one. 
Hensley s plunge culminated a drive 
that took the Colonels 66 yards for a 
21-0 lead. 
Following Cox's first score, the 
Colonels  kicked off to the  Eagles' 
\$pikers putseason behind; look toward OVC tourney 
By Scott Wilson 
Staff writer 
It is the type of thing that coaches 
I often dream about. The midseason 
I Ohio Valley Conference tournament 
I was a memorable experience for the 
| women's volleyball team. 
That tournament, in which the 
I Colonels finished second to Tennessee 
I Tech. has been in the minds of the 
I team ever since. . 
The team will have a chance to make 
amends this weekend when it travels 
to Youngstown, Ohio for the OVC 
Championships. 
Nevertheless, scenes of the 
midseason performance still haunts 
the Colonels. 
"We played real bad (against Tech),'' 
said freshman Cindy Thomson. "We 
will have no problem getting up for 
this tournament. We want to redeem 
ourselves." 
In that tournament, Tech topped the 
Colonels in two straight games. 
"We didn't play good defense," said 
senior Lori Duncan. "We just played 
dumb volleyball. Tech played smart. 
That midseason win made their whole 
season." 
The team reversed that decision 
with a straight set victory over the 
Golden Eagles in their own Colonel In- 
vitational in late October. 
"The invitational tourney gave us an 
advantage over Tech," said Coach Dr. 
Geri Polvino. "We have a lot of 
incentive to win." 
This weekend, when the Colonels 
journey to Youngstown, the team will 
be defending the title it won last year. 
Since its inception in 1981. the OVC 
tournament has been the domain of 
the Colonel squad. 
The Colonels have won the tourna- 
ment the past two years and will 
attempt to turn the hat trick this year. 
There is a feeling of optimism among 
members of the team, but according to 
Duncan, certain changes must be 
made to counteract the problems of 
the midseason tourney. 
Since the Colonels chances of post- 
season action following the tourna- 
ment are slim, team members are look- 
ing at this tournament as their 
championship. 
"We are definitely looking at this 
tournament as a championship.'' said 
Duncan. 
Lewis Robinson, who fumbled the ball 
and gave the Colonels one more chance 
before the half to score. 
On the second play of the drive. 
Armstrong hauled in a Parker pass 
and went 28 yards for the score. After 
freshman Dale Dawson added the 
extra point, the Colonels entered the 
locker room at intermission with a 
28 point lead 
After Cox's second touchdown, the 
Colonels added two more scores on big 
plays. 
With less than a minute left to play- 
in the third period, defensive replace- 
ment Ron Davis picked off an Eagle 
pass and returned it 37 yards for the 
touchdown. Dawson a extra point put 
the Colonels up 49-0. 
The Colonels' last score came in the 
final quarter as little-used reserve 
quarterback Tim Portale found Frank 
Davis open for a 31-yard touchdown 
pass for the final score of 56-0. 
The Colonels travel to the Sunshine 
State Saturday for the team's final 
game against Florida A&M. 
*    H .r • The Eastern Progress 
is now accepting applications for the positions 
of: 
News Editor 
Photo Editor 
Staff Writers 
and Staff Photographers 
These positions will be available for the spring 
semester of 1984. Stop by the office at 
Donovan Annex, Room 117 for an application, 
or call 622-1872 for more information. 
Marilyn Bailey. Adviser 
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SEVEN DIAMOND CLUSTER 
REGULAR $170 
NOW $84.95 
SAME DAY SIZING 
LAY AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS NOW 
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PIZZA HUT 
Delivery 623-2200 
NOW PIZZA HUT 
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DELIVERY HOT LINE: 623-2200 
We are now offering you last. FREE delivery service from PIZZA HUT DELIVERY 
Delicious Piua Hut pa/a is now but a phone can away Just phone m your ordc and vo<i *■■ 
a piping hot fresh ptua |ust Ihe way you like it 
Our service <s fast and tree within Richmond City Limits 
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Nothing sacred 
Competition keen for swimmimg Eels 
By Barr 
Editor 
In today's society we see drug deals 
resulting in the exchange of 
thousands, sometimes millions of 
dollars. We see federal^charges 
brought against people kt the public's 
eye. 
We hear about hospital rehabilita- 
tion "visits,'' add we read about 
arrests. And all the time we sneer at 
these abominations, we support the 
cause of the problems. 
To see this type of deviant lifestyle, 
one does not have to take a stroll 
through the downtown streets of a 
major metropolitan area 
Instead, al a person has to do is look 
behind the bleachers of a ballfield 
The sport is not important. This 
type of. behavior chooses no favorites 
nor excludes certain others. In all 
fields of professional athletics we see 
these problems. 
Athletics promote this behavior. 
Coaches, fans and owners perpetuate 
an image that athletes can live their 
iconoclastic lifestyles without society 
scrutinizing the players'actions. And 
so society covers for the individuals 
and in essence allows the deviation to 
occur. 
Unfortunately, for many years, for 
many individuals, this belief has held 
true. 
Way back in the 1920s and 1930s, 
people close to baseball knew that 
George Herman (Babe) Ruth loved to 
down the booze as well as he loved to 
bat the balL 
But at that time of hero worshipping 
baseball mania, fans and the media 
tended to look the other way when old 
Babe stepped out of line. 
The people who controlled the box 
office, the fans and the owners, were 
more interested in perpetuating the 
national pastime than in exposing the 
occasional daliances of Ruth. 
And this is not a solitary instance. 
Throughout the history of professional 
sports teams, players have been 
subjected to unfair publicity and fan 
attention which has spumed the social 
problems which so frequently make 
the headlines. 
It is this same publicity, the thrust 
into the limelight, that turns so many 
professional athletes to illicit activity. 
For a young man or woman coming 
out of- college, the phenomenon of 
outrageous contracts and the tempta- 
tions which come with the availability 
of funds, easily avails gullible 
individuals to illegal dealings. 
Fast crowds and unfamiliar 
lifestyles hit the high-priced rookies 
like a boulder of culture shock. 
Recently, we have seen a rookie in 
the National Football League 
suspended indefinitely for his 
participation with professional 
gamblers. 
Fresh from his glory days at Ohio 
State University, the quarterback 
suddenly found himself a rookie with 
money to burn. 
Instead of putting his bonus money 
to some constructive use, the fledgling 
signal caller opted to try to increase 
his good fortune quickly. 
Not only were his actions illegal, 
they were foolish. 
Instead of coming out ahead, the 
young man found himself in debt to 
the tune of nearly $400,000. When he 
reported the fact, the loan sharks were 
after his hide, the erstwhile Baltimore 
Colt found himself in the middle of a 
federal investigation and suspended 
from the league. 
Eugene (Mercury) Morris, a premier 
running back with the Miami Dolphins 
during their Super Bowl days, was 
recently sentenced in a Florida court 
for his activities in drug dealing. 
Morris admitted during and after 
the trial that the extravagant way of 
life he experienced while still a player, 
would soon bankrupt him when he 
retired. 
To continue to live the life he had 
become accustomed to, Morris 
resorted to selling drugs. 
The sad part of this predicament is 
that these are not occasional occur- 
rences. Instead, the problem is a never- 
ending happening which more and 
more frequently finds its way into the 
nightly news. 
This is the sham. 
Whether it takes the abolition of 
professional sports, a freeze on player 
salaries or a redefinition of athletics, 
it is time for the public to say, "No, 
we don't want anymore." 
Ever since the beginiung of the fall 
■em—tar, • naval batik* of aorta baa 
been going on in the Don Combs 
Natatorium. 
However, it hasn't bean a war 
between nations or schools but bat- 
ween members of this year's Electri- 
fying Eels swim team. 
With 14 swimmers returning and six 
strong newcomers. Coach Dan Lichty 
has had the pleasant task of deciding 
upon his starting team. 
"We have the beat balance and 
depth since I've been head coach, "said 
Lichty, who enters his ninth year as 
skipper of the university swimmers. "I 
expect a really good season." 
Leading the returnees are six record 
holders. Five of the six record times 
were set during the Midwest 
Independent Championships ■ 
Brian Conroy, a senior out of 
Satellite Beach. Fla.. will be the team's 
specialist in the backstroke and 
freestyle events after two excellent 
seasons with the Eels, according to 
Lichty. 
Juniors Scott Vennefron, Don 
Combs Jr. and Ben Meisenheimer also 
return. 
Vennefron, who hails from Fort Mit- 
chell, returns this season to attempt 
to better his- record time in the 
200-yard butterfly event. 
Combs, a native of Richmond, set 
records in both the 100- and 200-yard 
breaststrokes. 
Meisenheimer, also of Richmond, set 
his mark in the 400-yard relay along 
with Mike Strange, a sophomore 
returnee from Midway, Term. 
The last returnee is sophomore Mark 
Maher. a native of Ormond Beach, Fla. 
who set a school mark in the 50-yard 
freestyle. 
To suppliment a "good" group of 
veterans, Lichty said he is overly 
pleased with his current crop of 
newcomers. 
"This is the best recruiting year 
we've had in some time," said Lichty. 
"I expect at least five freshmen to give 
us some good depth." 
Lichty said he expects good things 
from several of his first-year 
performers including Steve Dial, a 
freestyle and intermediate medley 
specialist from Akron, Ohio; Mike 
Kirsch. a native of Saraaota, Fla., who 
will compete in the breaststroke; Jim 
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Senior Brian Conroy starts his log of the backstroke 
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Rainey, a freestyler from Akron; Billy 
Reddick, a Knoxville, Ttenn.. native 
who will compete in the butterfly and 
freestyle events; and David Mercer, a 
redshirt freshman transfer from 
Saraaota, Fla., who will compete in 
both the butterfly and freestyle. 
Lichty said he is also pleased to have 
transfer student Mark Eschliman on 
the squad. 
Eschliman, who attended Cleveland 
State, which is close to his native 
Canton, Ohio, is a sophomore diver. 
"Hall give us the strength in diving 
that we haven't had in a few years," 
said Lichty. 
Although the number of veterans is 
great. Lichty said no one has really 
locked up a starting spot for the 
season opener Friday afternoon when 
the Eels visit the University of Akron. 
"Everyday'a workouts are like a 
regular competition," said Lichty. 
"Competition is so keen that if you 
have just one bad workout, someone 
could take your place in the lineup. 
"Two or three people could start at 
each position this year. And that 
balance and depth is very important." 
The coach said it was this intense 
competition in the daily workouts that 
has caused the team to akeady achieve 
times uncommon until January. 
"The new poeple are really pushing 
Try Our 
Soup & 
Super Salad 
cBar 
^Eastern liy Puns Ijtcijtion Only^Jf 
the veterans for starting spots," said 
Lichty. "And that dog-eat-dog 
competition is good." 
The team, which is coming off a 6-6 
dual meet record from last year, will 
open the season on the road as it takes 
on two Ohio Valley Conference foes. 
During its swing through the 
Buckeye state, the team competed 
against the University of Akron 
Friday and against Youngstown State 
University Saturday. 
"We expect to go up there and get 
two wins," said Lichty, who will be 
assisted for the fifth year by Tim 
Cahill. "Akron has some real strong 
individuals but they lack depth." 
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Surprize her with a Christmas 
PORTRAIT from 
JIM COX STUDIO. 
Call 623-3145 for an appointment. 
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r 
Dear Preferred Customer, 
Come to a Christmas Open House and receive 
20% OFF every purchase! 
This is your special invitation to attend our festive Hallmark Holiday Open House. Time and 
date: Sunday, November 20th, 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
This is your opportunity to preview our complete Hallmark lines of boxed Christmas cards, 
collectible ornaments, gift wrap, stocking stuffers, party goods for the holidays, and many 
distinctive gift ideas. And displays are full for your widest selection! Also as a special service 
for this day only, imprinting on all boxed Christmas cards is free! 
Your guests are welcome Refreshments will be served. While you're here, register (one time 
per person, please) for our big give-away! The drawing will be held during the Open House at 
5:00 for a weekend trip to Knoxville, valued at $200! The winner will receive accomodations 
for four adults at the Holiday Inn-Knoxville Air port, Alcoa, Tennessee. Just minutes a way from 
downtown Knoxville arid the Smokies, epjoy free Health Club facilities, swimming pool, 
nearby golf and tennis facilities, and theft famous Courtyard Restaurant. 
Asa special "thank you" for your continued support through the year, we will be offering 20% 
OFF every purchase you make. Also, we will be giving away four $10 (ten dollar) gift 
certificates every hour for four big hours. And for the little ones we have a free beautiful 
keepsake storybook of  The Night Before Christmas" by Clement C. Moore. 
Please come! We're planning to make your visit a festive celebration! 
This starts a seven day a week opening through Christmas. Our store will be open Monday 
through Saturday, 10:00 a.m. - 9 00 p.m. and Sunday, 1:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
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Problems of handicapped 
studied by area teachers 
Photo by S«»r> Elkmj 
Gone flshln' 
A$ part of an experiment to observe reactions to an 'unusual situation' Becky Stearns, front, sophomore accounting major 
from Monticello, Andy Mills, freshman from Pineville and Alan Taylor freeman accounting major from Russell joined others 
in a sociology class for a little fishing in the fountain area. 
By BobHerroa 
Staff writer 
In the mid-1970s Congraaa passed 
public law 94-142 manrfatAuj- that han- 
dicapped students be educated in the 
least restrictive environment possible. 
In general, the law provided that 
handicapped students be educated, 
when possible, alongside normal 
students. 
According to Nancy Thames, coor- 
dinator of the mainstream program, 
mainstreamng is indeed bringing han- 
dicapped students into classrooms 
with normal students. 
However, mainstreaming of han- 
dicapped students has led to problems 
and frustration for teachers who had 
not been trained in educating the han- 
dicspped, said Thames. 
To assist teacher in coping with the 
difficulties in educating handicapped 
students, the university responded 
with a mainstreaming program three 
years ago and now that program is in 
its final year. 
The purpose of the program was to 
provide an outlet where regular 
educators, not special educators, could 
attend a series of ten workshops which 
cover a complete spectrum of topics 
related to the conditions and areas 
that are most important for teachers 
Martin '$ speech to highlight nuclear forum 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Following the movie, viewers can 
stay around and watch a special 
edition of ABC's Viewpoint at 10:15 
p.m. Ted Koppel will host the 
program, which will discuss the movie. 
Mandl said neither the movie nor the 
news program are part of the official 
program but will be available for 
anyone interested. 
At 10 a.m. Monday, Nov. 21, the 
program will begin with two exhibits. 
In the Herndon Lounge, a visual 
display of devastation from nuclear 
wars will be shown unti 8 p.m. 
And in Conference Room E, also in 
the Powell Building, there will be an 
audio-visual presentation of slide 
shows and films concerning nuclear 
arms until 6 p.m. 
The speakers will begin that evening 
and scheduled to appear in the Ken- 
namer Room are: 
6:30 p.m.- Speaker Session 
with - Dr. Duane Harding, 
associate professor of natural 
sciences. He will talk on the 
scientific aspects of nuclear 
weaponry. 
7 p.m.- Speaker Session with 
Dr. Jim Webb, professor of 
social sciences. He will discuss 
the politics of nuclear armament. 
7:30 p.m.- Speaker Session 
with the Rev. Paul Prabell. 
pastor of the Newman Center. 
He will speak on the theological 
implications of nuclear war. 
Following the speakers. Dr. William 
Martin   will   speak   on   "Nuclear 
Winter," a new theory presented two 
weeks ago by Dr. Carl Sagan at a con- 
ference held in Washington, D.C. 
Martin will lead an open discussion 
with the audience following his talk. 
"This should be the highlight of the 
conference," said Mandl. 
Mandl said he was "pleasantly sur- 
prised" by the student kiterest in the 
nuclear program. 
"This is a student project and 
without every student, it would not be 
possible," said Mandl. "This is really 
a grassroots project." 
offering this special form of education, 
said Thames. 
The program should enable teachers 
to work more proficiently and be bet- 
ter educated in how to teach the 
students who are mainstreamed into 
their classes, said Thames. 
"The teachers have really wanted 
this program and we have had a great 
response," said Thames. 
According to Thames the ten 
workshops include topics ranging from 
sessions dealing with the background 
of public law 94-142 to the fundamen- 
tals of teaching learning and emo- 
tionally disabled children in a regular 
classroom setting. 
Not only are the handicapped 
students installed in a regular 
classroom setting, but according to 
Thames, each student must have an in- 
dividualized education curriculum 
(IEC). 
The individualized education pro- 
grams are developed to suit the unique 
educational needs of each mainstream 
student, said Thames. 
According to Thames the in- 
dividualized education programs are 
written by a committee consisting of 
a regular teacher, a special education 
teacher, the principal, the students 
parents, a psychometrist and any 
other people who might have valuable 
input. 
Thames said the committee sits 
down and decides what each student 
needs and what goals he or she should 
strive for and then develops a program 
which will allow those goals to be 
reached within a certain period of time. 
"The teacher constantly reviews this 
IEP, and if the child is not progress- 
ing then the teacher changes the 
teaching procedures," said Thames. 
Thames said the students are judg- 
ed and then placed according to the 
severity of their handicaps. 
"Some will be placed in a regular 
classroom all day, and have outside 
supplemental help, some will go to a 
resource room for a couple of hours, 
some will spend most of their time in 
a resource room and only be with the 
class for physical education, lunch, 
music, etc, while others will stay in a 
self contained class, but will be within 
the school," said Thames. 
According to Thames "the idea is to 
mainstream them as much as possible 
with the non-handicapped students." 
Thames said the workshops began 
in October and will continue into the 
spring semester toward completion in 
April. 
According to Thames the workshops 
are not open to undergraduate 
students, but they can be taken by 
teachers for three hours of graduate 
credit. 
Whether a person takes the 
workshops for credit or not, they are 
still paid S10 for each workshop they 
attend, said Thames. 
According to Thames, people 
wishing to attend these workshops can 
apply for a scholarship through the 
special education program. 
"We raised quite a bit of money for 
the WHAS Crusade for Children in 
Louisville," said Thames. "They in 
return give us a great deal of money 
back and we use a lot of this money for 
scholarships." said Thames. 
"It is an excellent program thai 
meets a contemporary need because 
these teachers who are regular 
educators went to school and were not 
trained to teach handicapped children, 
now they're having them put in their 
classes, "said Thames. 
Thames said she has talked to many 
teachers who had students they did 
not know what to do with. She said 
they really wanted the program and at 
the end of the year they felt it had real 
ly been helpful. 
According to Dr. Quiser Sultana. 
Chairperson of the special education 
departments, the program is not being 
cancelled, but instead it is being 
completed. 
Sultana said the mainstreaming pro- 
gram was only scheduled to last three 
years. 
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Plant director keeps 
university running 
By Mary Branham 
Staff writer 
Chad Middleton possesses a 
thankless job on campus. For 
whenever something breaks down, he 
often hears the complaiits. 
But for the director of the Physical 
Plant, the maintenance of the univer- 
sity is his prime concern. 
"I have always been interested in 
buildings, structures and maintenance 
- that type of thing," said Middleton. 
"Construction and maintenance are 
two different things, but they go 
pretty much hand in hand," he added. 
"My job is to try to see that the 
entire campus is maintained," said 
Middleton. who oversees 336 people 
who work in the Physical Plant. 
He has three assistant directors in 
charge of certain areas of campus 
maintenance 
"I have to coordinate and keep 
things going as best I can." he said. 
"I depend a lot on the assistant direc- 
tors in the areas for which they are 
responsible." 
Middleton said he grew up in the 
construction business as his father 
was a builder. 
"I worked with him all during the 
time I was in high school in the 
summer periods and weekends," he 
said. 
Then, after Middleton graduated 
from the university and began 
teaching in Elizabethtown, he became 
involved in the planning and building 
of several houses there. 
"During the summer months when 
school was out. we bulk one house." 
he said. "As soon as it was completed 
and sold, we started on another one." 
He said he also worked on weekends 
and evenings during the school year. 
, Middleton, who said the extra ac- 
tivities of building the houses provid- 
ed him with a supplementary income, 
taught in the Elizabethtown City 
School System from 1969 to 1970. 
According to Middleton. the finan- 
cial aspect and the type of work were 
the main reasons he returned to the 
university. 
"The opportunity arose for me to 
come to Eastern and at that time, the 
pay for teachers wasn't as good as it 
is now," said Middleton. 
Middleton came to the university in 
1970 as the assistant director of the 
Physical Plant, of which he became 
director in 1972. 
"I've always enjoyed working with 
people," he said. "My position affords 
me that opportunity." 
He said he works very closely with 
all the people on campus, including 
students. 
However. Middleton said he doesn't 
like shelving problems. 
"We have a hard time getting all 
done what we need to get done," he 
said. "We have to try to do those 
things that need to be done first. The 
other things get pushed hack on a shelf 
for awhile." 
In 1978. Middleton received the 
distinction of having the coal storage 
facility bear his name as it was called 
the Chad Middleton Rail and Coal 
Facility, which was begun in 1977 to 
replace   the  stockpiling  situation 
Chad Middleton and Ms campus namesake 
behind Telford Hall. 
It was decided that the university 
needed a coal facility with a rail 
sighting. 
"I knew about the facility, but I 
didn't know if it was gong to be nam- 
ed or not," said Middleton. 
Then university President Dr. 
Robert R. Martin went before the 
Board of Regents and requested it be 
named in Middleton's honor, accor- 
ding to the director. 
"I was quite pleased and honored 
but it came as a complete surprise." 
he said. 
"If money were available, there are 
many things I would like to do," said 
Middleton. 
According to Middleton, the univer- 
sity installed an Energy Management 
System last year, which is a computer 
system that helps the Physical Plant 
control and monitor certain buildings 
on campus. 
"We can doa lot of things that save 
money and electrical use," said Mid- 
dleton of the system that is used in 16 
buildings. "I would like to see the rest 
of the buildings on campus tied into 
this system." 
Photo by Saw Efclra 
Middleton, a native of Crab Orchard 
in Lincoln County, attended this 
university from 1966 to 1969 and 
graduated with a bachelor's of science 
degree in industrial education 
technology. 
Middleton has been married for 30 
years to his wife, Carolyn. They have 
three sons: Jeff. 28; Rich. 26; and 
Kevin. 24. 
Since returning to the university in 
1970, Middleton has earned his 
.master's degree. 
"Any time you can get more educa- 
tion, it's a benefit for you," he said. 
News capsule 
Fellowships available 
to chemistry students 
Graduate school fellowships in the 
area of biochemistry are available from 
the University of Alabama in 
Birmingham. 
The grants will be for work at the 
University of Alabama Medical 
Center. 
Major areas of emphasis for the 
awards are in fundamental molecular 
biology, biochemistry of nucleic acids, 
recombinant-DNA techniques, 
physical biochemistry, biochemistry of 
Connective tissues, enzymology. X-ray 
crystallography     and        NMR 
spectroscopy. 
All students admitted to the pro- 
gram will receive fellowships of $7,500 
per year, plus tuition and fees. 
Any students interested should con- 
tact Dr. Charles E. Bugg, University 
of Alabama in Birmingham. Birm- 
ingham. Ala 35294. 
ARCO donates grant 
to university program 
The ARCO Coal Sales Co.. located 
in Kenova. W.V.. has donated a $500 
grant to the university. 
The award was given in honor of 
William   Scott   Whitson.   a   1973 
graduate of the university and a sales 
coordinator for the firm. 
The grant was given because of 
Whitson's participation in the univer- 
sity's Alumni Career Network, which 
helps graduates with employment and 
relocation. 
Dormitories to close 
Wednesday morning 
All dormitories on campus will close 
at 10 a.m. Wednesday. Nov. 23 for the 
Thanksgiving break. All students 
must leave the dorms by this time. 
The dorms will reopen for students, 
at 10 a.m. Sunday. Nov. 27. 
Any students having difficulties 
leaving by Wednesday should make 
prior arrangements with the housing 
office. 
Library hours revised 
for holiday break 
The Thanksgiving hours for the 
John Grant Crabbe Library have been 
revised. The new hours for holiday 
period are: 
Nov. 22 7:46 am.- 4 p.m. 
Nov. 23 7:46 am.- 4 p.m. 
Nov. 24-26   Closed 
Nov. 27 Regular hours 
Friday final chance 
to receive flu vaccine 
Any students, faculty members or 
staff employees wishing to receive an 
influenza vaccine have until 6 p.m. Fri- 
day to do so. 
The vaccinations will be given from 
9 a.m. until 6 p.m. today and Friday 
at the Student Health Service 
Building. 
The fee far the shots is S3 and 
anyone havfag a cold or is allergic to 
chicken or eggs should not take the 
vaccine. 
Vandals 
cause 
track 
to close 
By Tim Thomsberry 
News editor 
Due to equipment vandalism the 
gates of the Tom Samuels track 
behind Commonwealth Hall will be 
closed after dark to wouldbe runners. 
The Department of Athletics closed 
the track Nov. 3 in an effort to reduce 
the vandalism. 
"Our hurdles are being destroyed 
and people are riding bicycles and 
motorcycles on the track," said 
Donald Combs, director of athletics. 
"The biggest thing that has 
happened to us is the pole vault pit haft 
a cover on it and someone has taken 
that cover and split it and put sticks 
under it to make a little tent affair out 
of it," said Combs. "Now what they're 
doing, I have no earthly idea." 
Combs said the gates which prevent 
runners from running in, lanes 1,2 and 
3 have also been vandalized and have 
been repaired once already. 
According to Combs another reason 
the track was closed is to cut down ori 
the wear and tear on the rubberized 
surface in lanes 1,2 and 3. With the 
gates torn down, there is nothing to 
keep runners from using the inside 
lanes and wearing down the surface. 
The track surface is made of a 
rubberized material called Chevron 
440 and cost the university $250,000. 
After three years, the track Is 
showing great wear in the inside three 
lanes. Combs said when people run in 
the same spot all of the time, it wears' 
off the "granular affect" of the track. 
"We are not really taking anything 
away from anybody so much, in as 
much as you can run around the 
Alumni Coliseumparkinglot," Combs 
said. "A hard surface is what people 
are looking for." 
Combs said the track gate was. 
locked once before during the daylight 
hours and someone cut a whole in the 
fence to get in and tore off the chain" 
and lock. 
Combs was hesitant to give ' a 
definite answer as to whether the track 
would again open its gates after dark, 
to runners. 
"Up. untS the spring when the' 
weather gets nice again, then well 
evaluate it again at the time:"       ' *; 
ARIA PRO II GUITAR DAY 
25% Off All ARIA PRO II Products 
•One Day Only* 
Nov- 19 Register to 
^lADISON COUNTY'S COMPLETE MUSIC STORE Win Guitars, 
Glum EH* MtiBlt ffl0rl& Dulcimers, 
»J6W Mom (Across f'om 1 hm Covthousm) and Ukeleles! 
YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN 
OFFICERS COMMISSION 
IN THE ARMY. 
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also 
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our 
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities, 
P.O. Box 7713. Burbank, CA 91510. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
■ > 
Women's leather dutches. %f% 
Asstd. color.. Rao. $11.97...    O 
Wo^Vi^eelodTs. reg. tZt*-.tZ   WC  II  tTXMf MKHES (*# 
HIGHWAY 25 - SHOPPERS VILAGE 
E.K.U. BY-PASS - RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 
Sale Pr.cei Good Thru Sunday  Mtuer Card or VIM Open Evening »nd Sund»y I 30 * 00pm.  
< i 
S* SBTTiSl? SALSB9JI1 
11/15 Tuesday 
11/16 Wednesday 
11/17 Thursday 
11/18 Friday 
11/19 Saturday 
J. Sutter's Famous 2 far 1 night 
All Night Tonight and Every Tuesday 
Beat Hie Clack. Need we say more? 
2SC Starting 8 p.m.l 
Tan far One, 8 til 10. 
Bring Coupon From EKU Scrlmage 
. and Gat la FREE 
T.G.l.F. Party 
Two for One, 8 til 10 
Two far One, 8 til 10 
Check out the Specials at 
Sutter's Haw Coffee Bar 
135 East Main 
Richmond. Kentucky 
Official 
Party 
Headquarters 
mm 
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Firemen 
protect 
campus 
By Tar. Clark 
Staff writer 
Situated on the edge of campus, at 
the comer of the Eastern By-Pass and 
Kit Carson Drive, is Engme Company 
No. 3. 
Housed within that building is a 
Grumman pumper with both Rich- 
mond Fire Department and Eastern 
Kentucky University inmgnlas printed 
across its doors. 
The $120.000 pumper, purchased by 
the university and leased to the city 
fire department, is used ki conjunction, 
with the university's coop program 
with the city fire department. 
Students in the department of fire 
prevention and control use the pumper 
to actually experience the firefighter's 
environment 
"The pumper was purchased by 
EKU and leased to the city with the 
understanHing that it may also be used 
for instructional purposes," said 
Richard Bogard. co-op coordinator for 
the university's Department of Law 
Enforcement. 
"In accordance with the agreement 
between the university and the city, 
the Grumman pumper, designated as 
Engine No. 3. can be used anywhere 
in town as well as on campus as an 
instructional tool," said Bogard. 
According to Bogard, the pumper 
has been responsible for improving 
city and campus protection as a whole. 
"The benefits to the city and to the 
university have been threefold in 
nature," said Bogard. "Itservesasan 
instructional tool for fire prevention 
and control students, it provides a 
greater opportunity for coop students 
and it has unproved fire and life safety 
for the city and the university 
community.'' 
Presently there are 15 students 
involved in the co-op program within 
the department. 
"We have IS students who currently 
function as firefighters for the city of 
Richmond," said Bogard. Basically the 
students serve as firefighters at 
Station No. a They do anything that 
needs to be done." 
According to Bogard. coop students 
are employed with the city and are 
paid on a per-run basis n addition to 
receiving colege credit. Pay schedules 
and credit hours were negotiated when 
the program was initiated in 1979 with 
the Richmond City Fire Department. 
. - :They're going to get paid a flat rate 
everytime they go on a run," said 
Bogard. "If if s an actual fire and they 
have to hook up with a hydrant, then 
It automatically goes up. After that. 
It s so much per hour depending on the 
situation." 
• Most students currendy assigned to 
the Richmond City Fire Department 
work one day a week on a full 24-hour 
shift, said Bogard. 
: Before placement in the co-op 
rogram, students must have earned a 
total of 30 semester hours and be able 
io meet standard grade point 
requirements. 
Besides'working with the city fire 
department, students can also be 
assigned to the Eastern Kentucky 
University Safety House or the Mercer 
County   Ambulance   Servra.   The 
City, university 
study problems 
Firemen from Engine Co. No. 3 clean equipment 
university is also working on possible 
placement at the University of 
Kentucky Safety House. 
"Students at the EKU Safety House 
are heavily involved with inspections 
on campus," said Bogard. "They also 
teach programs on campus and work 
with fire drills for dorms." 
"Station No. 3 also responds 
whenever there is an alarm on cam- 
pus." added Bogard. 
"Trash-chute fires are probably the 
major reason for campus fires," said 
Bogard. "They respond to 
Commonwealth Hall, for example, 
with some degree of frequency." 
There is also a lab course for the 
EKU tuition to increase 
14 percent next two years 
Photo by Kwvwth MMki 
maintenance of fire extinguishers 
which is responsible for maintaining 
all campus extinguishers 
According to Ron Hopkins, head of 
the fire extinguisher lab, "This is a 
work study program that is supervised 
and operated by students from the 
department." 
While the university's co-op is not 
the only one of its kind in operation 
said Bogard, "The experience is 
valuable in letting the students 
operate within the firefighters' 
environment" 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Schickle said vandalism that is 
reported, may be attributed to 
students and is usually related to a 
party of some type. 
"There is currently a situation that 
the city is concerned with off-campus 
parties and the concern that these 
parties are hosted by the Greek com- 
munity," Schickle said. "One aspect 
that the Liaison Committee would like 
to address is that the Greek 
community is identifiable by their let- 
ters and are not Greek hosted." 
Schickle said the committee would 
like to address the fact that "the whole 
university community is involved in' 
this problem." 
"As far as 'what can we do about 
late-night parties?' that is something 
that we can't set up rules for," 
Schickle said "But we can, through 
establishing communication and 
rapport, improve the mutual respect 
between the student citizens and the 
year-round citizens." 
Schickle said one of the concerns 
among students is that the Richmond 
City Police are not sanative in their 
procedures...the students questioning 
why they are being arrested for public 
intoxication. 
According to Schickle, this is 
another issue that, through its 
contacts, provide a "better mutual 
understanding" for a "more agreeable 
situation." 
"The university as a whole benefits 
the city." Schickle said "The city is 
completely aware of how important 
the university is and they make no 
bones about that, but there are areas 
of disagreement and where there are 
areas of disagreement, we try to see if 
there is something we can do about it." 
Scott Robertson was a member of 
the committee last year and he said 
the committee's "main strength" was 
indeed "to keep communication lines 
open between downtown and 
campus." 
Robertson said, as far as what was 
accomplished, "once those guys 
(Commissioners Monty Joe Lovell and 
Mike Brewer and Mayor Bill Strong) 
got indicted and everything, we kind 
of stayed away." 
"I  got to participate actively  a 
couple of times when the city council 
' meetings were going on," Robertson 
said.   "I   attended   most   of  the 
meetings." 
Robertson said oftentimes he would 
be in the audience of such a meeting 
when an issue concerning the univer- 
sity community would come up and he 
would be called on to give the 
students' opinion on the matter. One 
such issue was the proposed extension 
of the bar hours. 
"Of course we were proextending ot 
the bar hours," Robertson said. "We 
worked very hard on that." 
Robertson agreed with Kremer when 
he said that through the Liaison 
Committee to the City of Richmond, 
the campus community could have a 
stronger political voice. He said if 
students would take a more active role 
in local politics, local polititians would 
take the university community more 
seriously. \; 
"I only saw one person campaigning 
on campus f> city commissioner." 
Robertson said. "And that 
campaigning wasn't even being done 
in person...a student was doing it." 
(Continued from Page 1) 
"The recommendations for ap- 
propriations for each of the institu- 
tions was based on the funding for- 
mula," said Powell. "I think that for- 
mula illustrates the needs of higher 
education." 
The council's recommended funding 
package must now go to the governor 
and the state finance officials for 
review and they will then make their 
final recommendations and submit 
them to the 1984 Kentucky General 
Assembly. 
"Kentucky faces a session of the 
General Assembly with real problems 
in revenue," said Powell. "I think we'll 
face a challenge in letting people know 
the importance of higher education." 
According to Powell, state univer- 
sities will not be competing for the 
higher education dollar among 
themselves as they were last session. 
"All of the institutions are together 
in seeking the funding of the Council 
on Higher Education," said Powell. 
The appropriations and recommen- 
dations will not become law until they 
gain the approval of the 1984 Ken- 
tucky General Assembly and are sign- 
ed by the governor. 
GET IT TOGETHER WITH COLOR 
"Color Your World Successful!"GQ 
-Color/Wardrobe Consulting for Men & Women 
-Personalized Shopping Service 
-Color/Wardrobe Workshops 
-Speaking Engagements Available 
-Shopping Guide for a Lifetime of Tasteful Decor 
(20% off with EKU   - I. D./Expires 6-84) 
Color 1 Associates, Inc.        Ten Cruse 277-4289 
PLAY 
DRAGON'S LAIR 
New Laser Disc Video Game Come To 
COME PLAY ALL 
YOUR FAVORITE 
VIDEO GAMES 
AT THE 
KENTUCKY 
ARCADE 
^2<c«> 
ARCADE 
Shoppers Village 
MANAGEMENT 
Training Opportunities 
MALE - FEMALE 
WORK EXPERIENCE.... 
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE 
One of Central Kentucky's leading businesses is 
accepting applications and scheduling appointments 
for campus interviews. 
•Lexington McAlpin's, an affiliate of Mercantile Stores Company, Inc. 
(N.YJ, i« looking for energetic, people-orienled. self-motivated 
achievers to progress into our management training program. 
•Lexington McAlpin's h seeking sophomores, juniors, and seniors to 
work part-time in order to learn the basic skills of our retailing 
philosophy. 
•We are offering the opportunity to be selected as a member of our 
buyer training program as an undergraduate. Related retail 
experience is helpful but not essential. 
Interested individuals are encouraged to contact 
their Career Placement Office for a campus 
interview ore 
Wednesday, November 30 
» i ■ nfsai nil ^ tHdiaun   uni 
Thru December 31, 1983 
3-Pc. Fish Dinner 
Only $2.69 
VIXINCION MM; TU«H AND MALI 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. M/r. 
Each dinner includes 3 crispy fish 
fillets, golden fryes, fresh cole slaw 
and 2 crunchy hushpuppies. 
N 
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Visit your Kroger Cosmetic Bar 
where you'll find many of your favorite 
cosmetics and fragrances at our very 
beautiful everyday low prices! 
—  ~; — ■_« 
V^ — 
s^ 
The Kroger cosmetic 
advisor can show you 
our full line of cosmetics 
and fragrances and she'll 
help you choose the best 
products for your skin 
type and life style. 
- 
mm 
mm. 
Each of these advertised items is required to be readily available fof sale w exh Kroger store eicept as spedflcatf noted *t 
ft* ad if we do run out of an advertised item we mm off er you your choice of a comparable rtem, wnen available, reflecting 
trie same savings or a ramcheck. wWch «M entHte you to purchase the acrvertrsed item at the adverts rxice wirtm $0 days 
Only one vendor coupon wni be xrepted per item , 
■ 
r   - 
\    c;    A 
WIN 1 KR 8S/H4 VOL. II NO. 1 
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Brian DePblma Directs 
Gangland Cocaine Saga 
I       i      <JK: 
...i       * 
• 
,,'i 
1 
* Rick SpringfieMs 
Big Screen Debut 
A». 
am 
Steve Martin: 
What a 
Previews of IGMAN, RfPO MAN & mm TH£ BOYS AM 
QUA LEAP 
Thi- new Kodacolor VR Iilm* are Kodak's 
best color print lilm> ever. So von yet pictures thai 
arc sharp, bright, Ja::ling  With KoJak Iilm and .1 leap i>l 
I the imagination, there's no telling how far von can no. 
Kodak film. It makes the grade. 
extraordinary, we're going to guarantee It forever. 
^11 guarantee life-like sound. 
Msmorex presents High Bias II, a tape so 
High Bias H and 
Tape Guarantee 
Extraordinarily flat frequency response at zero dB 
recording levels, oombined with remarkably low 
noise levels, means music Is captured live Then 
Permapass,ra our unique oxide-bonding process, locks each oxide 
particle—each musical detail—onto the tape So music stays live 
Not Just the 1st play. Or the 1000th But forever. 
Wll guarantee the cassette. 
We've engineered every facet of our transport mechanism 
to protect the tape Our waved-wafer Improves tape-wind. 
Sllicone-treated rollers Insure precise alignment and smooth, 
safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've 
surrounded them with a remarkable cassette housing made 
rigid and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex. 
Wll guarantee them forever. 
If you ever become dlssatisfled with Memorex High Bias n, for 
any reason, simply mail the tape back and we'll replace it free 
- 
yuFwwaw—HI 
IS IT LIVE, 
OR IS IT 
/ 
w 
X P MOVIE 
\1 c; 1    N    E 
EBftTORES. 
THE LONELY GUY 
S'-   f Martin. £* 
ti/onr CT miM I'lhl, O 
HARD TO HOLD 
Huh SprmgfirliT\ 
hi£-\t tn'U itfhlll  8 
DC. CAB 
Gary Hu\r\ 
& the mighty Mr, I 10 
SCARFACE 
\l I'm tno stars. 
Hi/an Ihl'tih'io Hireets 12 
ism 
\tr:r Martin t left I iQuitratn one of man\ pitfaB' of bring a Lonrlv Guy: \lrepmg 
alone Rick Springfield and Janet Filhrr I right) find and almott tote each other in 
Hard to Hold, a rork af roff loir sforv 
Timothy Ihittmi <s Lindsay 
CroHst \ttit in Iceman il-ti. 
Where ihe Boys Arc t^ttll It 
I iiiiititilnlf. Ftariaal has \nmt. 
\ttrf and lint htttts ft fit; R<-|M> 
Man I/^I \tar% Harry Dean 
Stantnn is Emilia Estnsn in 
t...\.'s antli ii'fi'iwi'winn racket. 
COMING SOON   |« 
Film* in the wmg\ lO 
OUR COVER 
At Patina as ltm\ Montana, 
C.II/HIU Marielitn,  who take* At Pactno m Srarfarr Ikrftt is the picture of turrett, gangster style, while Gary , .     , 
Busry Irurht, looks shghtb, hemmed as a whack* imrr/.r a bizarre tax, company        Miamis drug trade b\   storm 
m D.C. Cab. in Scarlare. 
I'lM.H,. I'reurlent.   W.    ,;>:■! ifimtrftHJ 
DL RAND W. ACHEE JEFF DICKEV 
EdOw n, i nr Aifremuiuf (Ml n 
JLDITH SIMS HVsf 1 <-!■/ 
Amttnk CrfMir lh~ti So,ili Mm si.   'MMI 
BYRON LAIRSEN llnlvHoori, <  \ '«KIL'» 
(SISl Mil' TIT". 
Art Dmvatn 
CHIP JONES \<,l,. Mawpi 
DAN EICHOLTZ JENNIFER OWENS 
Sale,  ( ..,.../,.,.,!„. 
PnrfMrnoH NORMA CORTES 
ART *.-  1)1 SKA 
f.i'tulalHin Manage- tar I MUl 
ROXANNE PADILLA 111 IrxiUKIon   \w       1 Inril Mr 
\\ mow r3i2t i.'»."'fit 
llltue   Manager 
BARBARA HARRIS JACKI.YN M. PETCHENIK 
Auf to PuHulm ArrMtnf i.xru.ti r* 
LVNNE BARSTOW SARAH CALVIN 
ADRIENNE SCOTT 
l\pngrarih\ ifanVfmx 1 imiuhml 
COMPOSITION TYPE, INC. LARRY SMICKLER 
©198) AUn Mhaon PuMbhing, . lIlVIMOIl   ol     \Ull   WslOII   i .OIIIIIIUIII- 
cations.   Inc ,  torpnrarc  "tine*  — II.Mo   North  Vine. Suile   000.   Hoi 
Ivwood. CA 90028.  Ki.li.ml J    K eu*.  President    All  rights  tesersed 
Some malenaK   herein   are  used with   permission   ol   ihen    lonwiyhi 
owner,  L'niverul  C:ilv   Studiov   Iru    letiet*  ticronic  ihc  propenv   of 
the publisher and max  he edited Publisher .issinnes no responsihiliis 
for   unsolicited   manuscripts    Published   three   times  durrrig  ihe  sear 
Annual  subscription   rale  rs $3 00     lo order  substriptions  or   north 
change of address, wrire Tkt Mat %e   Magazine.   InHO North   Vine. Suile 
900. Holvwood. CA 9O028 
Folks, ii was rtiMurbing 10 read 
.IUMII k Hen r ti.iiiM'- ne* 
movie, Prnwfr s./»»</ \v .1 sm- 
rleni «>l mjirkeiing, ! have 
learned lhai re«poni«nl<t miering 
in ronsumei nerd', is I he ^.tx u> 
in.ikf fin>nt*\ !li.ur\ct. Mi". K.I- 
r.urn has taken ihin prinriple I<MI 
lai 
Bud Ptmftl 
Sri'l    r'fl'li IM».    <     \ 
Irealh enjmed vonr review <»l 
\ti>'it\ Python's Thf \1eanm& «t 
l.i/r .ind the trvirw ut Going Ber- 
serk.   Hrinu  .1   follower   (diehard) 
of SCrrV. vou can expeci me 10 
see   (.'niii'   Hrnrrh     I    was   a   linlc 
rlitappoinied ihini^h wnh 11>. 
Meaning «/ /.//*• and MI were m\ 
frH'iids nhe\   nn   n  as IKMIIK 100 
much in the snle of Mel Brooks, 
1»     the rigei  hunt, ihe U-SI.HI- 
rani, en 1 ll ^e«*ms as ihou^h 
I hi Meaning »i tjft was missing 
the element an vhal to all Python 
produciiont, ihe element'ol Mir- 
prite      ll   appealed    thai    ihe 
Pythons averen'i even K°,nK *° 
SIIIM k. null.Mr 01 ir\ lo soli. 11 am 
ol the leai lions ihe\ fpM wlien 
we watched (and laughed .111 
ihen   I \   senes. \'ow 11 seems ihe 
TMIIOIIS have in  fact reached 
then pi une. thev cannot (nor 
1 an anvone elsel surpass The fi«l\ 
t,i.ul 
As lor Going Berserk, I hope 
thai the troupe ^ill I*1 [KissjhK 
hall as funny as the senes was 
(\B(    has canceled  the series). 
Perhaps the troupe will continue 
theii work ami some Cable chan- 
nel will pit k up the rights to ihe 
old s\ndi(ateil show 
Mifhnel Strannthou 
Stow. OH 
I read your article on Monty 
Python's The Meaning of I if' 
and I loved h! I'm an avid Ian ol 
Moniv Python. es|>e<iaH\ lerrx 
Jones,   riii    Idle  and   (.raham 
Chapman. 
PS : Your maga/ine is great! 
Keep up the goml work! 
\nnt\ Jones 
Womin, MA 
I was fortunate enough lo re 
<ei\erfi COD) ol vour maga/ine 
IIMI.IV I loved it' I'll he honest, 
the mam reason I loved it was 
because Burt Revimlrls was in it' 
— he\ the best! 
I'am B/nydes 
t nnnga Park, CA 
I   II   r      \t M  \   I   r      M   \ <.   A  /  I   \   r 
Ford 
EXP Turbo. 
New Dash. 
The new EXP Turbo s full 
function Instrument panel 
pr( widea vi >iiWith a clash (if 
technology All dials and 
gauges, including the tachom- 
eter, turho-overhoost lighi. 
and standard AM KM stem • 
with cassette are functii mally 
designed and Strategically 
placed And f<>r inipniveci per- 
formance of another kind, 
there is an optional electronic 
search stereo plus graphic 
equalizer 
New Dash. 
Cubic inch t< >r cubic inch, the 
new KXP Turbo s electronically 
fuel-injected I 6 liter turbo- 
charged engine is among the 
most p<iwerful pnicluclion 
engines F< ird has ever pro- 
duced And yet. despite its 
perfi irmance c apahi lines, 
it is projected todeliver 
a m a /11 tg ratings of \2b\ est 
MPG/42hwv est 
.\lllnHinhKPA mile jgt'r.iliii>(swvrt-n» H 
nWMe .11 Iheltme < il piihlitjlHin. 
IheM i-si ini.m-s .in- pn »n'» nil h ird 
tJMflftkhMCdMl ForaKflBjneefMYtteil 
<uu. ami art* expected i< i in- very CM IN*- 
tiuiltn i.ill rl'Ar.iiiiiff l^t'luf nnnp.ni 
vin Vour iink-.im- rii.iv \jrvik*|x-ndinK 
< IT -^xssl rnp length. »«MIIHT Auu.tl 
high«.rv miliMKc «ill pr< ibjhlv he lower 
New Dash. 
Yi HI II alsi i find new s|> ulers. 
new aluminum w heels and a 
new bubble back hatch The 
end result is s. inieiliing rather 
rare in todav's world A car 
with all the dash you could 
ask lor 
"Quality is job I   \n fndepen 
dent survey established i-'< ml 
makes the ln-st-built American 
cars The survey measured 
i iw tier rep< irted pr< ihlems 
during the first three mt mths 
■ if < iw nership > if 1'W cars 
designed and built in the I s 
Have you driven a Ford. 
lately? 
m 
d# 
Sieve Martin and Charles (•roriin 
arc sitting on the balconv of a 
high rise Manhattan apartrnrnt. 
their backs to the panoramic, 
nighttime view. A gentle biee/e 
is Mowing across the potted 
plants thai share the balcon\; 
Martin is sipping a beer, Grodin 
a glass of milk. They are talking 
to each othei quietly, lecmniting 
. past, slightlv disastrous clealings 
with the opposite sex. Martin re- 
calls a panic ularlv unsuccessful 
encounter with a high-school 
date in  a  movie  theater,  pauses 
for a moment, then adds, 'it was 
lun. though. . . 
Arthui llillei says "Cut," Mar- 
tin and Grodin stand up. the 
bree/e  suddenlv    stops  and   the 
lights oi New lork are switched 
Oil*. It's the last <i.t\ ol principal 
photography for The Lonely Gu% 
and Martin and Grodin have 
just completed one of a num- 
ber of ad-libbed conversations 
that are sprinkled throughout 
the movie. 
"Maybe 'lu percent of the 
scenes between Chuck and me 
are ad-lihfieil." s.ivs Martin in his 
dressing   room   later   m   the   da) 
"These are little stories from our 
experience thai drop into the 
film at anv |M>int. just two guvs 
talking. It was actually Chink's 
icfea. and they've worked oui real 
well, so if we're cm a set. we say 
"Well, let's try a lonely guy.^siorv.' 
and we just set il up and tr\ it 
These Imle conversations be- 
iween Martin and (irndin repre- 
sent one layer of creative contri- 
bution to a film lhal contains the 
work  ol   a  nunilx-f   ol   verv   tal- 
rnird people. The Lonely Guy  is 
based on Bruce Jay Friedman* 
book Ihe Lonely Cuy'i dniile to' 
l.ifr. Friedman is a piolihc writer, 
perhaps best known tor his pl.n 
Steamhath and lor co-wriling the 
movie Dr. Detroit, which was 
based on his siorv 
Director llillei explains how 
the movie reached its final lorm: 
"The book was brought to Sieve 
Martin's attention, and he said 
'Hey. ihis should IK- a movie.* 
Neil Simon created a sior\ Irom 
Kriedman's book, but he became 
tied up with other projects, so Kd 
Weinhurger and Sian Daniels did 
ihe final screenplay." (Wein- 
hurger and Daniels will be famil- 
iar to TV viewers lor iheir work 
on The Mary Tyler Muore Show, 
Taxi, and Phyllis, lot which ihev 
accumulated H hmmvs lot writ- 
ing and produc ing.l 
Adding to the contributions ol 
Simon, Daniels. Weinhurger. 
Martin and Grodin is director/ 
producer Arthur Hillei. uhose- 
lengthy screen career includes 
$Uv€T Streak, Plaza Suite, The 
Out-of'Towners, Lo\*e Storx and The 
Ameruanizatun of Emily, as well as 
the recent Author, Author. 
The story of The Lonely Guy 
concerns  larry   Hubbard   (Mar- 
Steve Martin in 
His fern is his only friend 
(and the fern may be faking it!) 
BY  RICHARD LEVINSON 
tin) a snuggling young writer 
ffOffl Iowa, who hnds his live-in 
giillnend Danielle (Kohvn Doug- 
lass, first seen in Breaking Away) 
in bed with anothei man. Sud- 
denly, he is transformed into a 
"lonely guv." and there are ropes 
to be learned abotll how one be- 
haves in that SOITA State 
In Warren (Charles Grodin), 
Martin hnds an experienced 
teacher. Grodin, who has ap- 
peared in The (ireat Mufiftet ('.alter. 
Heaven (.an Wait, C.atih-22, and 
Albert   Brooks' Heal life,   among 
man) other hlins. describes Wai- 
ren as a "maven. prototypical 
lonelv guv. (he guv who alw.ivs 
looks like he was hit bv a bus.'' 
Martin says. "I play a basically 
optimistic guy who bet nines 
lofldy, while Chuck is the true 
lonely guy. who's kind ol depre- 
ssed all ihe- time, who says he 
never really gets sick but always 
leels a little sick " 
Grodin shows Martin ihe tucks 
ol the loneliness trade, and here 
much of ihe original hook is ap- 
pareni 
It's amazing how mam of ihe 
vignettes from the book have 
survived." savs Miller. "For in- 
stance, yesterday, we did a se- 
quence where Steve goes into a 
restaurant alone, and its about 
how you handle being alone in a 
restaurant when you leel that all 
the people are looking al you. 
how you can lake notes and pre- 
tend you're a restaurant critic. 
I hat comes right  Irom the book." 
rhene is. ot course, a not-ao- 
lonelv guv who fuels the fan- 
tasies ol Martin and Grodin. 
Played by singer Steve Ijwrence. 
this paragon ol social success 
doesn't just get the girl — he 
seems 10 get every girl. 
Judith   Key.  the   limy  award- 
winning (lot Steaming) stage ac- 
tiess. plavs Maitin's elusive love 
interest in the film She describes 
her character, the six-time mar- 
ried Iris, as a woman who always 
marries men she is destined to 
divorce, lve\ has unbridled en- 
thusiasm lor this, her hrst lead- 
ing role in a movie. "II audiences 
have as much lun watching it as 
I did doing il. the film should do 
very, very well." 
Martin sees Iris as a woman 
who, in spile of her eccen- 
tricities, understands lonely guys. 
"She likes me as a person," savs 
Manin, and they eventually get 
together in a romantic hnale. 
The citv ol New York figures 
prominently in the look and the 
story of the movie, with much ol 
New York recreated on the 
sounds!age. One particularly 
impressive set is a 120-loot-long 
section of ihe Manhattan bridge, 
built in lile-si/e scale. susjM'iided 
8 feet in ihe air with a width ol 
44 leel. the bridge typifies Mill- 
er's attention   to detail.   "We 
needed to shoot the scene with a 
lot ol log. and vou can't create 
that constant  mill out  in the 
open, and you can't sit wailing 
for the mist to come." 
Ihe scene lo which Miller re- 
fers involves a thwarted suicide 
attempt bv (irodm. The scene 
remains comic, beginning with a 
phone message on Martins an- 
swering mac hine informing him 
lhal Grodin "can't make the 
movies" because he's decided to 
end it all. Happily, Martin 
reaches him in time, although 
Miller leels that Grodin's charac- 
ter probably wouldn't have 
jumped anvwav. 
I his gray area bet ween com- 
edv and tiagedv is particularly 
filling in New York. The citv 
provides an enlarged backdrop 
that illuminates the luniiier as- 
pects ol loneliness as well as the 
more serums. " Ihe premise is 
that loneliness can strike anyone. 
anywhere, at anytime." Manin 
explains. "New York hapjiens 10 
be a good setting to point thai 
up, it's so bustling, its easy to be 
lonelv. It's gcMMl because it pres- 
ents more opportunities lor vig- 
nettes, fating Chinese lood is 
jusi sort ol a lonely thing to do, 
but it wouldn't happen in Iowa." 
Grodin hurls thai the leelings 
in ihe movie "strike deep chords, 
touching everybody.*' Me likens 
parts of the film to the Kilties 
classic •Marts, which explored 
loneliness and the pressures ol 
"finding somebody" on a group 
ol single men. "It's a verv good 
part,  belter  than anv  I've ever 
played,"1 he s.ivs 
The Lonely (iuy represents an- 
other step in Martin's long and 
suecesslul career. Aside from the 
experimental Pennies from 
Heaven, Martin is primarily as- 
sociated  with  the  manic/comic 
il  r     M O V  IE    M  A G A Z  I  N  E 
Mm- f'kf Ink. Driut \trn Ihm't 
Went I'lunl. .mil Thr Man with Two 
Rmins, For a comedian who has 
luii (prammy», an Emmy, an 
\i .id(-tn\ Award nomination. 
I lot his short subject The 
Ahsriit-Mnuleil W'aitrri ,iud a best- 
selling  lnx>k   and   who  is   hugx'lv 
|KI|MII.H   ii>i  his appeanincci on 
Stitttitla\   Xighf  Live,   The   Loneh 
(>u\ provides .1 different1 kind nt 
opportunity. 
111lie-1 hnnsrll uyi id.H he M 
exiremel) happv with Martinli 
vMnk in ilu iihn "He comes ii|> 
with idea* ill the lime, and 
they're lerrifit vvh;n jM-opk* arc 
u,p"iv; lo sec is Sieve Martin pfavy- 
mi; .i ICIIISIK. str.iighl role, de- 
spite ii iM'jn^ .i comedy. In tlu* 
sense ol   relationships,  theie aie 
man) scenes that arc very real. 
"The   original   honk   teas  B 
guide." Millet K«K-N on. ".i series 
ot vignettes. \\« (lo have limes 
when he (Martin) is alone, water- 
ing his plants, talking to hitnsell. 
eating a (an  ol  tuna.   Hut   when 
you're doing a movie, von need a 
Mory, and in ordei in do that, 
you nerd relationships." 
Martin describe! what he's 
drawn on lm the pan: It's the 
experience ol being lonely, expe- 
rience with women, dating 
I here's a vague leeling that even 
when you're with your Friends, 
you're Mill alone. Its a different 
kind   ill   life   Iroin   the   maiiied. 
i.iiniK personality, 1 just leel. I 
think CtlUCk and I hnth leel. that 
there's a Concept ol loneliness 
that   he  and   I   understand,   that 
doesn't    relate    to    anything 
spet ihc. it'* just a general altttude 
ahnul life." 
Steve Martin's girlfriend (soon to be ex-girlfriend), played by Robyn 
Douglass, is found in bed with another man {Richard Del Monte), which 
leaves Martin out in the lonely told. The pointing man Hop) is director 
Arthur Hiller. Martin then tries to woo Judith Ivey (above). Lonely guys 
Martin and Charles Crodin (left) share a happy moment with their best 
friends -ferns. Thr Lonely Guy opens February 17. 
The First Annual 
(and Never Again) 
Lonely Guy 
(or Gal) Contest 
!»<> YOl (.<> HOME TO AN 
EMm   \tAH BOX- Or an empty 
iiMiin. III   which   ihr (Mih   oilier   living 
thing is youi pet fern? When vou 
M.iik nun a restaurant, dor* everyone 
rise get nil .uid leave? l*n you Irrl 
MIH are .ill alone unattended, mi 
appreciated and   in-niioi 
You're a Lonely Guy. Or 
Gal. Or both. 
Well, lonch Him lies, heir's some- 
thing (list lorvou .KimliM MiMiiir 
I-IM*  HI Mild   vs.1111 ' 
I here is oiih one pri/c ( I hais .ill 
vou deserve.) Merc's what some Imkv. 
lonely creatures Grand Pri/c will 
mi hide 
• Airfare lm one,so Los Ansjeks 
(unless the winner lives in Lot 
\nsjcks, m whuh (jse wr'll |HI|) tor 
DOS larrl - No erne will SII next in the 
wiimci on (he plane * No lice hradtcl 
will lie provided ■ With any link, no 
inc.il will lie served, either * I hi- win- 
ner will not lie met at ihc airport • A 
single loom in a lonelv hotel will 
hr provided • No (ar will he plated 
.il (he winner* du|>oul * I In winner 
will *'eii|o\" dinner lm one ai .1 fine 
I i»   Angeles  restaurant   (preferably 
empty) •  1 he winner will attend a 
"lulling   lor OIK" (of   The Ijtneh Gu\ 
naturaly)" 'hr sdnnet will receive a 
I MI lent • Also .1 I onrh (. 1 < s <..il ad- 
dress hook - til-itik. ol (oursr • I'he 
winner  will  not  meet  Sieve   Martin 
Mrs too bust • Ihr winner will rr- 
(eive a power ol Thr Imuh Gn\ iMK 
autographed • Hie winner wil receive 
two books: Thr I oneh Guy's (iuule to 
l.i/r by Bruce Jay hriedinaii. and How 
to Win trirniU and Inftiienrr People, by 
Dale Carnegie *   The winner will alto 
All von nred 10 do is till in that 
form (M .i 5*5 card) wtth vow name 
.Hid .iddirvs. .mil ihen nil US in '-'r» 
words 01 less (ptrlnahlv MMl wh\ 
vou .ire .1 I mil K (iiiv (01 (..ill 
All entries will be pidgrd b> Ihr 
Morir Miiituunr stall. .1 pureh siibfrt - 
Ihr wiimri will he mMilicd hv mail. 
m 111,iv he trlrgiam <u phonr or 
m.ivln not .11 all Wr >au lie pieiu 
inoodv 
Void where prohibited hv  urn  in 
good taste 
receive an assortment ol ihr finest 
personal tare products: deodorant, 
month waih. dandrnll sliampoo. 
Preparation II, Maalox. Milk of Mag- 
nesia. Kaopectatr and air Iresbenrr * 
The winner will be presented with 
I Murlv tiny boxer shorts. Suitable 
for feminine wear because the fly 
doesn't often. 
IMK     M  O \   I  r 
inc .uid vindulive hum h VVe promise 
mil 10 chooSff ou 1 lelalives 01 pah 
llhrv all have Inrndv am way I 
All entries most l>e received h* 
midnight. December 15 
All mines hrioinc the property ol 
Man Weslon < iommuuii alums, lm 
lliey will not lw .« know leiIgrd IN ir 
luined   (thrv'll   piohahlv   lie   iNiinrdl 
M A (; A / I N I 
Zip ( ode 
Year Plionr 
^es.  I  am .1 lamely  t.m  (01  tiah hnausr 
Mail diis (ompleied-form 10 touch (.uv 
(iiutesi. li>H4> North Vim- Suite MtMi. Hol- 
lywood. <v VOOStt, belore midniglu 
Dnnnliri 15. I9HS. Winner will be arv 
mMiii.nl in thr Spring I9H-I issur ol Thr 
Moor Magazine 
Musician/songwriter/actor Rick 
Springfield plays rock V roll hero 
James Roberts, whose perfor- 
mances (left) enthrall thousands, 
but whose private life is aimless 
and disconnected. 
Rock & Roller 
General Hospital Heartthrob 
Stars in 
HARD 
TOHOL1) 
BY  R. SUE SMITH 
Odessa, Iexas. is oil country. Hat as .1 grid- 
elk* .IIHI twice as hot. 
So Hal the unlives sa\ von tan stand on a 
beer tan and see Lubboek. 150 miles north. 
So hot that a local |>c»1111< i.111 blistered 
more than his career when he suggested 
that if VOU want to raise a lamilv, go to 
neighboring Midland, and il you WWII to 
raise hell, go to Odessa. 
That kind of hot. 
lonight the sign outside the Fetor 
Count) Coliseum reads 92 degrees at 6 
p.m.. and the clean teens lined up two 
hours before showtime sav this It the 
biggest event since the City lathers banned 
an ()//v Otbournc concert. 
On stage, live, lor one night only, 
(irammv-award-winnmg star of records. 
TV, and his soon-to-be-released first fea- 
ture him. Hard to Hold, the verv. verv hot 
Mi. Rick Springfield. 
I his stop is somewhere midway in a 
90-day tour supporting this years Living in 
02 I.P. The grueling schedule will be 
Springfield's last chance for a while to 
touih base with his rock 8c roll roots tie lore 
jumping Irom his established mixed-media 
pan into a new kind of fire. 
If anything it's hotter backstage than it is 
outside. Springfield's sleeveless If \i jacket 
and sweatpants seem almost forniaj. given 
the temperature, and not even the city- 
fathers could blame him if he wore a led 
Nugent-style loincloth on stage. 
He won't, of course. Though right now 
his hair is short and punkish. controversy, 
exploitation, slea/e of an> kind, are not 
pan ol the image. Rick Springfield knows 
how to give a good show without showing 
100 much. After 15 vears of rock 8c roll life, 
including 11 years on the American tread- 
mill to success. KM k Springfield is a pro. 
His show ih.K ked b\ sizzling youngsters 
tailed The Fabulous F.els) is a solid pack- 
age, choreographed and timed with no 
room for error. From the moment 
Springfield appears in a dt\ ice tog until 
his spectacular leaps Irom speaker to 
speaker while leading the crowd through 
the chorus of "Don't lalk to Strangers." 
the star gives his all. Hits hlast out one 
song after the other, each tune performed 
the way the kids like them, just like the 
record, and Springfield's exuberant en- 
core is a triumph in itself. 
Retreating to the air-conditioned dres- 
sing room. Spiingfield carefully moves 
aside debris, clearing space for convene* 
tion, Orie-thing-at-a-time, his movements 
are relaxed vet deliberate, intent. When be- 
sets his focus on Hard to Hold, it stays 
there. 
"It^ a love story." he explains, "about a 
musician, James  Roberts, who's at  the 
T  II  F     M  O V   I F.     M   A G A  /  I   \   F 
crossroads ol success He's worried about 
ihc future, whcthci he can maintain the 
pace, when he meets Diana K.awson ' 
Diana tawson (played In |.mei hilber) b 
a San Francisco rhUd psychologist who, un- 
like .ill the othei women 0*51 the years, 
doesn\  particular!)   want   lames Roberta. 
She hat .1 lile ol ln-i nun. U sense "I dnec- 
tion. six- h.is what Jama is missing, .mil u 
Springfield tells it, "He's looking 10 this re- 
lationship with Diana 10 pm .1 sense ol 
ordei mid Ins liU " 
It the charactei and Ins quest sound |H»- 
lentialH autobiographical, ill because 
Springfield worked with director Larry 
Peerce ami wriiei Ibm Hedle) in ihc de- 
velopment ol this 11   Cnnitantine Come 
production. The icreenpla) is In Medley, 
based nn .1 nor) i>\ Hedle) and Ktchard 
RIHIISHIII The MM .mil Ins advisors II.MI 
inpui on plot, casting, technical authentic- 
ity. Springfield lound 11 satisfying and lun. 
ahnosi .1 luxurj in the eco lies nl shoot- 
ing lime, 
"Ihc rrccdom ol the movies .din IV 
was like going •'<»"» •■ wading |MNI) in ihe 
oce.ui," he s.i\s.   "We had lime In work nn 
the characters ami the scenes when I did 
weeM)   slums (such .is Tkr Hmkitml Files 
and Six Million lhAliit Alan) the pace was 
hectic.  D.iMime acting fpenrral Hotpttat, nl 
course) was triple thai pace.'' 
Bui what the movies give m ihne, the) 
1.ike awa) in control. It's a disturbing 
thought m a man who likes working alone, 
writing Mings alone, doesn't even considci 
coUaboration suite he's imi Interested in 
the compromises thai would entail 
"Ihe him is more <>l .1 puzzle, .in 
enigma, than .111 album," he considers. 
'Wiili .in album, I see 11 through all iis 
phases - writing, performing, production. 
Whereas with (he lilm I was involved in 
pre-production, ii.ni more input than l 
expected to have. Inn then ihe) lake n all 
awa) 
"Filming led K<MMI. and u looked n<«ni in 
ihe lakes I saw l.isi spring. Hut I don't ex- 
pect to like myself, I'm \ei\ critical ol my 
work, 
"One thing I've learned is not in pill a 
lime limit nn mv goals I thought SUCCCSS 
would li.i|tjicii v hen I .11 lived in the Slates 
in '72.11 I'd known how long n would take. 
I might m*i have tried, Km vein can't gauge 
VOIUMII In others, you*l always come in 
second since you're youi own hardest m 
lie, You have lo IK- such a strivei to IK- an 
M tor." 
Rick   s.ivs  ih.it   he  and   the charactei   ol 
James Roberts don't reall) have all that 
much in (ommon. unless it's ih.it confron- 
tation he calls "Ihe battle between taking 
1 harge  and   not   taking  rharge,   living   loi 
yourscll 01 wh.ii's expected ol vou." 
I here mav In critics who don't expect 
much ol Springnekii motion picture de- 
but, classifying him In his ardent teen au- 
dience  and   somewhat   second < lass  soap 
opera success. VVhai they're not reckoning 
on is thai Springfield, like James Roberts, 
is a "sinver." a man with several respected 
acting woikshops (SII.1I .is nidi Malcolm 
McDowell and Man Steenburgen in LA.) 
undei   Ins IH-II and who is indeed  his own 
harshest critic, setting goals he veiv much 
intends to lullill. 
"Setting goals." he savs. "is aboui living 
in go luiihei. go deepen II I'm going lo 
reach mv lull potential its not going in 
come from sitting on mv rear." 
Will Hani to Huh! IK- a slep Inward  lh.it 
full potential? ll.ud to say. In addition 10 
the love sioiv between  |ames and Diana, 
llieies ,i  second  slorv   involving  James' co- 
wriiei A\u\ lonnei girlfriend Nickv Nicies, 
played In formei fashion model Patti Han 
sen. rurthci conflict comes in the presence 
cd Dianas longshoreman father, |ohnny, 
hioughi 10 1 IK sc reen In veteran c harm lei 
.11 im AllM'it Salmi. Ihe almost obNgaton 
concert   rootage   Introduces   I wo   new 
Springfield songs, along with .1 band in- 
cluding lot met c lulcl slat Hill </m/ m SpOff) 
Mmm   011   kevlMi.uds and  one-lime  leenv- 
IM>P|M-I  rocket   louv  (tony nml ihr Tigrr%\ 
Springfield/alts for Janet Either (below), 
a capable, secure psychologist who doesn't 
need a flamboyant rock star in her life — 
or §0 she says. Model Patti Hansen (right) 
plays Rich's strung-out songwriting part- 
ner, the perfect woman for our hero — or 
so she thinks. 
Sales on guii.it 
II Haul t„ Until is hot box office, then- 
will IM- more adventures ahead loi Kuk 
Springfield, movie star Agents are ahead) 
reading scripts, ilunking ahoiU a second 
him without music lo showcase (he .11 loi 
instead   of   the   |>op   phenomenon.   II   not, 
Springfield is willing 10 sec this as just a 
neressar)  sup in ihe larget   scheme of 
llungs He it-calls that amitlu-i musician 
milled.i< lot gave this advice lo a young 
st.n 
"Hmg Crosln -.ml the important thing 
was in become multimedia. I don't know it 
all this ».is pan ol .1 game plan lot me, n 
was pisi hv chance that I goi inio acting 
Hui now 11 feels like it's some kind nl de- 
sign. 
"Whalevci   happens,  vmi  need   lo  main 
lam VOID private place, somewhere to pm 
voiu go.ils. voui sec let gn.ds There* no 
w.n   vou can  led normal as .1   recognized 
personaht) w.ilkmg down die street. You 
have lo have thiit real Space when  vou feel 
grounded again. 
"Thais    something    |ames    Roberts 
ICMIIIS 
From ihe cool smile on Ric k Spi inglield's 
1.11 e. pl.ic id and in 1 otiitol despite all kinds 
ol heat, he must have Hgured lhai out long 
ago. thin! lu Hoht opens April »» 
If    I-        M   <)   \    I   I-        M    \   ..    \   /    I    N    I 
Gary Busey & 
Mr. T: The New 
Team in 
1MMMMMAMMMMMMMMK 
ttfflMWMMMM^WVWtf^m 
BY   BILL   BRAINSTEIN 
Screcnplavs get written in 
mam wavs in llnllvuood 
SI.HIC get adapted from 
best selling books. or 
loiig-plavmg shows. Others arc 
dcvckiped hv a writer over a no- 
nod ol months. e\en years, ol 
writing. I he it* IN a thud meth- 
od. 
lake    writer/director   Joel 
St htiniM hei    I ml* |>cinit in   pro* 
ducci Ibppei < ..in'h came lo 
s, humac lii i uiili a simple idea 
W.ulil s< liiim.ti (in he interested 
in doing a movie about a cab 
cnmpanv thai was located in 
Washington. D.C? Sc humac hci 
said ves. "Kiiic." said C.ucw '<«<> 
write it." The result is /).(. ('.ah, 
which Schumacher not onlv 
Miotr. hut also dnecled. 
"The idea appealed lo me 
Irom the start." savs Schumacher 
.t M rccnwriting veteran (Spatklr, 
Caruwh. the screen adaption of 
Broadway's /'" VVi;> who made 
his directorial dehui with /'/* In- 
credible Shrinking Woman. "I went 
to Washington and spent ipnte a 
hit of lime there with lop per. 
who knew Washington extremelv 
well. I had onlv seen our capital 
as a tourist. I never realized that 
Washington was 75 per cent 
hlack, or that it had a huge 
Cuban population. 
"I learned that  there was this  in 
credible street life thai sur- 
rounded the monuments, the 
museums and the office build- 
ings And that's when I realized 
that no one had ever made a 
movie about the real people of 
our nations capital. 
"Ilie storv just sort ol came 
together" I hat sioiv b D.C. Cab. 
an ensemble coinedv that stars 
Mr. T and tiarv Busev. but also 
features Jose Perez. Irene Cara 
.is heisell and mam newcomers 
to the screen, as well as some old 
television veterans. 
I he siorv concerns a voung 
man. p laved by Adam Baldwin 
(who is best lemembered as the 
hodvguard in forty Bill's film My 
HoiI\guard). who arrives in 
Washington. D.C... from the 
South to join a can company that 
w.is owned bv a Vietnam war 
huddv ol his late father. When 
Baldwin gets to the company he 
ditcove-ra that it consists of a 
group of bizarre cab drivers. 
misfits in one wav or another. 
Baldwin manages to instill in the 
group a new sense ol pride and 
helps iinn the cab garage into a 
respectable business. 
However, when Baldwin is 
kidnapped, along with two chil- 
dren of the Canadian ambas- 
sador, the evidence seems to 
[HIIIII to the cabbies. The drivers 
then hand together into a cohe- 
sive unil and search out the kid- 
l   II F     MOVIE 
nappers. It is one of the few 
times in their lives that thev have 
shared a common goal. And this 
seems to underscore one of the 
[minis that Schumacher is trving 
lo make. 
"The storv is about how a 
hunch of misfits find themselves. 
My philosophy is that most 
people go through their lives 
wiih the illusion that once thev 
gel thai big break, they are going 
lo be greal. Well, no one glows 
up lo want lo he a cab driver. It's 
a corridor people take in life cm 
the wav to doing something else. 
I he point is thai if vou wain 
other opportunities, you've got 
to do whatever ii is thai vou are 
doing nov well. Then that will 
help vou gel those Inline opi»or 
(unities." 
The Opportunity u» write an 
entire screenplay from viriuallv a 
one-senience idea isn't unusual 
for Schumacher. One of his ear- 
liest films came from just one- 
word — rarwash. Schumacher 
got the idea for the film when be 
was silting in his car earlv one 
Sunday morning in front ol a 
carwash. He saw- a hooker drink- 
ing a beer in a paper hag. Irving, 
with much'effort, lo line up 
some business on the phone. In a 
Hash Schumacher realized thai 
there was more lo the cafWash 
ili.in met the eve. He wrote the 
screenplay on  that  simple  mspi- 
M A C A /  I   N f 
Gary Busey (left center) and the 
redoubtable Mr. T (right center), 
flanked by muscle twins Peter and 
David Paul, are rough-and-tumble 
drivers for a ramshackle D.C. taxi 
outfit. 
ration. 
lo research D.C. (.ah. however. 
Schumacher found himsell in 
New York libraries, reading 
everv available storv he could on 
cab drivers, and then interview- 
ing a number of cabbies. He 
found that the stories could IK- 
broken down into definite 
categories. Cabbies ripping off 
passengers. Passengers ripping 
off cabbies. Items lost in cabs. 
"I'nbelicvable things are left in 
the hack of taxis." says 
Schumacher. "Kvervilung from a 
million dollars in cash to babies. 
Slradivarius violins, first drafts 
of novels, drugs. I hen. there's 
this amazing amount of sexual 
activity thai lakes place in cabs. 
Almost every driver I spoke lo 
said so. Some of the stories lhal 
you hear are so extreme, are so 
insane, vou can't use them. I he 
audience would never believe 
them." 
The audience should have no 
trouble believing the divergent 
cast playing the group ol cabbies 
Thev come from almost everv 
ethnic background. But ii was 
Mr I. lays Schumacher, who 
managed lo attract ctowels whet- 
ever the crew was filming, pat 
in ularlv   in   Washington's  heaw 
black aieas. At times, remembers 
Schumacher, there would he as 
manv as l.(MM) people crowding 
in to watch iin- action, shouting 
and chanting Mr. Is name. Ai 
one point in the filming the ere* 
had to call in a special squad ol 
police to help control the crowd. 
Mi. l is .is sin prised as anyone 
lhat he has received this kind ol 
attention Irom children. "It 
seems like I'm a modern *\^>> 
Pied Piper." he savs. "because 
wherever I go. thousands and 
thousands  of   childien   are   pies 
ent. Children respond quickei lo 
me than adults, because lliev are 
honest and pure. Their hearts 
are Open I hev don't know rac i.il 
haired. Thev don't know picju- 
dice. The) don't know (c.ilousv 
or envy When a kid savs "I love 
vou. Mi TV thai's coming Irom 
his heart." 
Ii seems these days, though, 
lhal an entire nation has opened 
us hear) to the man with the- 
hard looks and soft heart. A 
lormer bodyguard lor the likes 
ot ex-Heaw Weight Champicm 
I eon Spinks. T made his movie 
debul in Prmtentiarx but he cone 
lo the world's attention as KIM kv's 
arch nemesis Clubber l-aug in 
ihe third round ol thai con- 
tinuing series. And it was his role 
in The A Tram as B. A. Baracc us 
thai gave NBC one of its few cer- 
tillable hits List sc.iMiii 
i>. C, C-'ib presented I with ih«> 
opportunity K> do something a 
lilllr <111 lerenl,  namelv  a siiaighl 
out comedy. "Became this movie 
is .1 comedy, n k-is i>copk- iee my 
wiN.itilitv I tan 1M* very funny 
when I want ti» be. Ii MOWS 
peopled IMIIMK Ami this w.is tun. 
On 'The A Tram.   I don't smile hm 
once |H*i episode, and m /). C 
Cab,   I gel to joke and laugh and 
tcallv nave a good time." 
I "here was another reason />. 
C (ah appeak'd to Mr. T. It was 
the film's message: II vmi stick 
together, you can accomplish 
your goals. "I can sink m\ teeth 
H1IO   movies   like   thai.''    I    says 
"People said I'd never get ahead. 
I come from the ghetto. I didn't 
go lo tin tinesi icnoob, I used lit 
wcai tin l\ [Knits and sotks wilh 
hok-s in them. Rut through it all. 
I made il. And that's inv message 
toothei |M'«»|»lc. II I can make il. 
von can too." 
hir BCtOI Gary Busev. whose 
varied career as a singer. 
songwriter and BCtOT has landed 
I mi ■ rolet in hhns luch as The 
Buddx Hulls Storj (tor which he- 
was nominated tor an Oscar). 
Canix, A Stai l\ Barn and Bar- 
barma. D.C Cab presented the 
oppoiiuuitv    lot    an   acting   lusi: 
"D.C.  Cab was the  lirsi  ensemble 
comedy that I've done.*1 he says, 
* In tad. il was the lust ensemble 
actmfl thai I've done since I was 
in educational theater ve.its ago. 
The whole experience was an 
education tor me." 
The character Busev  plays is 
named Del Doiaclo. and Busev 
describes hurt as a man who is 
"controlled insanity  laced with 
panic.   He seeTris to know  evciv 
thing aboui everything and he 
has in Ins head lhal eveivltung is 
a conspiracy.  Vou don'i know 
whelliei lie is taking anything se- 
riously, pulling vou on all the 
wav. ot   is taking everything sin 
ouslv. Wherever l*el is. its not on 
tins planet." 
Kven though Busev was the 
senior member on the set in 
teims ol acting experience, he 
fell that being wilh all (he new- 
comers m the him was a very 
humbling experience and went 
out ol Ins wav to help hrst-time 
actors wheiievci he could. Many 
ol ihe ney laces thai ap|>ear in 
D.C CahJ.\nw lo the film hv wav 
ot Small comedy cluhs around 
the country. Bill Maher, lor 
exampk-. has often appeared on 
The iotiight Slum: Paul Kocliigue/ 
is anothci SUind-up comedian 
w hose ii reverent bar no-si v Ic 
himioi has won him a laige bil- 
lowing at I os Angeles mmnh 
sjMiis sin Ii as the Imptov and llie 
Comedy Store. Maisha Wailielcl 
was the winner ol the 1979 San 
Francisco Internalioiial Stand-up 
, Corned) Competition. And an* 
Other comedian. Charlie Baineit. 
was  liierallv   discoverc 
streel corner. 
"We lound Imn on the streets 
cd New York." lemeiiihcrs 
Schumacher.      He   was  a   streel 
performer who walks up to vou 
and stalls doing his routine I ight 
Mr. T is happy wilh his role in 
D.C. Cab because "I get lo joke 
and laugh and have a good lime. 
On The A Team, / don I smile bul 
once per episode." 
there. After about an hour of 
impromptu comedy, he passes 
around the hat. We signed bun 
up." 
Oihci acting veterans in D.C. 
Cab include Anne DeSalvo. who 
was WIMMI\ Alk'ns sister in Star 
ilu\f Memories; Max (..ul. heller 
remembered as one of Barney 
Millets detectives on the tek-vi- 
lion show cd the same name: and 
Whitman Mayo, who was a regu- 
lar on llie Sanfoul ami Sun TV 
show. 
"it was always so much fun on 
the sei because ol all these fine 
voting comics." remembers 
Schumacher " I hev would alwavs 
gel up and compete lot laughs 
againsi each oilier. I here was 
alwavs this link' show going on." 
D.C Cab, opening December 
16. was hlmed in los Angeles in 
a   reconverted   garage,   and  also 
m various locations throughout 
Washington, including places like 
the Washington Monument, Lin- 
coln  Memorial. Capitol  Hill. Ar- 
liugtou National Cemetery, Km- 
hassv Row and, |>eihaps the most 
fammar to Washington's cabbies, 
Hiiiics Airport. 
Does Schumacher think that 
his send-up of the cab-drmng 
profession will set hack the in- 
dustry a tew bundled vears- 
"\o, I donl think so. he laughs 
I hope cab driven like il. In lad. 
I hope everynod) likes H I hat's 
what we made il lor." 
I   II  I     MOVIE 
Producer Topper Carrw (top right) asked writer/director Joel 
Schumacher (top left) if he'd he interested in working on a comedy about 
D.C. cab drivers. "Sure," replied Schumacher. "Co write it." said 
Carrw The beauties atop the yellow beast are Marsha Warfield (above 
left) and Anne DeSalvo (above right). 
M   \ i;  W  I \ I 
AL PACINOySkIS 
<carfscc 
^1^* A man ™  who lived the 
American dream...too well 
BY    ERIC   ESTRIN 
DiKClor Brian DcPalma doesn't 
seem upset so fiuuh as surprised 
when IH- walks into producer 
M.ii rin   Hi eg mans  "Hue  on   the 
Universal lot  in  Lot Angeles. 
"You'll love this. Marly," he lays, 
lOSSing   .1  COD)   ol   \diirl\   onio 
Bit-Oman's desk   "licit*, read il." 
Hi < i;r11.i11   SCflTIS  an  arln lc   in 
(he show  business iradc paper 
until IH- tomes in lilt- paragraph 
in question. "Thirty-seven mil- 
lion dollars!" he exclaims, not 
sounding nearly  as aroused as 
l>* P.ilm.i "I hale thai. NOIKKIV 
i hecks out anything." 
Bregman is si ill Mantling In his 
desk   hajf-a-minute   later   when 
his iccrctar) reaches the articles 
author h\ phone. "Hello, Mr. 
McCarthy?  I his is Martin Bteg- 
man.   I'm   reading  a   piece   (hat 
you cliti on (current) gangstei 
epits   where   vmi   sa\   Situfmr. 
whith   I'm   the   producer  of, 
has gone to a hudget ol $37 
million . . . 
"Rejioricdlv l>\ whom? Would 
you cart IO hntl out what our 
hutlget Is? Woultl von tare to 
look at our cost runs"- Well, win 
don't you get tdl your little I ml 
torn and gt-l over here and I'll 
shim you the tost inns, which 
are cuiicullv at $22 million, and 
after having seen thai. I woultl 
love you in relratl thai State- 
nteni." 
Al iIn- other end ol the line, 
the reiMtrter tan verv iMissihlv 
smell smoke Irom the cighl-mch 
tigar Bregman is waving at the 
phone lie promises to get a re- 
traction in the p.ipn soon. 
"I'm gelling to a |M>inl in lile 
where that kind ol re|M>rtmg is 
unacceptable." Breginan savs. 
plating his hlatk. halt-fiamc 
glasses on the tlesk in front ol 
him antl settling down lor an 
interview. His leelings are justifi- 
able. In the lo years since he 
branched mil as a talent man- 
ager by producing Srrpuo, Mar- 
ring Ins client Al Pacino, he's 
rained a reputation as a vigilant 
overseer of his projects with a 
much-appreciated talent lor 
keeping costs down. 
Having produced films like 
Dog Do\ Afternoon, Simon and The 
Four Sm\on\ (starring another 
client. Alan Aldat. Bregman has 
no doubt grappled with compli- 
cations before. He dr<>p|>ed out 
ol tolk-ge al Indiana and NYC 
because it was "loo slow," antl 
eventual!) started atl vising 
voting actors and entertainers 
how lo gt-l ahead in show busi- 
ness. Among his earlv manager- 
ial tin-ins Candke Bergen. Fa\e 
Dunawav, l.i/a Mumelli. Bette 
Midler and WNMIV Allen. 
With the adverse conditions 
lacing linn on Stnrfnir, it's nn 
pressivc thai Bregman was able 
to bring it in al am price. The 
picture deals with a reteni 
( nli.m immigrants use antl I.ill 
in south Klot ida's totame busi- 
ness. Bregman conceived of the 
idea while watt lung the original 
on lale-iugbt IV. antl insianilv 
pictured Pacino m the lead role. 
He   hired   Oliver   Stone (Tkr 
Hand, Stuhiiiiht t.xptrwi lo write 
the stieenplav and lalei signet! 
Il( r.ihn.i iCtimr.  Drewnl to  Killl 
IO direct. 
But when the crew arrived in 
Miami lo begin hlmmg last /year. 
ihev found themselves embroiled 
m an intense controversy over 
how the (unshed product would 
|H>ttiav south Florida's I.aim 
community.    Afler    weeks   of 
negotiations with Cuban lenders, 
during whit h time Bregman was 
alternately granted and drtiicd 
pel mission lo begin filming, 
word tame down that the picture 
toiiltl roll in Miami — il he ag- 
reed in certain conditions. Bin 
In then. Breginan and the studio 
had decided IO avoid the aggra- 
vation  and   moved   most  of   the 
production to California. 
Pacinos ao-star  m the film. 
Sieve B.iuei. found ilie |H>litital 
uproar partit ularh   unfortiiii.il* 
B.iuei is a Cuban-born ex- 
Miamian,   whose   family   and 
11 lends   still   reside   in   thai   (iiv. 
"It's too li.nl  there  were so mam 
problems," he savs. "because the 
Cubans, gem-tally, are a very 
o|>cn people with a sense td hu- 
mor. Ihev lake things with a 
gram ol salt —that's the Cuban 
personality^" 
Nevertlu-less. neithei Bauer 
nor Bregman was prepared for 
the negative teat lion Sfnrfarr re- 
ceived Irom a small but vocal 
jiari til Miami's ( HIMII commu- 
nity. "There was this one guv 
IVre/ |a c it % tommissmuei). who 
made a fug |Miliiual issue out  of 
it." Bregman savs m a voice 
made      calm    bv      the      grace 
ol hiiKlsight. " I IH-V kepi escalat- 
ing this as an ami-Cuban mov ie." 
Miami's reluctance lo serve  as 
a  location   stems  tiom  a senoiis 
publH it-laiHius problem the area 
has had since ihe spring of I9H0. 
when ils |>opul.ilion was swelled 
bv   the   influx   of   125,0011   new 
Cuban exiles Irom the port of 
Maiiel Al least a lilth ol these 
Mmirhtos were saitl io IK- unde- 
sirables   —  pelt)   thieves,    bal- 
dened < nminals and worse — set 
free liom prisons and mental in- 
stiiulHins in theif native land lo 
loam iIn- streets ol south Florida 
and make of their lives what thev 
would. 
In Semrfmre,  Al Pacino plays 
one of these characters, lonv 
Montana "He tomes ovei licit- 
antl sees goltl in the streets, and 
he wants it," savs Biegmau. "He 
seizes upon one oppottiiniiv 
attet another; lif.- makes Ins1 own 
Opportunities, anil he makes n 
hap|H-u   lor  lumsell.   Bui   in   the 
I    II   k      M  O  V   I   E      M   A <; A / I N f 
At Pacmn blazing his way to suc- 
cess (left) and enjoying the fruits 
of his labor (below left). The 
wedding party (I. to r.): Mary 
Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Micheue 
Pfeiffer. Pacino, Steven Bauer. 
end besoverwhelmed in it. The 
power he achieves becomes a 
line bomb." 
Mi mi.in.IN   Hgold,H ol (OIIISC.   IS 
milled in south Mot id.IN runawav 
cocaine business, jnsi as ihe orig- 
inal Snir/air  dealt  will) ihe  boot- 
'*'KK,nK  l<»i»Mc  amassed   l>\    \l 
(lapone HI the l9A0s. Km in 
Miami I he Make* arc lughi i .mil 
iln   innscquenccs mngnei lhan 
m .in\ C Imago gangsters wildest 
lIle.HIIS. 
"\bll   know    how    lily;   lli.il   Imsl- 
ness b? \ hundred billion dol- 
lars!" riiegiuan says. " I lu- whole 
iinni<m jtii tine business I lliink is 
ieven m eight  billion.   AIIII an- 
lllht'l     two    billion     llll     television 
.mil  Us Niill  IMII one-lentil ol ihe 
drug HMIIISII\  in south  Mmul.i. 
I hat's  ( l.l/V '" 
Oihei than 10 days of exteriot 
shots iilim it in siniih Florida. 
Siiiiftin   was hutted in ktcaiiom 
.iiitiinil   Niiiiiln in   (.ihloi MI.i.   in 
«lulling ihe magnifkeni Santa 
Barbara estate where Charlie 
Chaplin .mil Oona O'Neill held 
then wedding reception m l**i:v 
l*n fortunately, tlimniv; m Santa 
Barbara was iwirc inten upted In 
ihe worn weaihn in Im < ahlm 
III.I  I 111-*  I (111 III V 
\inl ihe dim's violent sul»|eti 
mallei iiM»k a i«>ll .is well. In one 
sequence, I'.iimi) Im i In gmnnd 
dllllUg ,| sIliHtllilll. olilv In I.Hid 
.Hop   ,|   led-liol    mn lim< L; 1111   K.i i 
ret I liming ii.nl io IM- impended 
lot .i week while the si.us hand' 
recovered tioin SI-IKIIIS burnt. 
I'ussihK even more ililliiuh lu 
ilr.il with were ihe psvihologual 
piessilies   silt founding   lllf   (lew 
during iheii 111111* in south 
Florida. F«n wedu ihe) mingled 
vs 1111 drug kingpins .mil govern- 
menl  agents m .1  world ill hoslil- 
it\, paranoia .mil le.n. "We li.nl 
imilcrinM'i agenli with m mnai 
nt   lilt'   nine   —   without   iniitletil. 
Inn nevertheless there were nmc 
frightening experiences." s.i\ s 
executive pmducci Strouer, »lm 
nllrii   teams   unli   Hiegmati   tin 
iheii   New   York-based  produc- 
IIDII tnllipailV 
"One mgtu I h.iil gone hack in 
in\ iiHiin." S110IU-1 continues, 
".mil I 10I1I ihe gu) who li.nl U i n 
it iilltllilliil nil fhl£t   I ft I 
BRIAN DE PALMA 
From Razzle-Dazzle 
Violence To "An Epic, A 
Character Study" 
what attracted directoi   Brian 
Del'alma  in Sfnrfaer  was simple. 
"I've always  wanted  lo make a 
gangster  putt lie Atu\   I've alts.iv> 
wanted if> work with Al I'at 1110 " 
i>(-r.iini.is involvement in-gaii 
a few wail ago. when he talked 
in Pat inn about lakmg (he pan 
in the movieBknvout (WIIKII John 
Travolta   event uallv    landed). 
I'at inn toll I   I >i -I'.ilm.i  he wanieil 
10 do Sfmrfmce, whkh was then 
In im;  developed,  and   showed 
him a video cassette ol ihe \W2 
version starring Paul Muni. 
"Its  \erv   < hallenging  to  work 
wiih  an  actOff  who's  as  gotnl  as 
Pacino. He carries MI»I» an 
ominous hhn presence wiih him. 
When he nans getting angry, ill 
Irurj vary What von saw him do 
in (.iiiiuihf is nothing compared 
to this. IIN an entiieh (lilleieni 
characterization, because in Sfar* 
fare he's [Uaving a ilvnaiiiK. dri- 
ven. Hashv, energetic thai at ui 
In t litdftilhei he was a little more 
laid li.ii k. a lilll<a more controlled 
111 playing a kid rising to take 
over his lather's empire. 
"Here  he's a  guv  arriving  in 
town on a km.MI.1 hoal and wants 
to own the town as List .is possi- 
ble, and he proceeds lo do just 
that." DePalnta describes the 
< iilun gaiigsicis ol Sinr/air as "a 
little mine anunalisin. a little 
more primitive" lhan ihe (01- 
leones ol the tiitttfather hlms." 
Aftet  a  controversial career 
that has im huh d otlheat hits like 
C.ortit,   Ore wed  tu   Kill  and   The 
r'iu\ this   42-year-old directoi 
has settled down to make whal 
he tails ".in epic, a « II.II.H let 
st ud v. 
"I think a director ever) once 
in a while should go oul and <h 
■ ei l something thai is .IW.IV Irom 
whal he normallv IIIM-S. IO II\ 
and expand. Ins  MSIOII  to  some 
extent.  I  ihmk  I've benefiled 
from 11." he says 
Thai doesn't mean Ins thrown 
aw.iv   the   HamhuvaiH   i.imeia an- 
gles, ihe slow-mot ion action se- 
quences and (he g.nish niloi 
M heiiies ■ I1.11 marked his othei 
movies Km all ol that lakes .1 
kick seal in Sfurfare, he sa\s. 
"Ii   dot sni   have   the  1m.1l 
internal it ia//le-ila//le ol I hi 
Fury and Pressed la Kilt. I hete is 
one slow-moi 1011 scene. lor 
example,   hill   it's   \ei\    sp.uinglv 
used. Ii din's have visual) dra- 
m.tin things, hui I concentrated 
mui h mote on siiaighilm waul 
StnrytcKng. In ihe past the visual 
things were so strong the) almost 
1 ivei whelmed ever \ thing else In 
Sear/are, ihe characters and sinn 
an- so strong lhai everything 
(alls into a natural balance 
"I wouldn't sav it is as violent 
as some of mv oihei movies. 
which were visual) violent. I Ins 
isn't leallv  'mil in IM'I anse ih<* kil- 
lings are mostly done m shoot- 
mils No |K-ople are Iwmg slued 
up 01  ihmgs like lhai."  he adds. 
I hut klmg 
llePalmas new  style comes 
aftet Blowout was an uiie\|»eiled 
I'M Hop altei a String ol lx>\ 
olhie successes. "I think one ol 
the primarv problems was that 
ihe advertising made 11 look like 
II v\.is anothei Dmsedta Kilt. .nn\ 
11 real) wasnl I'lns n was a vert 
SOHIIM-I   view  ol ihe American 
poluii.il svsiem. ,uid those pii - 
lures always have piohlems. A 
lol ol |K'ople ilon'i waul in set 
thai. II.INII .illv 
"Now Srarfuff is the AmeiHan 
(lit.1111        gone   iia/v   a   littU'   hil. 
hui Null the American dream.*1 
Dt Talmas next pRMecl will IH 
a "IIN k \ Kill pllllire with |nliii 
Iravolta nlU-il Fire, wlnih he is 
lo hegm piohahlv m Trehtuaiv. 
Will II he ha« k lo exploilmg 
heads? (Kit   man pis) laughs anil 
leaves us m suspense. 
Producer Martin Bregman (left}, 
executive producer Louis Stroller 
(center) and director Brian De- 
Pahna. Scarf ace opens December 
9. 
Ml M   O   V   I   t        M    \   (.   A   /   I   X   I' 
MAN 
B Y  Z AN STEWART 
Nt.inv  hhns have given us .in idea 
dl out distant Inline t2flOI, Out 
/anil,   Stai   U'tiK)   and   fine   has 
imagined mil distant, [MM f(>iw 
fur bnrh Inn ihefc II.IMI'I been a 
lilni   like   I'umi'i.    vvlii* 11   .it   oilic 
expkirea uur future nml mn <hs 
1.11)1     JI.ISl 
Iremiin   is   Ausli.ili.in   dim im 
Fred Schepisis passion-filled 
st iciu e/fantast  adventure that 
dcscrihc*  wli.ii   h.ip|M'iis  when  .1 
crew  from  .in  An in   mining 
tt>in|>.ni\ discovers .i 10.000- 
w. 11 old in.in win 1 h.is been 
11 vogcnkasH  |iu'M-i\nl deep in 
j»l.tc 1.1I lie. M.iinU tliiiiu^li the 
work 11I two miiepid stieniisis — 
anthropologist     Dr.     Stanley 
Sin |>.ml   (limoiln   llullon)  .mil 
11 vohtokigiM I>■ Inane ltiad\ 
(l.ni(ls.i\  ('.rouse) — 1 IK-  I*mi.m 
is  thawed  inn   .mil   pl.u ed   m   .1 
unique environment caMed the 
Vivarium,  winch  simulates  IHII 
piclustoiK l.milsi.ijH'. I licit', .is 
■lit* Iceman .mil tin* sricntiMs <>i» 
serve .mil inift.ni with each 
oilier, ilir past .mil present 
merge 
"hi Hum    IS   .1    W.IV    III    loolliu;   ,|| 
ns.'   s.i\s StlicpiM.  whose 1 icilns 
inrliMle ihe (hilling I hi (.hunt of 
Jimmy BSoeksmifk, and iheofT-heat 
western. HnihiiniMi " I heie is .1 
wondei 111 looking .11 someone 
who is ie.ill\ us IKIIII the begin- 
ning 
"When Mm no in 1 IK- /IMI .md 
see .1 monkey, you see ilu* 
similarities .md the lUnerences .is 
well.    I.ike ii  .1 Mage lurlhei  .mil 
Mm have a person ulm is the 
nexl   iii.t|<>i   step  . . .   imi   .1  limn 
ke\ 01 .m ,I|M-     . Imi .1 primitive 
hum.in   being.    Hnw    111111 h   ol 
uii.it we were is suii there in us? 
How   nun h   have  we  lost?   How 
ninth have »e layered over? 
How nun h do we acCUse "thei 
(H'ople ol even though n's ic.ilh 
oui nature? 
"II we (.in ranch .1 better un- 
derstanding nl 1I1.1I. we will 
reach .1 IK-HCI understanding nl 
ourselves." 
Iirmnii is 1 he In .lint liild id 
|ohn liiimiiit-i. .1 former pro* 
dm ei and dot 11111en1.il v 
hlinm.ikei Ini (IBS News. In 
11 ii;iii il   hv   news  siones  ahoul 
ho/en medicine .md the pros- 
pect  nl   liniiKiiii;   |KO|»U   In* k  to 
lite after years, even centuries. 
Drunmei pondered whai 11 would 
IM* like il .1 prehisioiu nun weie 
i.isi. .ilive. into ihe 20ih < enturv. 
He scripted his idea bin did 
nothing with il until IK- was leav- 
ing ( US I hen he .111.in^ed .1 
loriuilous   uncling   with   pto 
Timothy Hutton (left) plu\- .in 
thropnhgut Stanley Shepard who, 
with cryobiotogitt Diane Brady 
(played by Lindsay Crouse, about, 
discover and nurture, teach and 
learn from a unique individual - 
a prehistoric human (played by 
John Lone, below). 
Iceman is scheduled for April, 
1984 release. 
tint ei -dnet 101 Not in.1 n Jew 1- 
son (hi thr Hint nl the Vffffcf,... 
And Ju\fifr /in ,\lh. who .ilsn h.is .1 
personal interest m rryogenics. 
An immediate IMUMI between the 
men existed and the project 
Marled in mil l was fascinated 
h\ ilus \H'W|M>mt." Jewiann says. 
"Its a l(H*k .11 progress with .1 
|Hiiihnle lo oui past." 
litgether wiih Ins partner, 
producer Patrick   Palmer tHr\r 
/■ 1 truth 1. |ew ison t mil 1 .it led 
St hepisi   10   him   the  st teelipl.iv 
written h\ Drimmer .md Chip 
Prosser. "We were looking lor 
someone who was .is (ouuuilletl 
to  It t mint   .is  we   weie."   P.ihnei 
says 
limoiliv liuitou ii'h the same 
w.n - he wanted very ninth to 
pl.u     the    pan     ol     ihe    an- 
lhlo|Niloglsl She|).iid    "It w.is the 
Mory.  the rharactei  .md some- 
ihiuii I've ne\ei done before . . . 
I'm  pl.iMiiu  oldei."  nys die  25- 
\e.11 -Old ( >M .11   w inner 
Ihe p.MI ol Nhcp.ud tailed tot 
.1 27-year-old but, .is Schcptsi ac- 
knowledges.   "We   weie   llexihle 
.md 1 im was persuasive. He h.id 
some   nie.it   ideas.   It   hel|K-d   us 
broaden the scope. When 
everyone was considered, he was 
ihe IM-SI." 
Huiion prepared Imnsclt ini 
lus rule hv immersing hunsell in 
die siud\ nl anllirn|MiliiK>. and 
lie adds, "Fot the first tune, I w.is 
inm ihe research from »n |>oini 
ol view'Mislead ol sok'k   diniu^h 
the eves <>l my characteK** 
lindsa) (louse, who also to- 
Stars with Hiillnn ill Ihinirl. w.is 
looking hn something dillcrein 
and lomid lirmuii "a 1 el 1 cshing 
thange in a toiiieiniHii.ii\ sioiv" 
She sa\s she liked playing a st 1- 
eniist.  exploring   a  new   realm. 
and that she discovered thai sci- 
entists are .* lot like acton — the\ 
no where ihe woik iv 
Ihe usual concept *>i the he 
man himsell came limn an 
amalgam nl genendh accepted 
scholarly research on earl) 
North American native penpk'?.. 
I Ins int hided a latk nl extessive 
UMI\ hair, with laveis nl tat IUp- 
I>l\ MIL;      neiessai \      insiil.itinn 
asnunst  ihe elements.   AddMkm- 
allv.  a  lan^uagt-   Ini   ihe   nem.ui 
was developed l»\ Philip lieher- 
man nl Bmwn ( ni\eisii\, based 
nil his theories ol what sounds 
the   prehisioiii    voice   IMIX.   jaw 
and tongue mi^ht IK- capable nl 
|iiiHliiriiig. 
John Inne, .11 I.ISSK.IIK irained 
( Inncse attnt who won an Ohie 
Inr  The  Ihiiur ami thr  Rwhixiil. 
was chosen im ihe title role. 
"John is remarkably 1.denied.' 
says Scheplst. "Although hes 
Oriental In hirth. when vim put 
make-up on, what von h.id was 
an indeleinun.ite person IHH 
Oriental, not European hut 
sort nl something out «»i out 
past." 
1   11  l     M o V  I  I     M A ti A Z I N K 
A prized specialist in seedy char- 
acter roles (Missouri Breaks, 
Wise Blood, Alien), Harry Dean 
Stanton (below) graduates to lead- 
ing man in Repo Man. 
Emilio Estevez (left) plays a burr- 
headed punk, under pressure to 
learn the car repossession racket. 
MINT) about Mr" I .at iky, huimir- 
nus. with ,i i rt-w c in th.ii s grown 
out to the length .ind lexture ol 
puppv hn. Cox project* an es- 
Rcniiall) British .mm tort ol 
comedy.  He'd l><- ,H  home in 
ellllei       llic     |»0|l      IIIIISIC       glOllp 
Madness in the Moni\ iMhon 
lomeclv    timipc.     lomghi   he's 
decked MM IN heav) boots, jr.ins 
i\iih i.ill up-turned < ill Is .ind ,i 
Mi. * HMHIKICIM h slvle mechanics 
«k    loiimiU  ^n Oxiuul  «ni 
K£Pot*fAtf 
BY  BYRON  LAIRSEN 
"I 11 .id m\ 11 lend diessed "\> M Ml 
I..A. COp. with  the handcuffs on 
Ins IM-II .ind everything/' nays 
writer-director Alex Cox. "So he 
in.in lied me into (IIIN meeting ol 
Hlldio executives and ttM. 'I'm 
gciing to niu' him leu minutes to 
tell you his KUM. then I'm taking 
him downtown and hooking 
him!' Then he made .i hig show 
ol checking .ill the exits and he 
went nut and waited in the hall 
way with his arms folded ovet his 
chest." 
Alex CoX sold Ins storv ihal 
clay. 
roi the jiasi three vears. writ- 
ing icripU has been Coxfc living. 
lomght. surrounded In the clrv 
grass and emalvptus trees "I I "•* 
Angeles' Klvsiau Park, he's direct- 
ing (he first ol those- sc ripis to lie 
put on celluloid, a last-paced 
black corned) called nV/*» Man 
linl( |K inlctii |irodui lion is the 
miracle that made ii ha|>|K-u Im 
ilns young (2H» Knglish Hnrytel- 
ler and his likewise young pro- 
ducers, all ol whom became 
Iriends at TCI.A him school 
Whik- major studios are often af- 
raid ol adventurous,  unusual 
project!,   they'll   sometimes   get 
involved after more dating types 
have gotten  the hall rolling. Hal 
inn Rtioul was a completed movie 
and alread) a hit ai \eveial him 
lesiivals helore a hig studio < ante 
Forth to help wuh iis distribu- 
tion. FirfMi Man got luck) sooner. 
Harry Dean Stanton, the st.u. is 
one     ol     Hollywood*     most 
siiughi-allei c hatai ler at tins, 
himlio Esteve/, the son ol actoi 
M.IIIIII Sheen M/»«v*/v/;•./• Nom\ 
(.iimlhi). plays a punk who be- 
comes a repo (car reposession) 
in.in   Mir had Nesmllfi, Icirmer 
|Mip st.u   rWrti /»** urrr thr Man 
Am!") and current!)  an award- 
winiung prodlKCt ol video dips. 
provided the timelv hnaui mg 
help thai CM-dated Hr/m Man 
I if Mil an extreme hiw-huclgel 
OpUII In  a lull out  feature 
A renegade nuilr.u M icnlisi is 
Mime where m I..A., diivin'g a 
Hiinkltil ol somelluug mysteri- 
ous around in a < hew M.IIIINI. 
His niece thinks its an R.T. CHJ 
ice Others MI spec I an atomic 
bomb.   Stanton   and   his   lellow* 
repo worked onlv know that a 
$20,000 reward ride* wuh that 
liiukv Maliliu. The storv pivots 
on everyone! reared elTorts m 
get it first. 
Staiiiou's rareei is based on 
plavmg charismatic lonei s, 
h. iid Imk guvs I rum the under- 
side. He was a nisilei in the 
western Missouri Hrraks and one 
ol ilic Insl victims ol ihe 
rate her-jawed nillei Rpat e 
|M-ople-ealei in .Mien Mote* le- 
ceiilK Stanton plaved Brain, ihe 
high I.Q. cnnvicl in t'.wafir from 
\'ii   ><<»* 
lonight lie sits on the pas- 
senger side ol a clapped-Olll 
green Impala. alongside anoiher 
(liinkei manned In lellov* repo 
specialist lighi (plaved hv S\ 
Kic hardson) Sianlnn tells 
Richardson hn plans: hnd thai 
Malihu and go independent with 
.i repo yard ol his own. Inn a 
cnupk- ill   pii   hulls and    "lei   lire 
Other    punks    do    ihe    work." 
Richardson replies wuh his own 
dream        a  l.uge  panel ol   laud 
up in Mcndorino'Count) where. 
he resales wuh a tabulating HUM. 
he'll laise "tomato plants." 
l*or   ihe   uninitiated,   Men- 
CICN mo Couniv. up towatcls ihe 
Oregon  holder  IS one id   Amen 
c as prime marijuana  larming 
anas 
Between takes, Stantnn and 
CoX discuss whelliei "oihet 
punks" winks heiiei  than    otlici 
guvs'*  i-.niiei   Richardson  had 
i hanged tiiiKcoh into IOUI.II<H*S. 
"I    don't    c are   it    an    ac loi 
changes a  line." ( o\  observes a 
moment later,  HIHIC a camera 
man plots mil the next slmi lioin 
ihe hood ol Kichaidsoirsi.il. "As 
long as the |MIIIII gel\ac roftS, v\h\ 
dent, he took him classes at ihe 
Old VH I lie.Hie SCIHNII in Hi is 
lol and acted  ihe  lead  in  a well- 
received   itudent   him   called 
Wtmrr} WHU ABSMV VII-etlac mg. 
he Kays "ihe protagonist" instead 
ol "ihe lead." and gnmaces shvK 
when I mention Ins reputation as 
a writer. 
Last   night   scenes- ol   gimplav 
Were   filmed   in   tioni   ol   a   lll-llp 
oil refiner)   lain  tonight, past 
midnight, the i rew is IICMIICCI lot 
(lie Silveilake lounge. Ils a dive. 
i lie   peileci    image   ol   "giuiv. 
comic-hook naturalism*' ihai the 
produceis ol Hrfm Man desue. 
On   man)   hhn   projects,   long 
houis ol boredom between Rhon 
segments ol hlmmg giaduallv 
lake   then   loll.   Wuh  Nefm  Man, 
s,i\s assistant directoi Allan, ihe 
crew   h.is  runted  •■  leu   lakes   h\ 
breaking out  m  butghici    I hat, 
like ihe cop sioi v. is a tribute '<• 
Alex < ox and his ahilnv lo c rat k 
a lough, even jaded audience II 
he's  hall   so  surrvsftful   with   the 
general imnhV, Hrfm Man could 
tie one* ol the* Kill piise lul niov us 
ol earlv  Wto I 
r      VI O  V   I   r      VI   \ <;   A  /   I   \  I 
BY  DEB BY   MARKI.F.V 
Mention   Ft.   l.audeidale.   .nut   a 
slv grin "liK"' appear tin the la* C 
ol anyone who has evet  panic i- 
|>.ll*  <1    III     llir    sptlllg    <  r.l/IIU'NS 
there.   1 hr  Honda toastal cit>  is 
.1 primary  migration SJMH  lor 
hordes ol class-weary northern 
college  students  who  arrive  en 
m.tsM each opting to party; tan 
.mil cavofll wilh the op|M>site sex. 
I he ban pull "in .ill the stops. 
offering eveiv adveilismg gitn- 
imt k  and  (ontest   imaginable   lo 
lure customers awa) from ihe 
in.inv  other competing cluba 
I hen-   is  the   Ml    Hoi   Bod Con- 
test, the Mi Hoi BIMI (Contest, 
the VWt Ice Shirt (Contest, beer- 
drinking ronlrsts. pi//aeaiing 
contcstf and on into Infinity. On 
the   he.u lies,   n    is  lilting   room 
only. 
This curioui American phe- 
nomenon was first depicted on 
the Kreen hv |ne Pasternak in 
I960 loi \I(.M in the original 
When thr Bays Are Sow, o\er 20 
yean later, producci Allan Can; 
who presented audiences with 
the   film   versions   ol   Tommy 
(irease. (.ant Stnp thr MuMi and 
(irrasr     II.      returned     to     Kl. 
Lauderdale with directoi   ll\ 
Averback 10 create a tot.ilK new 
motion pkiiire. st ripied hv Sin 
Krieger .ind Jell Buii.li.nt 
"I h.id nevei been in Ft. 
lauderdale dm mn spring break 
before." says tin il.niiii.ui. one 
ol the films principal Man. "I 
had    heard1    H    was    tntietlihlv 
packed     with     people     bui 
whenevei   I   saw   movies  ol   it,   I 
always thought they'd pui »< too 
III-IM\ extras. I wasasnis#W to find 
ii really is thai way!" 
n.iiiin.in. current!) a |>opulat 
.i< iicss Mii^rt on the television 
series Knots Landing, stats as 
Jennie, a relutlant paiiHipant in 
the I'lutid.i spring madness who 
is torn between two loven, 
plaved h\  Russell   lodd (as Scott 
Nash) and Daniel \h Donald (as 
< amden Koxhur\   III). 
l.oina   Luft,   an   experienced 
Broadway performei who made 
her screen dehul in Grease II. 
portrays Carole, who would like 
lo be liberated Irom  her jealous 
boyfriend, Chip (Howard McGil- 
Inn — iinlil it attuallv  hap|»ens. 
Insiii^.iiMII; the girls" " T ls ''"' 
high-spiriied Laurie, played hv 
l.vnn-Hollv   Johnson, whose  stai 
ring debut in Iff C.astlrs  was fol- 
lowed hv a co-starring wile with 
Knurl    Moore   »>   Fcf    Yi'Ut   L\r\ 
(hit\ Wendv Schaal completes 
ihe foursome,  playing a high- 
brow     lexas  dehiiiaiite   named 
Sandra. Schaal has been a series 
regulai on /'*' a Living and Fan 
taw Island 
Rounding   out   the   cast   ate 
Alana Stewart  (wife ol rocket 
Rod   Stewart) and   Ionise  Sotel 
reprcseniing hip memhenol the 
* ovei  50™ * towd. 
\\e didn't   set   mil   to   make  a 
chauvinist it film oi an exploita- 
tive  one."  clarifies   dnetlni   Hv 
Averh.it k "Where Ike B*f\ \" at- 
tempts to capture the  teal spun 
ol 11   lauderdale during spring 
l.orna Luft, Wendy Schaal, Lisa 
II art man and Lynn-HoBy Johnson 
(below, L to r.) assemble on the fa- 
mous Ft. Lauderdale beach. Rus- 
sell Todd (left) stars as one of two 
men lying for Ms. Hartman's af- 
fections (he previously appeared 
IN Friday the 13th, Part II and 
He Knows You're Alone). 
break      I heie   are   some   sexual 
scenes,  sure,   but   that's  realist M 
and natural — like driving cars," 
he says, < hue klmg. 
\( ni.il filming ol the project 
went  telativelv   smoolhlv. despite 
the  crowds  and   intermittent 
rains. l/nexpet led ot< in Ten* es, 
however, added tomedit   ton* lies 
not found in the script.  In one 
scene. I.nit's character has en 
tered  a  Mot   Bod Contest   anil is 
dancing on a raised platform hv 
the watei 
"Dining  the  filming  ol  this 
iontest."   Harttnan   rememben. 
"one coniestani was dancing top- 
less     Out    production    ere* 
noticed that a lug ship carrying 
elderlv tourists would l»e sailing 
right past us. v) the dew waked, 
hoping to catch on him the hon- 
est, shocked reactions from these 
people   as   thev   s»e   ihe   topless 
dam mg. 
"Bin. thev loved i\'" Harttnan 
continues, laughing. "Instead ol 
being freaked out, these grand- 
mothers were smiling, laughing 
— ihev   even  started daut mg on 
the ship' It was great! Shocked 
all ol us kids, though." says 
Martin.in, shaking her head 
"I his is a 'crossover' picture," 
Averb.uk comments. "People in 
their 30s and 10s rcmembei the 
old film londlv and then then is. 
ol course, the youth audience.' 
In am  case, starting m   March, 
moviegoets  will   suielv   see  the 
difference 23 yean can make on 
a < it\ and its annual visitors 
((MttUnuedfrom fmgr lit 
with  me all dav   thai   it   was  sillv 
lot him to come: I < ouJd hnd niv 
mi back   Vk were staving ai a 
different hotel Irom most ol the 
crew snnplv lot security reasons. 
\s I Marled IO walk to mv room, 
these two Colombian n<'*x came 
out ol a room liehind me AUI\ 
Started walking right toward me. 
Ihev   walked   up  and   said  good 
evening and |usi walked right 
past It was nothing, but von 
build these things up in voui 
mind and vou nevei  know " 
Stiollet says the atmosphere ol 
paranoia is reflet ted perfectl)   in 
Pacinoi performance "He was 
just incredible lo work with." he 
says.   I used IO watch lum aftet a 
dayi work. We'd go in ami watch 
the dailies, ami I'd COmC out 
exhausted just seeiog bow  much 
he expended " 
Bauer, who previous!) starred 
in the long-running ilue Pasm, 
ISA', a bilingual situation 
iiiinedv on puhlu televisitin. savs 
some ol the hiuiioi in the film 
derives Irom the superior al- 
titude aliened hv the lead 
(h.u.Kiers  upon   then  arrival  in 
America — an attitude common 
among ihe Cuban (Nipulation. "I 
ihfalk thev   have kind ol a liiniiv 
eliiism." he says, 'hs then sense 
that in a foreign tounliv. thev^*- 
feel like thev know more than 
ihe natives I hev leel like the) 
toiiltl own the plate within a lew 
weeks, as soon as thev gel the 
hang ol il." 
It's   this   frame   ol   mind   dial 
I\H mo reflects, bauet  says, not 
onlv    in   his   perfect I)   at tented 
speech, hut m the wa) he moves 
as well ' lie's veiv perceptive and 
quick, and he just soaked it right 
up," Bauer says. "All the Cubans 
srno tame on the set m Miami, 
like mv laimlv and luentls. 
thev'd   get    to   meei    him   and 
they'd always say, 'God, he looks 
MI real! He looks so i taban!*" 
Co-starring with Pacino ami 
Bauet is Michelle Pfeiffei <//»/ 
tymmad Knights, Grease 2i as Elvira, 
an embodiment Ol the Amein.ni 
dream fot  Ion) upon his arrival. 
Several Cuban BCton have small 
tolcs in the film as well, a tat t 
dial Biegiuan finds satllv ironic. 
"It's a shame that we didn't end 
up s|H>ndiug all that money in 
Miami."   the   prtHlutei   savs.  "be- 
causc   the   film   read)   shows 
Miami the wav it is. I would have 
huih a t luh there il we had Iteen 
welcomed,  Imi   I limit   n  here. 
Nothing woultl have ItKiked dif- 
ferent, f>ni we woultl have drop- 
|ieil all ili.ii  moiiev there instead. 
Ii would have been bettei lot 
evei VIUMIV " 
\l    \ <.   \  /   I   \   r 
Ford Escort Diesel*. 
Better mileage 
than this leading 
import. 
We didn't believe ii at 
first, either. 
But EPA testing figures 
established it. Our new 
Escort Diesel is rated 
approximately four 
miles per gallon higher 
than a Honda 750. 
Just take a look at our 
numbers: 
46 EPA EST. MPG. 
And because 
this diesel is 
an Escort, 
there's a lot 68 HWY. ~££ 
about than great economy 
Like the fact that 
Escort's the best-selling 
car in the world. 
Or that it comes with 
more total passenger 
room and more total 
cargo room than a 
Honda Accord.t 
More standard features 
than a Toyota Tercel.tt 
There's even a fully- 
independent suspension 
system for a smoother 
ride than a Nissan Sentra 
All of which means 
Ford Escort not only 
gives you a big advan- 
tage over that motor- 
cycle pictured above. 
It also beats more than 
its share of cars. 
THE BESTBUILT 
AMERICAN CARS 
When we say "Quality 
is Job 1," we are talking 
about more than a com- 
mitment. We are talking 
about results. An indepen 
dent survey concluded 
Ford makes the best- 
built American cars. The 
survey measured owner- 
reported problems 
during the first three 
months of ownership of 
1983 cars designed 
and built in 
the U.S. 
And that commitment 
continues in 1984. 
" For comparison Honda 7S0 
mileage is obtained from EPA 
emivsions resting and is not an 
official rating Your mileage 
may vary depending on speed, 
trip length, weather Actual 
highway mileage lower Escort 
Diesel mileage applicable 
to sedans with FS engine 
and without power steering 
and V <   N<)t available in 
California. 
•• Sales estimates based on world 
wide production figures 
t llased on EPA Interior Volume 
Index 
11 Escort GL (shown) compared 
to Toyou Tercel 3-door deluxe 
hfthack 
Get it together- Buckle up. 
Have You Driven A Ford.. 
Lately? 
Science fiction Fans around the 
world rejoiced when Frank Her« 
berth iwi"» Hugo-award-winning 
11 •»   « I Dune was Mated   loi   ih<   big 
MIci'ii. hut ilu'v'll have lo w.m 
until Decembei 1984 lo ice the 
epic. Principal photograph) wai 
completed this past September, 
bin post-production work (spe- 
ii.il effects .IIKI editing) will take 
a hill year. Ount was shot m 
Mexico, where cast <nul u<» 
look over all eight loundMagea at 
Churubusco Studios, plus three 
ii.u kl>>t lets, two "subsidiary** lo- 
rationi within Mexico Cit) (in- 
cluding the cat) dump, called b\ 
some*  crew   IIICIIIIH'I-I  the  "dead 
dog dump**), and the Sahmayuca 
desert neai Juarez And how will 
writer-director David l.vnc h 
{Elephant Mon) and company 
rendei the blue-within-blue 
Fremen eyes? Bv computer — 
frame    bv    frame.    Creature 
creatoi Carlo Kiinl>.ddi (who did 
ihe rubber hab\ aliens in Close 
EnroMiUtn, and r. I himself) is in 
Lo* Angeles working on the 
(.mid N'avigatoi and great sand- 
worms. 
In another pan ol Mexico 
(Cuernavaca* to be precise)i |ohu 
Huston is directing Under the Vol- 
cano,  from the oti-read novel bv 
Malcolm i.owrv (screenplay h\ 
Guy GaDo). The stor> involves a 
former British consul, an al- 
coholic (Albert Kinne)). who is 
joined in Mexico (the year is 
1938) by his estranged wife (Jac- 
queline Kiwi i and his hall- 
brother [Hrutf\heriil Rr\i\ileil\   All- 
thonv Andrews). 
Once Dune vacates those 
Churubusco soundsiages.Conan 
II will move right in. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger     wields     the 
British actress Francesco Annis 
as Jessica, mother of Paul At- 
reides and disciple of the Bene 
Gesterit sect in Dune. 
mightv blade again, with KH hard 
Fleischer directing tic mi a Stan- 
lev  Mann M teenplav. 
Mean* htle,    bai k    in    lam 
Angeles, ai  least ihiee othei  less 
famous Oman* wield swords at 
the C'niversal Studios lour. I hcv 
call it a "sword and softer) SIH-I- 
lacttlar." Three different casts 
(nine   people   each,    including 
Conan. a Ibsomc female hghtei. 
loin vilains, one ven bad villain. 
and a wizard) dang and dash 
main   tunes ilmK   menaced  hv   a 
fire-breathing dragon. Next yeai 
marks the 20th anniversary  ol 
the   lour,   and   executives   are 
huddling   now   lo   plan   major 
birthda)   * elcbrations.   We've 
beard  a   iiunoi   (the   drums,  the 
drums - v*ill the) nevei stop?) 
thai there will u a moving, roar- 
ing, chest-thumping King Kong 
(Aren't you relieved I didn't 
make am jokes about going ape? 
Youic welcome.) 
Vei   anothei   Stephen   King 
hliK khustci  will IK- rendered in 
celluloid:  Firestarter.    I he-  voting 
girl with the extraordinary torch 
laleni  is  Drew  Haiivinoie (from 
FT): her parents are played bv 
David Keith {Lordu »/ Dufipline) 
and   Heather   Lockleat   (ol    IA "s 
Dynasty and / / Hooker). Mark 
I evict directs from a srreenpla) 
In Stanlev  Mann. 
Director Waller Hill just fin- 
ished Streets of tire, a luiuiisiu 
rock-and-roll adventure fantass 
which he co-scripted with l-trrv 
Gross, Starring Michael Pare and 
Diane lane Hill soon stalls 
work   on Dick  Tracy,   which   he'll 
direct next yeai from a script bv 
Jim (ash and |ack Kpps. |t. War- 
ren Beam is one ol a lew actors 
rumored   for   the   role   ol   the 
square-jawed       < rimestopper. 
comic   strip  hero  lo  decades  ol 
Sunday   funnies   readers,   No 
word  vet  on  the  plot,  but   I'm 
(old In an unini|x\u liable Source 
thai   main    hi/arre   and   lanuliar 
characters will ap|>eai — Breath- 
less Mahoney, the Blank. Mum- 
bles. I'runelace. less Iiucheart 
(liacv's Hue love).   Big  Bov   and 
Flattop, 
Alici the busv Mr Hill deals 
w ill. I )n k 11 ai v. he will dn c< i the 
fourth version ol The Magnifi- 
cent Seven (which he has aheadv 
written with Lair) Gross), Ihe 
origin.il Magnificent Sewn, re- 
leased in I960, slatted ihe 
then-new sieve McQueen and 
Charles Bronson, famous Yul 
Bivnnct and compleielv un- 
known lames CUmtim. 
Bun Reynolds' next will be ihe 
title role in Stick, which he's also 
directing, Irom the Elmore 
Leonard novel about >*n ex-con 
who becomes a chant If tn in 
Miami   Beach   and   gels   langled 
up with lus boss .*tu\ Ins glamor- 
ous   lin.iiui.il   consultant   and  a 
cocaine-dealing diem ol theirs 
Leonard ("Dutch" to his pals) is 
doing the screenplay (he previ- 
ously wrote for Kutil and 
11 ombre). 
Cloak and Dagger stars E.T.'i 
Henrv Thomas. Dabnev Col- 
eman (WarGames and TV's Buf- 
falo Bill) and Michael Murphv. 
us all about a boy. an espionage 
plot, an imaginary superhero 
and a real friend. Richard 
Franklin directs from a screen- 
play b\ Tom Holland and Bill 
Phillips. 
Australia's  Mel Gibson (the 
heartstoppei In Rood Wmrrkn and 
The Yrai a/ Living Damgrroutfy) 
plavs opposite Sissy Spacek in 
The River, a lennessee-locationed 
lale ol small larmeis and big 
troubles (iibson was born in 
America (his lamnj emigrated to 
Australia when he was 12). so he 
shouldn't  have  am   difficulty 
temporartt) losing his Aussie ac- 
cent. Academv Award nominee 
Mark Rvdell [On Golden rWj di- 
rects from a icreenplay by 
Robert Dillon and Julian Barry. 
Pol those ol us who miss 
|ames Garners lace on prime- 
lime television, we'll be able lo 
sec » on ihe huge screen come 
spring. In Tank, Garner plays •* 
retired A rim Sgt M.ijm whose 
vinini;   son   (C   Thomas   Howell. 
from The Outsiders) is falsely im- 
prisoned. Garnei just happens to 
have a t tills operational Sherman 
lank, and decides IO roar lo the 
rescue (Ah, how oiten on the 
treewav have I yearned for a 
I II II v operational Sherman 
tank . .). Marvin Chomsky di- 
rected from a Dan (iordon 
script, for l.orimar Productions 
I mi Minion is enjoying an un- 
c haiac lei istu calm spot in bis 
Career;  his next   him. Road Shout, 
has been Indefinite!) |>ostpoiied 
due lo the illness of director 
Kn haul Brooks (who replaced 
first dnectoi Martin Rill because 
ol illness). But while Hulion 
knocks about Malibu ill his red 
Porsche and prepares Un Falcon 
and the Snowman with Sean Penn, 
fans will have two ol lus Minis to 
occupy their time: Dome! and 
Iceman. I lie latter, filmed in Van- 
couver B.C.. under the direction 
ol Fred Sc hepisi, has Hution as a 
scientist who discovers, thaws 
and befriends a prehistoric hu- 
man    Ihe screenplay is hv (hip 
Prosei  and |ohn Dim i 
Judith Sims 
DUNE 
Alan club for the movie 
Dnnr is currently being 
formed   somewhere   in 
the and sands of Hollywood. 
Those readers interested in join- 
ing, oi receiving more infoiina- 
iion, should send name and ad- 
dress lo: 
DUNE FAN CLUB 
1680 North Vine 
Suite 900 
Hollywood, CA 90028 
Details will he mailed as soon as 
the) aie available. 
StiUsuited warriors on the planet 
Dune (right) 
i H E   M <> y i ft. 
FAN        CLUB 
M A G A Z I N E 
,J* . .V-v.-- 
Without Jensen speakers, you're not all there.' 
Okay you ve got a Je:   en 
I si   - - lualiiv Bui 
yOl. 
Remember yourspeal 
riant—link in youi    irauC      . ■••■ ■ 
lechi     i nceof Jensei    peaki lar^ 
A truly 9'1 tarts will 
.er and go* 
.■v But ilits the sound ■.     1^1 ^-     Bj    1^1 
■       vesyou s; 10 do it      pM   M1! | ^| ^^ fl I ^1 
Complete your syslen • 
indloolish CAR Al I)l() 
When it's the sound that moves you. 
Mustang SVO 
A PS horsepower* lurho 
charged dectnmically fuel-injected 
1 3 liter II1HIIH- Wllll lllllMYOoler 
Adjustable Koni" gas-filled 
shocks 
Goodyear VK rated N< T tires 
on li)\"" inch CM aluminum 
wheels 
ftjwer four-wheel JIM' brakes. 
Redesigned from suspenskm 
for additional vertical wheel travel 
1 hirst* shift linkage (m a 
five speed gcarhiK 
Articulated driving seats 
Hedesigned fix* pedals to 
allow heel and toe shifting and a 
fixed foot rest for high-speed 
cornering. 
21(1 Ih ft of torque at 3(KK) rpm. 
IUIKtj(mal InHKISOM>pfi>t*air 
to air t who intern x Her. 
liiiKtion.il air dam. 
I uiuiion.il Biplane spoiler 
lUrhoboost gauge. (Maximum 
l>Misi 11 psi.) 
Engine mount dampers. 
Premium/regular fuel selector 
switch. 
limited slip, li.uiuinl.ok axle. 
•|I.IMII.«ISM SI.IIKLIHIIH.'I 
Get it together-Buckle up 
Have you driven a Ford... 
lately? 
The Machine 
speaks for itself 
